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PREFACE 

Dedicated to my beloved daughter Dinara 

The disintegration of the Soviet Union put an end to the cold war 
and triggered emergence of 15 independent republics on its ruins. 
Once-stiff ideological and political barriers collapsed, and the sixth 
part of the world began to reclaim religious bases. Islam began to 
flourish in the Caucasian and Central Asia nations; old mosques were 
reconstructed, and new ones were built; fellow believers were finding 
each other in different parts of the-now- former Soviet Union. 

But it soon became clear, that these developments sparked not 
only interest, but also fear of both the post-Soviet societies and 
beyond. Especially as the Islamic factor was increasingly emerging in 
the conflicts of the 90’s all over the space of the former Soviet Union 
and Yugoslavia, and as the Iran-related situation was getting worse. 
Ample publications on the nature of contemporary political Islam 
went viral, especially after American political scientist Samuel P. 
Huntington had come with his theory of clash of civilizations and 
many involved discussions (1). The Islamic topic turned to be one of 
the pressing after the tragic events of 9/11, when it sprang from the 
academic sphere to periodical press and electronic media. 

Researchers also got into advance of Islam in the post- Soviet 
Azerbaijan. The only difference was that the domestic religious 
situation and the Islamic factor early in the 1990s were mostly covered 
outside Azerbaijan. The publications all of a sudden buried the 70-
year-long Soviet atheism in oblivion and claimed that Muslims, 
mainly Shiites, constitute the majority of Azerbaijan’s population. 
This thesis afterwards cued another one in - about a rapid process of 
Wahhabization of Azerbaijan, new challenges and threats to the 
country and the entire region in this relation.  
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The interest and stand taken by the public of Azerbaijan on the 
Islamic topic have passed several stages. During the first ten years of 
independence, the Islamic topic, activities of believers, political and 
public organizations neither triggered a big interest, nor evoked a wide 
response. The religious situation in Azerbaijan was not even 
scrutinized. In 2004 I published a book Islam in Azerbaijan, to be the 
first-ever scientific monograph on the Islamic topic. The book 
attempted to bring a historical review of Islam advance in Azerbaijan 
from VII century AD right up to 2004. I must say, my prediction that 
Islam will be advancing in the society as grows the role of the post-
Soviet generation did not meet unambiguous response. In 2004 I had 
no doubts that the Islamic factor would rise in Azerbaijan, including 
in politics. But my prediction seemed to be fanciful for my opponents. 
I could, in many ways, understand this skepticism, because in the first 
years of independence secular parties dominated in the politics. They 
won not only the political arena, but also the minds of the people. Pro-
Islamic forces, on the contrary, were so weak, that it was very difficult 
to imagine their sharp rise. 

It took only few years to witness an abruptly changed situation in 
Azerbaijan. Today Islamic structures are quite vigorous. They 
regularly stage protest rallies. The authorities, in turn, bring about 
more repression. The public has also begun to lean to believers and 
their actions. It is absolutely clear today, that Islam has become one 
of the key factors without which the local political landscape is hardly 
to imagine. The circumstances necessitated to keep on researching 
into the causes that had brought about such striking changes in the life 
of our society. 

After 2004 I carried out several public-opinion polls and 
researches; the findings appeared in some articles covering the 
domestic religious situation, role  of   political   Islam, including 
radical Islam.  In  2012   I   published  a   small  research, a  kind  of   
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a research, a kind of a reference book entitled Islamic Palette of 
Azerbaijan, which briefly guided into various Islamic trends, 
doctrines and organizations functioning in Azerbaijan (2). 

These years the Centre for Economic and Political Studies FAR 
CENTRE (Azerbaijan) and the International Crisis Group conducted 
interesting and important researches on the topic (3). 

The religious situation evolves very dynamically. Believers are 
active not only in the socio-political, but information sphere as well. 
Over 40 Islamic outreach and informative websites, around 10 blogs 
of religious activists are being run in the country. Islamic political 
parties, public organizations and even communities of mosques have 
their own web pages, let alone numerous internet forums (4). A mere 
monitoring of the web religion resources can shower with abundant 
data for researches. 

It became clear that the topic of Islam in Azerbaijan needed a 
new, more extensive and comprehensive research. An attempt was 
made in 2010-2011, when I set off to look into the religious situation 
in the country through the project financially supported by the US 
National Endowment for Democracy (NED). 

But when the project was almost over and the collected materials 
had to be only edited and published, something unexpected happened: 
on 11 August 2011 the office of the Institute for Peace and Democracy 
was, in the truest sense of the word, destroyed with a bulldozer 
together with the property. The biggest portion of the collected 
material was lost. They were quits with us for our active human rights 
efforts (5). 

Taking into account the circumstances, NED favorably met 
halfway and agreed to finance the project to study the role of the 
Islamic factor in Azerbaijan. On 1 May 2012 the project started. It was 
to collect data about the religious forces and structures that play 
pivotal role in today’s Azerbaijan and are called or thought to be a part 
of political Islam. 

Political Islam implies not only employment of Islam by some 
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forces for political purposes. Political Islam consists also of various 
movements and structures that, though in a disguised way, voice, in 
some way or another, interests of different social groups in Islamic 
countries. Or these movements and structures are perceived to be as 
such. The notion political Islam bears no negativism, nor is it a 
synonym for extremism and violence. Political Islam has 
interpenetrated modem life, and therefore claims a special focus. 
Azerbaijan is not an exception. 

The project also sought to scrutinize the state religious policy in 
different periods after gaining independence. Being Islamic 
Azerbaijan is a member of the Council of Europe and declared a line 
for European integration and democracy. Secular-vs.-religious is a 
pressing matter of the day. Understanding of the state policy in this 
sphere also matters. 

On the other hand, growing Islam, protest rallies of Muslims 
concerning religious issues meet a mixed public response. The 70-
year-old Soviet period and atheistic propaganda make the 
overwhelming majority of our people look askance and be in fear of 
stepping up believers. The following questions desperately needed a 
response: what are prospects for political Islam in our country? how 
will the situation develop? is a confrontation excludable? problems 
believers of the secular state have, the state which is a member to the 
Organization of Islamic Cooperation and where the majority are 
Muslims; how can these problems be tackled? are they solvable? 

The research was to address these topics and problems. With 
these targets, it was decided to work simultaneously in different 
directions. On the one hand, the media and internet resources were 
uninterruptedly monitored over the project. Relevance of the internet 
monitoring can be explained by the role the Internet has started to play 
lately, first of all for believers. They run a few score of web pages on 
a range of religious aspects. 

On the other hand, 1.000 people in five regions were polled. At 
the final stage, beginning of 2013, the findings of polls and monitoring 
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of the media and internet were processed and are being released in this 
research. 

Let me take this opportunity to express my profound gratitude to 
everybody who contributed to the project. My special thanks go to 
those whose generous support has made it possible to bring this 
research into being, first of all, the management of the National 
Endowment for Democracy. They realized the importance of studying 
the problem, and bore with us while some problems were taking place 
as the project was going ahead. Thanks to them I could bring the 
finishing touches to the present research. 

I would like to sincerely appreciate all the experts of IPD, first of 
all, Azad Isazade and translators Nazim Guliyev and Aleksey Seytlin 
for valuable help in preparation of this research. And, at last, a special 
word of my deepest thanks goes to Leyla Yunus, my wife, friend, 
Director of IPD and ever-helper. 

Baku, 22 April 2013 

Arif Yunusov 
Doctor of History 

Head of Department of Conflict and Migration Studies  
Institute for Peace and Democracy



CHAPTER 1 

ISLAM AND THE RELIGIOUS FACTOR IN THE 
HISTORY OF AZERBAIJAN:  

MILESTONES AND STAGES 
 
 

Many of the current religious problems of Azerbaijan have roots 
stretching back into the past, not only the Soviet past, but even a much 
earlier period. And it is difficult to get onto the current religious 
developments in Azerbaijan until one accepts this fact. 

Religious diversity before Islam 

Over a long period of history Azerbaijan marched through several 
phases of religious beliefs. The first phase came about when the 
people relapsed into heathenism, idolatry and shamanism. These 
beliefs were succeeded by the world religions. The territory of 
Southern Azerbaijan was the place where Zoroastrianism with its fire 
cult came about and spread on. Southern Azerbaijan was the place to 
host one of the main centers of this first-ever world religion. The 
religious situation in the north of the country, today’s independent 
Azerbaijan, became much more complicated in the early Middle 
Ages. The greater part of the population adopted Christianity, others 
stuck to Zoroastrianism or heathenism. 

Even at that time the religious diversity noticeably distinguished 
Azerbaijan from many other countries and nations being both a strong 
and weak point of the nation. On the one hand, the religious diversity 
promoted establishment of the culture of tolerance and mutual 
understanding. But, on the other hand, it would often cause many 
conflicts and social disruptions. 
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Islamisation 

Islamisation of Azerbaijan is a complicated issue being at the 
same time extremely politicized nowadays. The Soviet period 
imposed the opinion that Azerbaijan had been only involuntary 
Islamized. The post-Soviet public opinion looked differently at the 
historical Islamisation of Azerbaijan as peaceful and voluntary 
adoption of the religion. 

Anyway, the Islamisation process turned very complicated, 
diverse and often contradictory in Azerbaijan and other countries of 
Middle East, as well. It is also clear that Islam was brought in to 
Azerbaijan through warfare of Arabs and conquest of the country in 
VII-VIII centuries. The conquerors encountered fierce resistance 
which extended the conquest period from 639 through 704. The 
triumph of the conquerors was largely predetermined by local 
religious diversity. 

At first, the Arabic conquerors treated the conquered nations in 
quite a good and tolerant way. Even contrary to the stereotypes 
emerged afterwards, Arabs absolutely did not want to enforce their 
religion, which could not but win many locals. Eventually, beginning 
from the second half of VII century a new world religion - Islam - 
began quickly making its place in Azerbaijan among previous beliefs. 
Islamisation as a process went in general peaceful. But as Islam was 
advancing in Azerbaijan and Zoroastrianism was declining, clashes 
between the new religion and old religious beliefs, especially 
Zoroastrianism, were becoming unavoidable. The division of  
Muslims   themselves   into   Sunni   and   Shia   in   the middle  of   
the   VII  century1   added   to   unavoidability  of  the clashes. 
                     
 
1 The split in Islam took place right after the death of Prophet Muhammad in 632. It 
was necessary to choose his successor (Arabic caliph, Caliphate as a name of a 
Muslim state). Supporters of Ali ibn Abu Talib (Arabic Shiat  Ali - a party of Ali - 
to give the name to Shia) strongly opposed Osman,  a new  caliph chosen in 644. 
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As the largest part of Muslim Arabs were Sunni, the branch of 
Islam regarded as main and official. Shiism was treated as heresy and 
persecuted, and that is why it was supported by most newly-converted 
Muslims, including in Azerbaijan. 

Amid these circumstances in the early IX century a war against 
Muslim Arabs started in Azerbaijan to last more than 20 years led by 
Babek. It became more known as Khurrami movement (ancient 
Persian khur meaning fire, sun). As such, it was a first-ever real 
religious war in Azerbaijan, which ended in the triumph of Islam over 
Zoroastrianism (1). The defeat of Babek turned over a new page in the 
history of religion of Azerbaijan. The large-scale Islamisation began 
to spin up and by X century Islam once and for all triumphed in the 
country and Sunnism dominated. The Shias continued to play some 
part in the religious and political life of Azerbaijan. 

Adherents of Islam did not succeed in complete uprooting old 
beliefs, first of all, doctrines linked with Zoroastrianism. Largely 
because Zoroastrianism and its various branches surprisingly mixed 
with Islam, mainly radical Shia trends. No historical accounts of 
Khurramis (Zoroastrians) in Azerbaijan after XVI century have been 
found, because Khurramis merged with a Shiite sect Ahl-i hakk 
(Arabic People of truth) or Ali-ilahi (Arabic/Persian “those deifying 
Ali”) (2). 
                     
Ali ibn Abu Talib was a cousin and son-in-law of Prophet Muhammad. The 
supporters believed that the relative of the Prophet had a prior right to the supreme 
authority over Muslims due to holy grace and ability to speak to Allah inherited 
from the Prophet. Accordingly, after the death of Ali the power must be taken over 
by his descendants. In other words, Shias advocated a hereditary transmission of the 
supreme power in Caliphate. The opponents to Shia stated that caliphs as successors 
of Prophet Muhammad must be elected by the community on the basis of traditions. 
This gave rise to the name of Sunni (Arabic Sunna - tradition) or ‘people of tradition 
and community’ (Arabic ahl as-sunna va-l-jama’a). In other words, the split took 
place on political grounds in the course of power struggles in the middle of VII 
century. However, by the mid of VIII century Shia transformed from a political 
movement to a religious trend of Islam opposing the official or, conditionally 
speaking, ‘Orthodox’ Islam represented by the Sunni. 
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In XI-XII  centuries  Islam  finally  asserted  itself     in  Azerbaijan  
to become a fully dominating religion. Although Islam does not have 
a traditional clergy as do Christians, the hierarchical structure of 
Muslim theologians (Arabic ulama or alims - scholars) completely 
matured that period. A mufti was chosen out of them to act as a 
supreme cleric eligible to judge (Arabic fatwa or Persian/Turkish - 
fetva) on various religious and legal issues. In the course of time the 
role of a mufti in the Sunni world increased. Additionally, the role of 
mujtahids (supreme clerical authorities and Quran  

scholars eligible to pass independent decisions on important 
issues of Islam and even to establish mazhabs) increased in the 
Muslim society, especially among Shiites. Unlike muftis and other 
spiritual figures, mujtahids did not have ranks, and their religious 
authority and social standing depended on their knowledge level and 
personal qualities. 

The second half of X century was the time to conceive an 
honorary title - Sheikh-ul-Islam (Arabic elder of Islam), - which 
turned later very important in Azerbaijan. Islamic clergy included 
other titles as well. 

 
Dualism 

The triumph of the new religion in Azerbaijan did not disroot the 
existing religious diversity. It even gave rise to a new problem which 
determined further development of the religious situation in the 
country: local Muslims appeared to be split into Sunnis and Shiites for 
centuries feuding with each other. This dualism turned for long into a 
landmark of Islamic Azerbaijan. 

Sunnis    far   outnumbered      being    adepts     of   three of the 
four existing theological  legal    school    (Arabic  mazhab):    Hanifites    
(Arabic Hanifiyya,  sometimes   referred  to   as  Hanafiyya)2,    
                     
2 Named after theologian  Abu Hanifa (699-767),  Hanifites  mazhab  practices the 
principle of judgment by common sense (Arabic ra’y) and by analogy (Arabic 
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Shafi’ites (Arabic Shafi’yya)3 and radical Hanbalites (Arabic 
Hanbaliyya) mazhabs.4 

That period the Shias were in a minority and mainly spread in 
rural and mountainous regions. Yet, they were much more diverse - 
moderate and radical Shias - which subdivided into lot of group and 

                     
kiyas). If a judgment made on the basis of these principles yields bad or absurd 
results, a principle of ‘preferable (best) solution’ (Arabic istihsan) shall apply. It 
implies analogy with similar decisions or situations described in the Quran and 
confirmed by Prophet Muhammad when the Quran does not give clear instructions 
for solving such problems. Hanifites mazhab is quite tolerant and liberal to traditions 
of nations, including non-Muslim, and tries to tailor strict frames of Islamic laws 
and ethical norms (Arabic Shariah) to real challenges of life. Such flexibility and 
tolerance of Hanifites mazhab helped win many in the Middle Ages, first of all, in 
non-Arabic regions of Islamic world, especially in Turkic. Most Muslims worldwide 
today adhere to Hanifites mazhab. It is especially popular in Pakistan, Afghanistan, 
China, India, Russia and CIS, Turkey and the Balkans. 
3 The mazhab was founded by theologian Muhammad al-Shafi’i (767-820). 
Shafiites adhere to ‘rational’ ideology of Islam. They treat the Quran and Sunna 
(Arabic way, path; a collection of testimonies of the life and activities of Prophet 
Muhammad, often these testimonies are called hadith, meaning news, information) 
as a one and main source for judgments. In case of conflict between the Quran and 
Sunna, the Quran is preferred and Sunna only interprets the Quran. Nowadays the 
Shafi’ites School is most common after the Hanifites one; a quarter of all Sunnis 
adhere to it. Shafi’ites doctrine spread widely, first of all, in the Arabic world - Syria, 
Iraq, Bahrain, Egypt, some regions in Eastern Africa, India, Malaysia, Pakistan and 
Indonesia. 
4 The mazhab is named after theologian Ahmad ibn Hanbali (780-855). Hanbalites 
are religious orthodoxies advocating strict adherence to the Quran and Sunna, 
unquestioned adoption of Islam and absoluteness of providence. They do not tolerate 
innovations in the religious doctrine and law if not directly prescribed in the Holy 
Scriptures. Before the Saudi dynasty rose to power in Arabia in XVIII century (when 
this mazhab became dominant in this country), nowhere else Hanbalites constituted 
a majority, in many countries they were not even presented. Another reason of rarity 
of the mazhab is its conservatism. Hanbalites stressed outer aspects of the religion, 
called to live up to the times of Prophet Muhammad and his followers as strict and 
literal as possible. Sometimes these ideas turned radical and forceful against others. 
Nowadays Hanbalites mazhab expanded in Saudi Arabia, Oman and Qatar. 
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trends of sometimes absolutely different religious doctrines. The 
principal tenet uniting all Shiite branches is to accept Ali ibn Abu 
Talib and his descendants as legitimate heirs of Prophet Muhammad 
and spiritual and political leaders of Islamic communities. Shiites 
called these leaders imams (Arabic). Shias hold that the position of an 
imam is hereditary rather than electoral as customary among Sunnis. 
The principal theological legal provisions were set by the sixth imam 
in succession Jafar as-Sadiq (699-765). Shiite mazhab is called 
Jafarite after his name. 

Though, Shias had differences on a number of accepted imams. 
Most Shias accepted 12 imams as descendants of Ali. For that reason 
they were named Imamits (Arabic Imamiyya). They were also referred 
to in the Islamic world as ‘adherents of twelve imams’ or Isna 
’asharites (Arabic isna-ashariyya). Shia Imamits believed that the last 
twelfth imam, Muhammad al-Mahdi, disappeared as a child in IX 
century, or, as believed by Shiites, was hidden by Allah. That is why 
Shiites also called the last imam Hidden imam (Arabic al-imam al-
gaib), who will be concealed until the time set by Allah comes for him 
to return as a Messiah to take charge of a Muslim community and 
establish a kingdom of justice and welfare. Despite being absent the 
hidden imam kept on running the community through his 
representatives. 

The doctrine of Imamat and belief in triumph of justice after the 
second advent of last imam Mahdi are the cornerstone of Shiite 
dogmatic differing from the Sunni one (3). Another big difference of 
Jafari mazhab was their rejecting a thesis of closure of the gates of 
ijtihad.5 The cult of martyrs is widely accepted by Shiites. Especially 
revered   are   Ali  and   his youngest  son  Huseyn,   the  third  Shiite  
 
                     

5 Ijtihad (Arabic effort, diligence) implies the right to independently judge on 
religious and legal matters. A scholar for ijtihad is called mujtahid. In IX century 
three Sunni mazhabs - Hanifi, Maliki and Shafi’yya - concluded that the further use 
of ijtihad was not expedient and announced closure of the gates of ijtihad. 
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imam. Their tombs in the cities of Najaf and Kerbela located in the 
south of Iraq have become pilgrimage shrines. Besides, Jafarites admit 
the principle of reasonable hiding of faith (Arabic taqiyya)6 when a 
Muslim’s life is threatened, as well as the right to temporary marriage 
(Arabic mut’a and siga) lasting from one day to 99 years. 

Azerbaijan had also many mystic Sufi tarikats (Arabic way, a 
method to know Allah; western order a synonym to Sufi religious 
brotherhood). One of these brotherhoods reversed the religious 
situation in Azerbaijan and all over the Muslim world. By the close of 
XV century a Shiite tarikat called Safaviyya and led by Sheikh Ismayil 
(1487-1524) emerged in Southern Azerbaijan. The tarikat was 
adopted by many Turkic tribes, which were afterwards called 
Qizilbashes (Turkish red-headed) because of a headwear with 12 
purple stripes to honor 12 Shiite imams. As a result, once peaceful the 
brotherhood of mystic dervishes and Sufis transformed in XV century 
into a powerful military and religious organization. 

By the beginning of XVI century Sheikh Ismayil united 
Azerbaijan and created the Safavid state. He proclaimed Jafarite 
mazhab and doctrine of Imamits Isna’ashari a state religion. Safavids 
did it in the country where 2/3 of the population was Sunni, especially 
in cities (4). By doing so Safavids outed themselves against the Sunni 
world, which very soon led to a real religious war in the Muslim 
Middle East in XVI–XVIII centuries.  

It should be noted that that period Christian Western Europe was 
also involved in bloody and violent religious wars of Catholics with 
Huguenots and Protestants which spread onto many countries of the 

                     
6 Taqiyya (Arabic prudence), one of the principles of conduct of Muslims in case of 
threat to their lives; the principle is allowed by the Quran and called prudent 
concealment of one’s faith. According to it, a Muslim has the right to temporarily 
conceal or even formally abandon his/her faith to avoid death for himself / herself 
and relations. A Muslim is only obliged to make a beforehand reservation in his/her 
mind and curse silently the enemies to his/her faith. The principle was especially 
popular among Shias and Sufis of Azerbaijan because they were often persecuted in 
different historical times. 
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continent. As if a religious virus equally affected Christian and 
Muslim worlds stretching far from the Atlantic to India. 

Most bitter Sunni-Shiite wars took place in Azerbaijan and Iran 
with mass casualties. These wars impacted the confessional 
composition. By mid of XVIII century the Sunni-Shiite confrontation 
brought only fatigue, and soon faded away. Fierce and murderous 
religious wars during two and a half centuries developed religious 
hatred immunity in Azerbaijan. 

 
Russian period in the history of Islam in Azerbaijan 

 
Termination of bloody Sunni-Shiite wars and clashes did not 

mean an end to religious confrontation and schism. Enmity and 
antagonism between the two main divisions of Islam in Azerbaijan 
remained. This religious split primarily determined the occupation of 
Northern Azerbaijan by the Russian empire in the first half of XIX 
century. The Russian authorities were quick in keeping eyes out for it 
noting that Sunnis ‘are inwardly enemies to Shiites, and never take 
any part in the matters of the latter’ (5). As a result, in the first half of 
XIX century Azerbaijan was divided into two parts: the smaller 
northern part went to the Russian empire, the bigger southern part to 
Iran. 

Such relations between Muslims of Azerbaijan persisted during 
the entire Russian reign. Prominent Azerbaijani writer and 
philosopher Mirza Fatali Akhundov wrote, “There is no unity between 
us. Muslims of Caucasus are divided into two sects: half of them are 
Shiites, the other half are Sunnis. Shiites hate Sunnis; Sunnis can’t 
stand Shiites; antagonism reigns over them. Nobody wants to listen to 
another. So, how can they be united?” (6)  

The Russian period in the history of Islam in Azerbaijan turned 
to be an important milestone. The first and the only real reports about 
the balance between  Sunnites  and  Shiites  in  northern  Azerbaijan 
came about that period. In the 30s of XIX century 66% of Muslims of 
the country were Sunnites outnumbering in the northern and central 
parts. However, half a century later, after the end of the war in the 
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North Caucasus and emigration of a considerable part of regional 
Sunnites, majority (59%) were Shiites. By the collapse of the Russian 
empire in 1917, Shiites of Azerbaijan were 62%, Sunnites were 38% 
(7). 

Another feature of the ‘Russian’ period in the history of Islam in 
Azerbaijan is that Russia took great pains to diminish the role and 
influence of this religion in the region, and if possible to take control 
over it. In pursuing these aims, the authorities established the Spiritual 
Board of Shiites and Sunnis of Transcaucasia on 5 April 1872 to 
control Islamic clergy of South Caucasus. The supreme authority of 
Shiites was Sheikh-ul-Islam, and of Sunnis was Mufti. 

The policy of pressure on the two Islamic branches helped gloss 
over Sunni-Shiite contradictions. This became possible mainly 
because of the ideology of Pan-Islamism emerging in Azerbaijan and 
many other Islamic countries. The adherents of the ideology 
advocated reunion of Muslims to reconcile Sunnis and Shiites. 

But this ideology bumped up against another one spinning up and 
winning in Azerbaijan - the ideology of nationalism or pan- Turkism 
which advocated an ethnicity-based union. Therefore, at the beginning 
of XX century already split into Shias and Sunnis the elite of 
Azerbaijan broke up into advocates of pan-Islamism to unite under the 
banner of Islam and advocates pan-Turkism to unite on the ethnic 
ground. The two splits: Shia-Sunni and Pan-Turkism - Pan-Islamism 
- deepened the dualism and in many ways determined the mindset of 
Azerbaijanis in XX century.  
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Islam and the Azerbaijan Democratic Republic 
 

The collapse of the Russian Empire in 1917 gave rise to an 
independent Azerbaijan. Pan-Turkish advocates led by Musavat 
(Arabic equality) Party played the first violin. They did not abandon 
Islamic values and were standing for modernization of the society and 
the country by creating a national and generally secular state. As a 
result, Azerbaijan was the first country in the Islamic world to 
proclaim establishment of an independent democratic republic on 28 
May 1918. 

The adherents of pan-Islamism, first of all, religious figures, also 
merged into party Ittihad-i Islam (Arabic Islamic Union) or Ittihad for 
short. They opposed ethnic separatism and followed the united 
Russian Republic where Muslims could ‘get rid’ of western values. 
Members of Ittihad ferociously came against Musavat saying that 
“having self-determined they got their parliament to rather 
disarrange the nation’s mode of life, religion and style” (8). 

Soon Musavat and Ittihad went to open confrontation, which 
meant facedown between the two ideological trends in the society. 
The losing side of Musavat and adherents of a secular democratic 
republic was that they did not enjoy mass support, especially among 
rural population. It was nothing but an attempt of the thin political 
elite to democratically transform the country and the society. But the 
greater part of the population, primarily rural, was estranged from 
these processes and their thinking remained and fitted a thinking of a 
simple Muslim ummah with its indifference to temporality and faint 
ethnic self-awareness. 

Pan-Islamists even very soon entered into alliance with local 
Communists and the left. In the long run, in April 1920 the troops of 
the Red Army of Soviet Russia intruded into Azerbaijan and easily 
established here the Soviet power. So, after 23 months of independent 
existence Azerbaijan again became a part of Russia, now Soviet.  
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The Soviet period or atheistic factor 
 

The second return of Azerbaijan to Russia went a bit differently, 
primarily from a religious point of view. In the course of almost a 
century-long existence in the Russian empire Muslims turned out to 
be adherents of a different faith and citizens of a Christian state, where 
Islamic clergy was persecuted. The old religious canons continued to 
reign in the society, Islam kept footing and the population of 
Azerbaijan continued to consider itself Muslims. 

A radically new situation emerged in the Soviet times when 
atheists took the power. They embarked on a totalitarian warfare 
against religion. In the Russian empire nobody had dared to encroach 
on religion confining only to control over activities of spiritual leaders 
of Muslims. In the Soviet Union the authorities were fighting with 
religion as such. Religion was seen as a product of human’s 
consciousness in its primitive form, and notorious passes of spiritual 
leaders of Soviet Communists Karl Marx (“Religion is the opium of 
the people”) and Vladimir Lenin ("We must fight with religion’) (10) 
were not just catch. Actually, they meant to pronounce a sentence to 
believers. Islam and other religious were socially outcast in the Soviet 
Union, and Soviet Azerbaijan embarked on de-Islamisation of the 
society. 

This policy was also being implemented through official 
propaganda of atheism and materialism. In the 20-30s of XX century 
the authorities were shutting down and demolishing mosques and 
other holy places on a mass scale, persecuting and repressing 
believers. The statistics about ‘the fight against religious carry-overs’ 
in Azerbaijan is not fully available. Yet, the available data unveils the 
scale of the fight. In 1917 there were 3.000 mosques in Azerbaijan. At 
the beginning of 1927 there were only 1.700 mosques left, of them 
over 120 were in Baku and around it. 969 mosques were Shia and 700  
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mosques were Sunni. In the summer of 1934 there were 1.186 
mosques in Azerbaijan, and only 299 of them were functioning. The 
rest were either shut down or used for other purposes. 230 mosques 
were Shia, 69 were Sunni. Towards the end of the 1930’s, only 17 
mosques remained in Azerbaijan: 11 - Shia, 2 - Sunni and 4 - mixed 
(Shiites and Sunnis did namaz there by turn) (11). 

The number of mosques did not change much afterwards: 16 
mosques functioned in Azerbaijan in the 1950s; 18 registered and 5 
unregistered mosques, up to 1.000 unregistered prayer houses (Azeri 
mollakhanas) and 500 sanctuaries (Persian pirs) functioned in 1987 
before the collapse of the Soviet Union (12). 

No statistics are available about the clerics arrested or executed 
those years. It is however known that almost 120.000 were repressed 
in Azerbaijan in 1937-1938 (13). This is an extremely big number for 
Azerbaijan populated by 3.2 million according to the 1939 census. 
Among the imprisoned were many intellectuals and educated clergy 
representing an intellectual potential of the nation. 

Not only did traditional trends of Islam suffer. The repressions of 
late 1930s stopped all Sufi tarikats and non-traditional Islamic 
communities of Azerbaijan. 

The nation-wide terror and repressions soon stopped for a while. 
The war between fascist Germany and the Soviet Union made the 
Soviet authorities change the religious policy. In 1920 the Spiritual 
Board of Shiites and Sunnis of Transcaucasia was dissolved, but in 
1944 the organization was restored as the Spiritual Board of Muslims 
of Transcaucasia (SBMT) headquartered in Baku. Its head was 
entitled Sheikh-ul-Islam. Taking into account the proportion between 
Shiites and Sunnis, a Sunni mufti was appointed Deputy of Shiite 
sheikh-ul-Islam. Undoubtedly, the appointment and activities of 
sheikh-ul-Islam and generally SBMT in the Soviet times were tightly 
controlled by Soviet agencies, especially secret services.  
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From the mid-1950’s and up to the collapse the Communists 
liberalized their policy towards Islam. The fact is that by then the 
generation of the clerics, which had developed before sovetization of 
Azerbaijan and avoided repressions, passed away. They were replaced 
by clerics raised in other conditions and understood that an anti-Soviet 
position and activities would inevitably lead, at the best, to them being 
discharged from religious activity. Besides those, who had to 
compromise with their conscience and belief, there rapidly increased 
collaborators willingly coming into contact with the communist and 
atheistic authorities, godless against true believers. The collaborators 
treated their spiritual field as one of types of career of an ordinary 
party functionary and government official. In reality, the top 
clergymen - both Christian and Muslim - turned into a part of the 
executive power of the Soviet Union. They were supposed to assist 
the Communist power inside the country, and to actively participate 
in the international propaganda. Participating in various peacemaking 
and religious forums the clergymen were supposed to show other 
countries that the Soviet Union respected freedom of conscience and 
other democratic values. They would even preach in mosques urging 
worshippers to support the Soviet foreign policy. 

 
Implication of the Soviet regime 

 
In general, despite all exertions of Communists, Islam in 

Azerbaijan survived, though dearly for that. The 70-year-long Soviet 
reign exterminated the mechanisms of transferring and reproducing 
Islamic knowledge. Especially severely repressed were Muslim 
theologians-ulamas, who disappeared from the public life. The clergy 
of the Soviet Azerbaijan was destroyed and broken. It turned into a 
part of the executive power of the atheistic Communists. 

The  large-scale  demolition  of  mosques  and  Islamic  education   
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institutions (Arabic madrasa) changed the social and architectural 
landscape. Mosques in Islamic countries serve to pray in and mix in, 
especially in rural regions. The mosques and madrasahs in the Soviet 
Union lost these functions; they were given to other, more ‘necessary 
social purposes’, often for storages and clubs. But most of them were 
pulled down or decayed and collapsed. 

The Soviet state borders were closed and tightly controlled. Exit 
from the country without permission was absolutely impossible. 
Azerbaijan cut communication with the Islamic world; it became 
impossible to receive religious education in traditional spiritual 
centers of eastern countries and bring religious literature from abroad. 

Shiites of Azerbaijan were in worse conditions. Representatives 
of marja at-taklid or mujtahids were gone; these divine authorities 
possessed widest knowledge of Islam and were entitled to 
independently judge on contentious religious issues, including the 
Quran. The top mujtahids include Hujjat-ul-Islam wa-l-muslimin 
(Arabic “Authority on Islam and Muslims”), Ayatollah, and Ayatollah 
al-uzma or Grand Ayatollah (14). They crown the social ladder of 
Shiite clergymen, and they were gone in the Soviet Azerbaijan. The 
official clergy totally yielded to the secular authorities and did not 
make any sense for the Muslims of Azerbaijan. 

The Soviet anti-religion campaign deprived the bearers of Islamic 
knowledge of their authority and weight; educational Islamic 
institutes ceased to exist. 

As a result, the Soviet Azerbaijan got generations remembering 
their religious origins but having a very vague idea of Islam. They did 
not know rudiments of the religion of their ancestors, nor did they read 
the holy Quran, at least in Russian, because the Quran was not 
translated into Azeri in the Soviet times. Let alone the Arabic Quran! 

In fact, the Muslims of Azerbaijan were de-Islamized, especially 
the so-called ‘Russian-speaking’ Muslims of the capital. 
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Outside the capital, especially in rural regions, emerged a 
phenomenon of ‘people’s Islam’, which implied pilgrimages to holy 
shrines in Azerbaijan. But these places often did not have a direct 
relevance to Islam, and sometimes they presented paganish past of 
Azerbaijan! The people’s Islam was often illegal or semilegal as a 
counter to official Islam. The people’s Islam was represented by local 
mullahs and hajis who with no licenses and permission satisfied 
religious needs of the people during funerals and marriages. 

To put it differently, Islam in the Soviet Azerbaijan did not 
disappear, but the public mind to Islam changed, as it began to identity 
Islam with habits and ceremonies. 

A weird type of Islam eventually appeared in Azerbaijan when 
people thought themselves to be Muslims, kept to Islamic rites during 
funerals, visited holy shrines, but had no idea of main dogmas of the 
Islamic faith, did not go to mosques, did not pray, did not observe 
required rites and moral requirements of Islam. Many denied Allah 
and were atheists or strong materialists. As if the Muslims of the 
Soviet Azerbaijan came to mind of the renowned medieval poet and 
philosopher of the Islamic East Omar Khayyam (1048-1122): 

             
           And much as Wine has play’d the Infidel, 
               And robb’d me of my Robe of Honor - well, 
               I often wonder what the Vintners buy 
               One half so precious as the Goods they sell. 
 

 
Disintegration of the Soviet Union and re-Islamisation 

of Azeri Muslims 
 

The outbreak of Karabakh conflict in 1988 and subsequent 
collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991 drew out return  of  the  people 
to religion. Return of mosques, churches, synagogues and other 
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religious places taken away in the Soviet time ran down the country. 
Many new religious buildings sprang up. This process took a wider 
path among Muslims of Azerbaijan who created religious public 
organizations and parties. 

In fact, there began re-Islamisation which eventually resulted in 
a steadily increasing number of practicing Muslims. Many public-
opinion surveys carried out in Azerbaijan in the post-Soviet period 
reveal the following dynamics. In 1990s the number of respondents 
thinking themselves to be committed Muslims with observance of 
each prescription ranged from 5 to 7%. Atheists-respondents were 
steadily decreasing. At the beginning of XXI century the number of 
practicing Muslims went up to 10-14%, now 17-22%. These poll data 
are equal to the figures presented by one of the top officials of the 
State Committee for Work with Religious Organizations (SCWRO) 
saying in 2010,  “The total number of those who can be called 
practicing Muslims (doing daily namaz, keeping annual fasting, etc.) 
in Azerbaijan does not exceed 20% of the population” (15). 

Therefore, approximately each fifth citizen thinking of himself to 
be a Muslim is really as such. These Muslims unite into religious 
communities, organizations and structures, the so-called ‘practicing 
Muslims’. 

 
Present confessional breakdown 

 
According to the State Statistical Committee of the Republic of 

Azerbaijan as of 1 January 2012, over 9.2 million people populate 
Azerbaijan (16). According to rough estimations, around 96% are 
Muslims. Shiites constitute a majority (around 65%), Sunnis around 
35%. Around 4% are represented by Christians, Jews, and non-
traditional sects (Krishna, etc.). 

Majority of Shiites populate the south  regions  along  the  border  
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with Iran and Turkey, in the central part of the country and the 
Absheron Peninsula. The north of the country bordering Russia is 
known as Sunni; many Sunnis live in the capital and some central 
regions. 

Over 1.500 religious communities function in the country, and 
only 34 of them are non-Islamic: 23 - Christian, 7 - Jewish, 3 - Bahai, 
1 - Krishna. Around 800 of the existing religious communities applied 
for registration with SCWRO. According to the SCWRO as of 01 
January 2013, 576 religious communities are officially registered and 
officially function: 555 - Islamic, 21 non-Islamic (12 - Christian, 6 - 
Jewish, 2 - Bahai and 1 - Krishna) (17). 

As of 16 July 2011, there are 1.802 mosques in Azerbaijan, 1.100 
of them function. Around 50 more mosques function on a temporary 
basis during religious ceremonies (18). Respectively, 652 mosques 
(mainly Shia) stand empty or do not function. Over 300 mosques 
function unregistered. 

After gaining independence in 1991, Muslims got their mosques 
back. Many new mosques were erected. Total of 595 mosques were 
either reconstructed or built in 1989-2011 (Photos 1-2). Around 150 
mosques were built by foreign states or international Islamic 
organizations. 63 of them were built by Kuwait, 24 - by Turkey, the 
rest by Saudi Arabia, Iran, Qatar and other countries or international 
Islamic organizations (19). 

There are 551 sanctuaries (pirs) in Azerbaijan (Photo 3). 50 of 
them function being most popular, 14 are officially registered (20). 

 
Islamic palette 

 
As in the previous historical stages, the situation with Islamic 

branches and organizations has been diverse and very particolored 
also after gaining independence. 
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The overwhelming majority of Azerbaijanian Shiites are 
traditional Imamits or adherents of Jafari mazhab. A small Shiite sect 
Ali-ilahi functions in western and southern regions. A sect of Alavi 
(Arabic alaviyyun) is reported in Lankaran and Jalilabad regions (21). 
But our field studies do not confirm the reports, which are most likely 
not trustworthy and wrong because Ali-ilahi and Alavi are close to 
each other. The fact is that only Ali-ilahi has always been present in 
Azerbaijan starting from XVI century. Persecuted in the Soviet times 
the sect functions underground with some tens of adherents. They 
iconize Imam Ali, believe in advent of a last Imam as Messiah, but 
deny the paradise and the hell, polygamy, drink alcohol on holidays 
and do many other things that make Sunnis and Shiites refuse to call 
them Muslims (22). 

Majority Sunnis of today’s Azerbaijan follow Hanifi mazhab, but 
there are also many Shafi’yya Sunnis. Yet, followers of Sunni 
mazhabs (Hanifi and Shafi’yya), traditional for Azerbaijan, by no 
means always know and practice habits of their theological-legal 
schools. For example, there are many facts showing how believers 
establish a Hanifi affiliation of a person: a Hanifites man prays with 
hands crossed at the navel, but a Hanifites woman prays with hands at 
the chest (23). 

Followers of traditional Sunni mazhabs are not very devout, nor 
politically vocal. The contrast is especially eye-catching in 
comparison with the Sunni doctrines which emerged in today’s 
Azerbaijan due to external impact or public demands for reforms in 
the religious sphere. 

In this respect, the first to be mentioned are Salafis, followers of 
a relatively new and before-unknown-in-Azerbaijan Islamic trend, 
often called Puritans of Islam for stiff views and hard-line approaches. 
Salafism mainly draws on Hanbali mazhab, though Salafis themselves 
opt for viewing their doctrine as non-mazhab and pan-Islamic. 

The Salafi ideology and actions of its followers are so queer, that 
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long ago entered many researches and hot debates among believers. 
When it comes to political Islam in the post-Soviet Azerbaijan, it is 
Salafis that matter first. Followers of Salafism are often wrongly 
called Wahhabis by the name of the founder of the movement Sheikh 
Muhammad ibn Abd al-Wahhabi (XVIII century). Salafis respond 
with reasoned protests. But as the name Wahhabis spread much more 
in Azerbaijan than Salafis, the two names will be used in this book. 

Historically, mystical brotherhoods of Sufi and various sects have 
always played a discrete role for Caucasian Sunnis. Sufi tarikats 
Nakshbandiyya, Shaziliyya and Kadiriyya survived in the Northern 
Caucasus, especially in Chechnya and Dagestan, even in the Soviet 
period, let alone now playing a prominent part in the region. The 
current position of Sufi tarikats in Chechnya and Dagestan made it 
possible to call common the terms of tarikatism and tarikatists (24). 

The situation in Azerbaijan went a bit different. Around 20 
tarikats used to function in the country early in XX century (25); but 
in the Soviet time all of them suffered persecution and most ceased to 
exist. And it was only after the collapse of the Soviet Union that some 
of them resumed. Currently, Sufi tarikats Nakshbandiyya (mainly in 
the north-west of Azerbaijan and Nakhchivan Autonomous Republic), 
Kadiriyya (in the north-west), Suleymaniyya and Mavlaviyya (mainly 
in Baku), close to Shafi’yya mazhab, are functioning in Azerbaijan. 
The Nakshbandiyya followers display biggest activity today. But 
these mystic brotherhoods are a minority, some hundreds. They are 
not active in politics, nor do they enjoy public popularity. 

Much more active and popular are the followers of Nurchu, a 
Sufi-based Sunni branch. They and Salafis are believed in Azerbaijan 
to be brought from outside and highly politically flavored. 

Lastly,  in  the  post-Soviet  period  it  was  periodically  reported 
about activities of many new-sprung ‘prophets’ creating their sects. 
Such ‘prophets’ total to 30 starting from the mid of 1990s to start of  
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XXI century, 6 of them are women (26). They were not of unsound 
mind or cheats. They had some charisma and won highly educated 
people. Biggest popularity was enjoyed by Haji7 Alasgar Musayev, 
imam of Ibrahimi (followers of Ibrahim the Prophet, biblical 
Abraham) community (sect) of Sheikh Nizamaddin Amirhajj Mosque 
located in Amirajani settlement of the Absheron Peninsula. When at 
the peak, his supporters reached 2.000 (27). Now the sect has 
noticeably diminished, but still operates in Azerbaijan. They are 
effectively using the Internet having the website and placing video 
streams on their ‘prophet’ and his followers (28). Only this sect and 
its leader are talk of the day among all sects and new ‘prophets’ (29). 

Eventually, it has taken mere two decades of the independence 
period to change drastically the situation. No doubts today exist that 
the Islamic factor has begun to play an essential role in the country’s 
society; political and other organizations and structures of Islamists 
arise a keen interest. More details will be given in the next chapters.  

                     
7 Haji (Arabic) is an honorific title given to a Muslim who has completed the hajj 
(Arabic aspiration, intention or desire for renowned) to Mecca at a strictly defined 
time (at the beginning of the 12th month of the Muslim lunar calendar) to observe 
concrete rites. The hajj is one of the religious duties of a practicing Muslim. 
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CHAPTER 2 
 

SHIITE STRUCTURES AND ORGANIZATIONS 
 

The present-day Islamic palette of Azerbaijan is plural not only 
in terms of doctrines, theological schools and dogmatics. It is also far 
from being politically homogenous. Let us start from Shiite structures 
outnumbering in the country. 

The Shia structures and organizations widely occur in the south 
of the country, the Absheron peninsula, the capital, the second largest 
city of Ganja, as well as in Guba and Khachmaz regions. But they are 
not close-knit and can conditionally be split into two groups: 

- Pro-Iranian linked with Iran  
- independent 
 

1. Pro-Iranian structures 
 

The first group includes the Islamic Party of Azerbaijan (IPA) 
and a number of pro-Iranian parties and non-profit organizations 
functioning in Azerbaijan. 

 
The Islamic Party of Azerbaijan 

 
The official history of IPA began on 2 September 1991, the date 

of its founding conference. Haji Aliakram Aliyev took the reins of 
IPA. Year after on 22 September 1992 the party was officially 
registered. IPA program read that ideologically it bases on the Quran, 
the sayings of the Prophet, and the thesis that only Islam can make 
difference in building independent Azerbaijan. 

IPA centered in Nardaran, a settlement populated by 9.000 and 
30 km north-west of Baku in the Absheron Peninsula. The settlement 
plays a big role in spiritual life of the country’s Shiites. Nardaran pirs  
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is one of the most respected by Shiites of Azerbaijan and other 
countries (Photo 4). Back in the Soviet times only the settlement 
residents preserved their religious beliefs solemnly and pompously 
observing religious rites, many women veiled. The revolution of 1979 
in Iran echoed in this settlement. Back in the Soviet times, early in 
1980s there appeared, if what Azerbaijani intelligence agencies say is 
true, a semi-underground Khomeinichilar tashkilati (Azeri 
“Organization of Khomeini Followers”) (1). 

From the very outset IPA leaders embarked on propaganda of 
anti-Turkism and anti-Semitism, later of anti-Americanism. IPA took 
up negative towards Turkism henchmen (People Front Party of 
Azerbaijan, Musavat and other national parties), and from mid-1990s 
towards also the authorities and even the official clergy. The press of 
IPA - newspapers Islam Dunyasi (Azeri “Islamic World") and Islamin 
Sesi (Azeri “Voice of Islam”) - many times came down on Sheikh-ul-
Islam Allahshukur Pashazade, the head of the official clergy. 

In mid-1990s the relations between Azerbaijan and Iran began to 
deteriorate. IPA never concealed its likes to Iran. A first attack of the 
authorities came in fall of 1995, at the start of preparations for next 
parliamentary elections. On 12 August 1995 the Parliament adopted a 
new Election Act, which deprived a portion of citizens of their voting 
right for membership in religious organizations. On 2 September 1995 
the Justice Ministry cancelled the registration of IPA finding fault 
with ... the name of the party. The authorities suggested that the 
leaders rename its party and forgo the word “Islam”. Nothing but the 
pretense it was and IPA leaders got it quite right. As said Deputy 
Chairman of IPA Haji Rovshan Ahmadov, “I do not think that the 
renaming would make the Justice Ministry gladly register us” (2). 

The authorities advanced and in May 1996 arrested the party 
leader Haji  Aliakram  Aliyev  and  four  other leaders of the party  on  
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charge of on charge of treason and espionage for Iran. The arrest was 
immediately triggered and preceded by detention of 18 young 
members of IPA on 6 April 1996. The Ministry of National Security 
(MNS) of Azerbaijan detained them at the state border with Iran. 
According to the MNS, they had headed for Iran to have a military-
political training in special camps. 

Early in 1997 the court incriminated the leaders of IPA grave 
accusations of treason and espionage for Iran. The leaders were also 
blamed for 'creation of conditions to arrange an Islamic revolution in 
Azerbaijan’. For this purpose the IPA leaders, according to the 
investigators, illegally sent to Iran young draft- aged citizens of 
Azerbaijan. In Iran they studied the fundamentals of the Quran, took 
training in special military camps. When back home, they were to 
carry out acts of terror. IPA operated in Azerbaijan, allegedly, with 
full financial support of Iran (3). 

During the trial the accused denied fervently all the above 
accusations stating their “unfairness and absence of ргооf”. 
According to them, they had been put to torture during the 
investigation and claimed 'a contract-style of the trial’ (4). Despite 
this, on 14 April 1997 the court jailed the chairman of the party Hajji 
Aliakram Aliyev to 11 years. Three other leaders of the party were 
sentenced to long terms; one of the arrested, Haji Kablaga Quliyev, 
died during the investigation in the detention facility of the MNS, ‘of 
cerebral hemorrhage’ according to the officials, ‘of torture’ according 
to IPA. 

In response to public doubts about fairness of the accusations and 
sentences, overt actions of human rights defenders against the torture 
put to Islamists, the authorities launched a shrill and propagandistic 
campaign in the media. They quickly issued a book written by Araz 
Qurbanov, Head of Press Service of the MNS, against IPA (5). 

In general, the arrest and trial did not stir much public interest, 
which testified  low weight and role of the  party in Azerbaijan.  That   
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conflicted with what the party leaders had assured of - allegedly 74 
local committees (regional, city and village) in regions, and the 
number of members exceeding 50.000 (6). 

Despite being deregistered, the party was not banned and 
continued its operations. Members at large with a new leader, 
Muzaffar Jabrailov, set to revive the party and establish more serious 
contacts with leading forces of the country. IPA conceded to change 
its name to a Party of Muslim Democrats and adopt a new program. 
The program was to prioritize democracy and human rights, as well 
as ethnic problems of the country. In fall of 1997 IPA entered into 
agreement with small and low-weight Liberal and Social-Democratic 
parties. 

Early in 1998 IPA entered into talks with a leading opposition 
party - Musavat. It came out that IPA’s ideology was rooted in 
prevalent-in-Iran conception of Velayat-i faqih (Persian Power of 
faqih) or Hokumat-i Islami (Persian Islamic ruling) developed by 
ayatollah Khomeini. The conception reads that in absence of an imam 
as a rightful leader of a religious community, the power vests in 
theologians authorized to adequately interpret the Quran. The whole 
power must be concentrated in hands of a paragon theologian - faqih 
(Arabian understand). To put it differently, the conception states a 
religious, Islamic in this case, governing, that is theocracy, as in Iran. 

Further in the course of the talks IPA stated, that “if Muslims 
constitute the majority of the country, then ...our laws must also be 
Islamic”. As concerns the Constitution, “today we can put up with it, 
but tomorrow we will change it to meet our goals” (7). After such 
clarifications Musavat, being outside the fold, refused to sign a 
document on cooperation and the talks ceased. 

Consequently IPA was for long outcast by practically all leading 
political forces of the country. The party enjoyed popularity only in 
its center Nardaran and some regions in the south and north-east of 
Azerbaijan. 
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In November 1999, two years and a half after the sentence 
President Heydar Aliyev pardoned Haji Aliakram Nuriyev and other 
leaders of IPA. Strong accusations of treason, espionage and attempt 
to ‘Islamic coup’ fell into oblivion as IPA did not pose any serious 
threat. The authorities also took into account hostility of the leaders 
of IPA to Salafis (Wahhabi) and other radical Sunni Islamic 
groupings. The out-of-prison IPA was more to the satisfaction of the 
authorities. 

Just to prove it, the released leaders battered followers of new 
Islamic trends, first of all, Salafis (Wahhabi) seeing their views as 
‘viral in Islam’. IPA’s negativism lasted years after (8). 

The role and weight of IPA in political life of Azerbaijan changed 
in recent years influenced by two factors. On the one part, after 2003, 
especially after the secular pro-western opposition was crushed in 
2006, vacuum penetrated the political life. The public climate and 
approach to the Islamic factor notably changed. 

On the other, on 15 July 2007 42-year-old Haji Movsum 
Samadov became Chairman of IPA. Since 1993 he had headed Quba 
regional committee of IPA (Photo 5). He is a charismatic leader of 
excellent education (a doctor by profession in 1996 he went to Iran 
where he graduated from Higher Islamic University in the city of 
Gum). Haji Movsum Samadov much transformed IPA. He changed 
the leadership, created party cells in many regions of the country, 
staked more on the youth and the mass media, including the internet, 
as never before in the party’s history. Right after his election Hajji 
Movsum Samadov stated that IPA is in the opposition to the 
authorities and pro-western opposition parties. No cooperation, 
Samadov said, is possible. Best remembered were many of his 
invectives against the United States and Israel, and special position to 
Iran. This is an important nuance, as his predecessors had not 
expressed their likings in such an explicit way. Unlike them, Haji 
Movsum Samadov in the interview on  5  December  2008  openly  
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stated,  “We  are proud that our name is mentioned together with Iran” 
(9). Together with activists of IPA and the elders of Nardaran 
settlement Haji Movsum Samadov regularly appeared on the state 
radio of Iran broadcasting in Azeri, on Iran's Sahar TV and many pro-
Iranian Islamic websites. 

In response to domestic politics IPA headed by Haji Movsum 
Samadov tried to take the lead of the Islamic remonstrative electorate. 
IPA activists began to actively participate in different actions on 
religious issues in Azerbaijan (ban against azan and hijab, demolition 
or closure of mosques, etc.) or geopolitical (politics of Israel and the 
US in the Middle East, etc.) (Photo 6). IPA leaders raised in increasing 
frequency the Karabakh issue demanding martial law and jihad. In 
August 2010 the party declared establishment of Organization of 
Islamic Karabakh Resistance (10). 

“Arabic spring”, which emerged in Tunisia in mid-December of 
2010 and stirred riots and revolutionary changes in all Arabic 
countries, had an undiverted effect on Azerbaijan and especially 
Islamists. The point is that beginning from 10 December 2010 every 
day Muslims protested against the ban to hijab in educational 
institutions (Photos 7-8). On 2 January 2011 the Youtube channel was 
appended with the video recording of Haji Movsum Samadov’s harsh 
speech against President Ilham Aliyev accusing the latter of 
demolition of mosques, attempt to ban azan and persecution of women 
in hijab. But the foremost is that Samadov matched Ilham Aliyev with 
Caliph Yazid ibn Muawiya (VII century), who is seen as disreputable 
by Shiites. The overwhelming majority of Azerbaijan’s Muslims is 
Shia. “Like Yazid, Ilham Aliyev implants a personality cult of his 
father Heydar Aliyev”, said Haji Movsum Samadov. Right at the end 
of his speech the IPA leader cited Prophet Muhammad, “We need to 
sacrifice ourselves to save our religion” and stated that the current 
status quo in Azerbaijan is just for this. Finally, he called on, 
“Therefore, the people of Azerbaijan must rise and put an end to 
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despotic regime and the Yazid-faced leader ... Today I call on the 
people of Azerbaijan to rise and stop this tyranny” (11). 

The authorities reacted almost simultaneously. On 7 January 
2011 Haji Movsum Samadov and some other IPA activists were 
arrested on charges of preparation for terroristic acts and disorders 
(12). Surely, to justify this accusation the authorities ‘found’ weapons 
and ammunition with the arrested. Nothing but strong public scepsis 
and mockery followed, as the public knew that the real cause of the 
arrest was the 2 January 2011 speech, and the weapon had been 
planted. For the rest of January arrests of IPA members and Muslims 
all over the country took place. In all, over 30 IPA activists and 
Muslims were arrested in Baku and many regions of the country. 

At the trial the IPA members fervently repudiated the accusations 
stating that the weapons had been planted. On 7 October 2011 the 
court sentenced IPA chairman Haji Movsum Samadov to 12 years in 
prison on charges of terrorism, keeping of weapon, and force seizure 
of power. Six more party activists were sentenced to long terms on the 
same charges. 

So, the 1997 scenario came over again when the official charge 
and sentencing of IPA leaders did not match the real cause they had 
been punished. The only difference was that 14 years ago the arrest 
and sentence of IPA leaders stirred a positive public response. The 
opposition parties well aware of plainly contract-style of the official 
charges yet ok’d the pronounced sentence (13). 

The current situation noticeably changed. The public 
ambiguously met the trial and sentence. Many, especially Shiites, take 
the convicted IPA leaders as martyrs. Many Muslims, especially 
young people, downloaded to their mobile phones the notorious 2 
January 2011 speech of Haji Movsum Samadov, which brought suffer 
to himself and his party fellows. Many took the speech as sort of 
manifesto. 
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As a result, IPA activists go quite differently. They openly 
advocate arrested Muslims, plan new protests, meet with other 
political forces of the country. Nothing of that was and could have 
been imagined 14 years ago. It would be erroneous to think that the 
conviction of IPA leaders badly weakened the party. As said Haji 
Natiq Karimov, one of the party leaders at large, “No use to frighten 
us, we will continue our fight. They will finish with us, but a new 
generation will come to replace us” (14). To demonstrate potential of 
IPA it is worth to refer to its tactics. Pro-western parties apply to Baku 
Mayor’s Office for permission to hold rallies. They dispute places 
allocated for rallies and long for the city center. The pro-western 
opposition refuses to hold rallies on the outskirts of the capital offered 
by the authorities. Unlike them, IPA does not dispute as wishing only 
the official permission, either in the center or outskirts. The party is 
quite confident of many supporters to show up even at an unapt place. 

After the arrest of Haji Movsum Samadov, IPA was temporarily 
taken by his first deputy, Elchin Manafov. On 25 January 2011 IPA 
leaders met with some western ambassadors in the office of the 
Institute for Peace and Democracy. According to the party leaders, the 
party has over 11.000 members and 35 regional branches. The hard 
core is located in the Absheron peninsula with the center in Nardaran 
settlement, some southern regions bordering Iran, north-eastern 
regions (Quba-Khachmaz), in Ganja and nearby, in Nakhchivan 
Autonomous Republic. 

 
The Fazilat Party 

 
The Fazilat (Arabic Virtue) Party is another pro-Iranian political 

group besides IPA. The party emerged in consequence of IPA split: in 
2004 IPA’s ex-chairman Haji Aliakram Aliyev stepped down due to 
health problems. That year IPA convened the 5th extraordinary 
congress in Baku. Haji Hajiaga Nuri was elected chairman, what got 
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the party members irritated. Many of them headed by Haji Gunduz 
Hajiyev abandoned the party. A year after, on 20 June 2005, IPA’s ex-
members convened their congress and declared a new party Fazilat. 
The party’s chairman was Haji Gunduz Hajiyev and its members 
amounted up to 2.000(15). 

Being Islamic Fazilat was initially on bad terms with IPA. But 
after Haji Movsum Samadov had been elected the party leader the two 
parties went abruptly on good terms and today they echo each other. 
This explains why Fazilat still goes unregistered and its activists 
cannot vote (16). 

But on 29 December, 2012 54-year-old Haji Gunduz Hajiyev 
deceased and his ex-first Deputy Mirmehdi Darafari is temporary 
acting as a party head. 

Besides these two pro-Iranian political forces which play fair and 
do not hide intention to participate in all elections, there are other pro-
Iranian political and public organizations in Azerbaijan. Some of 
them, de-facto, are Azerbaijani branches of Iran-based organizations. 
They started in different years, mainly in southern regions bordering 
Iran. Azerbaijan’s law-enforcement agencies press and even arrest 
them, making some cease and leaving others to go underground in 
regions. 

Azerbaijani branch of Hezbollah 
 

Hezbollah organization (Arabic Party of Allah) was most active 
in Azerbaijan in the first half of 1990s. The organization was 
established in Baku in 1993. Baku branch of Hezbollah was headed 
by Tariyel Ramazanov through to 2000, though it was inconsiderable 
in number, a group of some tens. It was afterwards reported on 
Hezbollah activities in the south, Lankaran city and adjacent villages 
(17). 

Hezbollah operated underground in Azerbaijan, which 
complicates tracing of all peripeteia. The official version of the MNS 
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says that it was Hezbollah  that had passed in 1996 a death sentence 
to prominent Azerbaijani academician Ziya Bunyadov. On 21 
February 1997 Hezbollah carried out the sentence. According to the 
version of MNS, Hezbollah had accused the academician (famous 
both in Azerbaijan and beyond it) of allegedly being an agent of Israeli 
‘Mossad’ secret service and spreading Zionism (!) in Azerbaijan (18). 
In March 2000 MNS arrested five Hezbollah activists on a charge of 
murder. Early in 2001 two of them were given life sentence, and the 
remaining three long-terms. Tariyel Ramazanov and some members 
of the branch escaped to leave the country and soon showed up on the 
wanted list. In 2002 one of the escapees came back from Iran to 
Azerbaijan and was arrested (19). 

The official story of the murder and involvement of Hezbollah 
has always raised public doubts and questions. Investigative 
journalists and NGOs many times speculated that by having convicted 
Hezbollah the authorities actually had shielded real murderers of the 
academician. The real murderers avenged on Ziya Bunyadov for 
disclosure of corruption and crimes in top echelons of power, 
especially in the Defence Ministry. More than that, it has been 
recently reported on involvement of law- enforcement officials in the 
murder (20). 

Nonetheless, Hezbollah got a smash, which, however, did not put 
an end to operations of the organization in Azerbaijan. In autumn 2001 
it was reported on detention of six residents in Jalilabad city bordering 
Iran. They had documents indicative of their link with Hezbollah and 
Iran, and not only these 6 but 30 more residents of Azerbaijan. During 
the investigation the arrested did not deny their links with Hezbollah. 
They even openly disregarded the existing secular regime and 
advocated establishment of an Islamic state of Iran-style (21). 

After that, reports on operations of Hezbollah in Azerbaijan 
ceased for long.  A  bombshell  was  when  early  in  2009  Russia and   
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Arabic media reported the arrest of Hezbollah activists in May 2008 
by Azerbaijani secret service. Among the arrested were foreign and 
local citizens, charged with a terroristic act! (22). In June 2009 a 
hearing in private began in Baku. It became known that after the 
murder of Imad Mughniyeh, head of Hezbollah secret service in 
Damascus on 12 February 2008 Hezbollah accused Israel of the 
murder and warned to embark on retaliation. One of the acts, as came 
out, was planned to be carried out in Azerbaijan. For this purpose, two 
citizens of Lebanon and Hezbollah activists, Kareki Ali Muhammad 
and Nadjmaddin Ali Huseyn, put forth to Iran in spring 2008. There 
they met with the officials of the Army of Guardians of Islamic 
Revolution (AGIR) and then headed to Azerbaijan. They were tasked 
to carry out a series of terroristic acts in Azerbaijan. They began 
propaganda among residents of northern regions of Guba and Qusar. 
They succeeded to win over four locals. A group of 6 sprang up 
headed by Kareki Ali Muhammad. According to the prosecution, at 
this stage the group collected information on strategic objects (Gabala 
radar) and the Israeli Embassy in Baku. It was planned to carry out a 
terroristic act against the Embassy on 8 May 2008 during the 
celebrations of 60th anniversary of Israel. The conceived did not come 
true, as the plotters were arrested by the Azerbaijani secret service. 

On 5 October 2009 two citizens of Lebanon were sentenced each 
to 15 years in prison. Four citizens of Azerbaijan were sentenced to 
long terms (23). 

Statements about links and coordination between Hezbollah, 
AGIR and al-Qaeda in Azerbaijan raised doubts, as absolutely wide 
asunder, Shia, on the one hand, and not merely Sunni, but radical 
Salafi, on the other. Doubts doubled especially after Hezbollah 
activists had been quite questionably accused of the murder of Ziya 
Bunyadov. The US media has regularly come out with similar reports. 
After the killing of Usama ben Laden many documents and materials 
went  public  to  prove  these  links  and  secret  coordination between  
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al-Qaeda terrorists and at least AGIR (24). 
Therefore, it is quite possible to assume an attempt of a terroristic 

act in Azerbaijan by Hezbollah. Further developments partially 
support this assumption. On August 08,2011 the country’s authorities 
in exchange for the Azeri scholar arrested by Iranian secret agencies 
on the charge of espionage, extradited 12 people to Iran accused of 
plotting terroristic acts. Among them were Kareki Ali Muhammad and 
Nadjmaddin Ali Hussein, the aforesaid Lebanese terrorists! This even 
sparked a diplomatic row, as Israeli Foreign Ministry demanded 
explanations. The Azerbaijani authorities merely denied the 
extradition of the terrorists (25). 

 
Religious Organizations in the South of Azerbaijan 

 
The remaining pro-Iranian structures and organizations are not so 

big shot, operating only in the south of Azerbaijan. Even information 
on them is not quite reliable. One can rather say about the presence of 
a network of small-sized underground pro- Iranian religious structures 
in this bordering region of Azerbaijan. Late 1990s two mountainous 
regions in the south of Azerbaijan - Yardymly and Lerik - came into 
focus of Iran. The reason was clear - the two regions border with Iran 
and poorly connected with other regions of Azerbaijan. Yardymly 
region soon became sort of a resting base for propaganda of radical 
Islam. Early in October 1999 followers of Ayatollah Khamenei 
founded a religious society Imami (Persian Imamits) in villages of 
Arus and Telavar. The society aroused suspicion of the local 
authorities, and late March of 2001 the members of the society went 
underground. In April 2001, 14 activists moved to Iran and set up their 
headquarters in the city of Khalkhal. It is noteworthy, that Ardabil 
radio began to broadcast religious-political program called Imamits 
have their say’.  In  one  of   the  broadcasts   one  of  the  leaders  of  
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Imamits, 34-year-old Avazaga Emanullayev touched the mission of 
his society, “Our main goal is to establish an Islamic society in 
Yardymly and Lerik. We do not recognize any other authority in these 
territories except for Islamic” (26). 

It was reported later that school students founded Ganj imamilar 
(Azeri Young Imamits) in villages of Khamarkend, Alar and Perimbel. 
Besides Imami society, in November 1998 religious organization 
Zeynabilar (Azeri Followers of Zeynab) an elder daughter of Prophet 
Muhammad) emerged in Yardymly region, first in near-border village 
of Shafagly, then in adjacent villages of Kyurakchi and Chayuzu. The 
organization was composed of Muslim women and headed by a 
woman from Iran. 

Iran’s interest in this region increased and soon it was reported 
that only in Yardymly region 12 unofficial religious groups and 
organizations functioned (27). Soon Iranian missionaries expanded 
their activities onto Astara-Lankaran-Masally zone bordering Iran. 
Top religious figures of Iran frequented to the region. They visited 
mosques, participated in private religious rites and called on their 
henchmen to take control over local mosques and madrasahs. After 
their visits the media reported activities of the so-called School of 
Doctor Zohtabi in Astara and School of Ansari linked with Hezbollah 
(28). 

Beginning from late 1990s it was reported about 14 madrasas in 
villages of Turkoba, Mahmudavar, Musakucha, Gizilavar and other 
adjacent villages of Astara-Lankaran-Masally zone). In 1999 religious 
organization Darvish emerged in Boradiqah village of Masally region. 
Darvish rested on Hezbollah program and had approximately 40 
members. In April of 2000 it went underground after it had come into 
view of the authorities (29). 

In January of 2001 it was reported about a religious organization 
called Huseyniyya (Persian Followers of Huseyni) in villages 
Mahmudavar and Yeddioymag of Yardymly region. The members 
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included also residents of other nearby regions. Over 100 young 
people from Masally  region joined the organization. The reason was 
that many of them were high school students in Baku and Huseyniyya 
granted them “scholarship of Ayatollah Khamenei”. In return, the 
students had to rake recruits in universities of Baku (30). 

Nothing was reported in subsequent years about these or new 
Iran-friendly organizations in the southern regions bordering Iran, 
which is quite strange taking into account the increased focus of Azeri 
special services on this region. It is most likely that either the services 
have taken all religious organizations under tight control, or pro-
Iranian organizations in the south of the country have gone into deep 
hiding. 

 
Iranian Organizations in Azerbaijan 

 
The main feature was that the organization was financed through 

Iranian charitable Committee Imdad imam Khomeini (Persian 
Salvation of imam Khomeini’s name). The headquarters of the 
organization is located in Baku (Mahmud Sayidi has been headed of 
the Azerbaijani branch). Imdad began in Azerbaijan in December of 
1993 and is currently represented in 19 regions of Azerbaijan. The 
Committee renders free humanitarian services in Baku, Lankaran, 
Ganja, Nakhchivan, constructs houses for refugees and internally 
displaced people. Unofficially the Committee also delivers Islamic 
literature to propagandize Shiism and disrespect Sunnism. It should 
be noted that the literature is printed in Iranian city of Gum in the 
Azeri language (31). 

Another noteworthy point is that pro-Iranian religious 
organizations in Azerbaijan coordinate their operations with Iran-
based religious organizations. The best known is Ahl-i Beyt World 
Assembly (Arabic Ahl-I Beyt, meaning family of the Prophet’ derived 
from the Quran which many times refers to this phrase) headquartered 
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in Tehran. The Assembly is committed to worldwide propaganda of 
Shia branch of Islam and holding conferences and seminars. 

Ahl-i Beyt began in Azerbaijan in 1995 and, first of all, delivered 
religious literature to madrasas, arranged religious events to support 
Shia doctrine. 

Official Tehran coordinated activities of pro-Iranian 
organizations in Azerbaijan through Iranian Cultural Centre (ICC) in 
Baku. The Center selects and sends young citizens of Azerbaijan to 
study in religious institutions of Iran. ICC holds cultural and religious 
activities. 

Such activities of Iranian organizations irritated Baku, especially 
when the relations between the two states deteriorated. The first blow 
came to Ahl-i Beyt. On 5 January 2000 the Azerbaijani authorities 
said that Iranian missionaries tried to sow religious and ethnic discord 
and attempted territorial integrity of Azerbaijan. This was enough to 
suspend Ahl-i Beyt’s operations in the country (32). 

In August 2001 the authorities began inspections of Iran-
patronized madrassas. It was stated about many illegal religious 
institutions in Azerbaijan (33). A year after, in September 2002, 
SCWRO’s official statement read that 22 of 26 madrasas were closed 
in Azerbaijan. These were Iran-patronized religious educational 
institutions operating in Absheron villages and cities of Zaqatala, 
Balakan, Agdash, Lankaran, Shamakha and Akhsu. According to the 
SCWRO officials, teachers of the banned madrasas were citizens of 
Iran. These madrasas, as told then Head of SCWRO R. Aliyev, “pose 
threat to future of Azerbaijan” (34). Afterwards, an SCWRO officially 
opened up during his visit to southern regions saying these madrassas 
had been banned for propaganda of the Iranian regime (35). 

Therefore, in 2002 only 4 madrasas functioned in Azerbaijan - in 
the suburbs of Baku, cities of Shaki, Lankaran and Zaqatala. 
Undoubtedly, this number of functioning madrassas did not please 
Azeri Muslims, and the public repeatedly demanded opening of new 
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madrasas instead of the banned ones. The authorities systematically, 
especially beginning from 2009, pledged to open them (36). But the 
reality turned out to be in complete contrast to the pledge: early in 
November of 2011 following a decision of SCWRO the police shut 
down the last 4 madrasas and deprived the country’s Muslims of these 
religious institutions (37). 

Following this, there came the turn of Iranian organizations which 
had badly irritated Baku. According to the classified dispatches 
released by Wikileaks, in June 2007 Head of Presidential 
Administration Ramiz Mehdiyev handed a secret document to the US 
Ambassador to Azerbaijan Anne Derse. AGIR had authored the 
document, which oriented Iranian secret services in their work with 
religious groups located in Azerbaijan in order to ignite their 
discontent. The secret services were instructed to call residents of 
Nakhchivan to march against insults towards the Prophet Muhammad 
sounded by the western mass media. The document highlighted 
importance of financial and physical security of people employed in 
these plans. Further in the course of the private conversation with the 
US Ambassador R. Mehdiyev pointed that the ICC operating in Baku 
was a tool of this policy (38). 

It is impossible to ascertain credibility of the document, as was 
stated in the dispatch of the US Ambassador. But the activeness of 
Iranian organizations in Azerbaijan irritated and worried Baku. After 
the arrest of IPA leaders in January 2011 and activization of the party 
members then at large, the pro-governmental media embarked on anti-
Iranian campaign. In February the media demanded expulsion of the 
ICC head from the country and closure of the center (39). In May 2011 
it was reported about cessation of Imdad Imam Khomeini Committee 
in Azerbaijan. The Iranian Embassy passed from negation to 
confirmation of the reports, which pointed to delicate and secret talks 
between Azerbaijan and Iran (40). In August of 2011 the situation 
seemed to  turn  more complicated as the authorities arrested three 
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Islamists - head of Jafari organization, Islam-Azeri.ru administrator 
Ramin Bayramov, and Deputy Chairman of IPA Arif Qaniyev. The 
three were accused of hostile activity against Azerbaijan, aiding to a 
foreign state, incitement to disorder, disorderly conduct and civil 
disobedience. But the most important thing is that according to the 
official statement of Ministries of National Security and Internal 
Affairs of Azerbaijan, the religious group Jafari had been established 
and functioning with financial support of Baku-based ICC (41). 

However, Baku experts quickly commented on these arrests as 
response of Baku to some threats of Iranian officials (42). That was 
the truth: the fortune of the people depended on Azerbaijani-Iranian 
relations which never remained unchanged. This affected the arrested 
who turned out to be hostages of such relations. For that reason, the 
menacing accusations against ICC and Imdad Imam Khomeini 
Committee hung in the air. In November 2011 it was reported that the 
Committee resumed its operations and rendered humanitarian aid to 
refugees in many regions of Azerbaijan (43). 

But one can hardly find any logic in the destiny of the arrested 
with regard to the so-called case of “Jafari Group”: A.Qaniyev (in 
January 2012) and R.Bayramov (in March 2012) were sentenced to a 
year and a half each, but the trial of A. Suleymanov was protracted. 
In June 2012 A. Qaniyev and at the beginning of August R.Bayramov 
were early released. But in August the trial of A.Suleymanov was 
finally over and he was jailed to 11 years. At the end of August early 
released two months ago A.Qaniyev was anew arrested and sent to 
serve the remaining term (44)! 

 
2. Independent structures 

 
The second group is composed of leaders, Shia organizations and 

communities quite critical of the Board of Muslims of Caucasus or 
independent of this organization. They are not linked with Iran though 
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can feel sympathies towards this country. They operate mainly in 
Baku and other cities (Ganja, Khachmaz, Quba and Masally). 
Independent structures and Shia leaders have undergone some 
changes over past 20 years after gaining independence.  

During the first years of independence Haji Abdul Abdulov 
enjoyed biggest popularity. In 1989 he set up Islamic society Tovba 
(Arabic Repentance). Together with A. Akhundov, head of religious 
society Gardashliq (Azeri Brotherhood) established the same year, he 
symbolized Shia authorities of Azerbaijan of that period. They stack 
in public memory for active participation in politics and quite low IQ, 
flavored with aggressiveness and explicit pro-Iranian views. The 
foregoing did not serve to liking and made many turn away from 
Islam. To protest namely such religious leaders, former scientists, 
mainly orientalists and historians, turned into the so-called Muslim 
intellectuals or future theologians (Rafiq Aliyev, Nariman 
Qasymoglu, Vasif  Mammadaliyev, etc.), who attempted to ‘enrich 
the advancing Islam in Azerbaijan with modernist and reformist 
impetus’ (45). Many of them questioned the Shariah duties, which, 
from their angle, did not match reality and secular nature of the state. 

 
The Junta mosque community and DEVAMM 

 
However, in the second half of 1990s young Muslims came to the 

fore in Azerbaijan, religiously educated abroad in top educational 
Islamic centers. This immediately showed up as many new religious 
authorities sprang. First, it was Haji Ilqar Ibrahimoglu (born 1973) 
(Photo 9) who gained the nationwide popularity. He is an economics 
graduate of Baku Futurology Institute; he, afterwards, defended a 
thesis ‘Islam and oriental philosophy: meeting points’ at the Theology 
Department of Tehran University. 
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In 1992 Haji Ilqar Ibrahimoglu became imam of Juma mosque 
community (Arabic imam-jamaat) located in the old part of Baku 
(Photo 10). The main body of the community was represented by 
members of Islam Ittihad religious society (Arabic Islamic Union), 
established in 1991 by a group of young Muslims headed by Azer 
Ramizoglu, an engineer and Haji. The major part of the community 
members are well-educated advocating reforms in Islam. As 
interviewed, “we sought to show that Islam can be absolutely 
different, that Islam is not only funerals and corrupted imams begging 
for money” (46). A good few members of the community, especially 
initially, look to west, rather than the Arabic world. The community 
is far from being unambiguous towards Iran (47), which even led to 
frictions with IPA and many pro-Iranian Shia organizations. 

Before 1998 Juma members had pursued only religious activities. 
Later, the community and its imam began to expand their activities. 
They started with such projects as blood transfusion, anti-drug and 
anti-alcohol campaign, orphans relief (courses of the English 
language, math, geography, hairdressing, car repair). The community 
initiated Dispute Center “Wisdom House” and program “Dialogue of 
civilizations”. 

In 2000 the community set up a human rights organization - 
Center to Defend Freedom of Conscience and Religion (Azeri Dini 
etiqad va vidjdan azadliqlarinin mudafia markazi, or DEVAMM, in 
short) - to address freedom of religion and conscience. Head of 
DEVAMM was Haji Azer Ramizoglu, head of Islam Ittihad. Haji Ilqar 
Ibrahimoglu was appointed the main coordinator. DEVAMM stood 
up for religious rights of Muslims and also other confessions. This 
first-ever-in-Azerbaijan religious advocacy organization became 
more famous for defending women’s right to wear hijab in educational 
institutions and for ID cards. 

The   reaction  of  the  authorities  was  quite  predictable,  as the  
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popularity and authority of the young and talented imam rocketed. His 
sermons in Juma mosque (in the old part of central Baku) were 
attended by up to 3.000 Muslims. The community and its imam 
thought that the official clergy and its Board of Muslims of Caucasus 
were under state control and badly corrupted. According to the 
community, “the leaders of BMC treat the religion as a means for 
profit” (48). The community even turned down claims of BMC for 
supremacy among Muslim organizations and communities of the 
country. 

The authorities could not stick it any longer when in 2003 Haji 
Azer Ramizoglu and Haji Ilqar Ibrahimoglu supported by their 
followers decided to actively participate in the presidential elections. 
Undoubtedly, if they had echoed the authorities, they would not have 
had any problems. But they voted for bloc Our Azerbaijan and its 
candidate Isa Gambar, leader of the opposition Musavat Party. 

The authorities responded in traditional way. The Justice Ministry 
deregistered Islam Ittihad in August 2003. The governmental media 
reported on deregistration caused by alleged links of Islam Ittihad with 
al-Qaeda (49)! 

The authorities did not know rest and on 17 October 2003 the 
police stormed into Juma mosque to arrest DEVAMM leaders. The 
threat of physical intimidation was so real that Haji Azer Ramizoglu 
fled to Georgia, and then to Holland. Haji Ilqar Ibrahimoglu was 
temporary sheltered by the Norwegian Embassy in Azerbaijan. Soon 
after the law-enforcement agencies had assured Norwegian 
Ambassador Steiner Gil that they did not have any claims to Haji Ilqar 
Ibrahimoglu, the latter left the Embassy. However, the authorities 
soon broke their word and arrested Haji Ilqar Ibrahimoglu on 1 
December 2003 on charges of plotting and participation in the unrest 
on 15-16 October 2003. 

On 1 March 2004 the authorities decided to immediately evict 
Juma community from its mosque building. The police-driven 
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eviction took place in June. Because Juma community did not 
welcome the akhund - appointee of BMC, the authorities 
unceremoniously closed the mosque “for repair” (50). 

The fate of the community leaders went differently for either of 
them. On 2 April 2004 the trial of Haji Ilqar Ibrahimoglu finished with 
5 years of conditional sentence and release right in the courtroom. 
Since Haji Azer Ramizoglu lived in exile in the Netherlands, Haji 
Ilqar Ibrahimoglu took reign of DEVAMM. One should give him dues 
- he did not come back to Juma mosque, but this did not break him 
down, quite the contrary, hardened. Over 500 people remained in the 
officially banned community; many of them visit the office of Haji 
Ilqar Ibrahimoglu every week to listen to his sermons. Deprived of the 
possibility to preach in the mosque, Haji Ilqar Ibrahimoglu responded 
with a blast of human rights activity and is the most famous, both in 
Azerbaijan and aboard, advocate of religious freedom fighting 
religious discrimination. His articles often appear in the media; he was 
one of the first religious figures to understand importance of the 
Internet. He uses it quite efficiently owning three websites - personal 
blog, the website of Juma mosque and Dayarlar (Azeri Values) 
Islamic news website, being at the same time the website of 
DEVAMM (51). He is politically very active both in Azerbaijan and 
abroad having become the most famous religious figure of Azerbaijan 
from political point of view. Western observers generally consider 
him a moderate who uses European values of democracy and human 
rights to advance his cause (52). 

 
The community of Meshadi Dadash mosque 

 
Nevertheless, his big disadvantage is the lack a mosque to preach. 

Over recent years Haji Shahin Hasanly (born 1974) has gained some 
popularity among Baku Shiites (Photo 11). He is an imam of Meshadi 
Dadash mosque got cozy right in the center of Baku. He took the lead 
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of the mosque community early in 1990s, in 2001 he became the 
imam. He received an non-religious education, but insists that some 
time ago he studied in Iranian city of Qazvin (53).  This did not 
undermine his popularity at all, as he is great on religious matters. It 
is not by mere chance that a Friday prayer in Meshadi Dadash mosque 
magnets more than 800 Muslims (sometimes up to 3.000) (54). Not 
all of them can squeeze through, and it is quite common to see many 
Muslims praying outside the mosque in the adjacent streets (Photo 
12). 

The community of Meshadi Dadash mosque has its own NGO 
“Manavi Dunya” (Azeri “Spiritual World”) registered in 2007. The 
NGO advocates moral purity. Besides, it is committed to protect 
religious rights, especially the right of women to wear hijab in 
educational institutions. NGO runs its own newspaper Salam. 

The arrests of Islamists in January 2011 touched also Haji Shahin 
Hasanly, but some hours later he was released (55). In addition to Haji 
Ilqar Ibrahimoglu, Haji Shahin Hasanly and their communities, new 
religious authorities of Shiites and new independent communities 
have sprung in recent years. They disregard the authority of BMC and 
personally the Sheikh-ul-Islam. They are advancing mainly in Baku 
and other cities (Ganja, Khachmaz, Quba and Masally) and regions 
nearby. As said Haji Azer Ramizoglu in 2007, “we witness a boom of 
emergence of small, non-traditional religious communities which are 
hard to control. Their activities are flavored with a political message, 
as Azerbaijan lacks a civil society. Such radicalization boomerangs 
lack of democracy and tight state control” (56). 

 
The representatives of marja at-taklid in Azerbaijan 

 
Though quite popular among practicing Shiites charismatic Haji 

Ilqar Ibrahimoglu and Haji Shahin Hasanly, strictly speaking, do not 
pose a serious threat to the Sheikh-ul-Islam, for according to the Shia 
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dogmatics, the two do not enjoy a high religious status. 
Yet, a logjam has been broken in recent years. In the 1990s 

thousands of young citizens of Azerbaijan studied in religious centers 
of Iran and other Islamic countries. The vast majority went to receive 
traditional religious education. But some stayed to receive more 
profound knowledge in special Shiite theological universities – 
“khouzeyye ilmiyya” (Arabic/Persian scientific place) or ”khouzeh” 
for short. A khouzeh aims at training followers of marja at-taklid or 
mujtahids, models to emulate and authoritative theologians 
possessing most extensive expertise in Islam and eligible to 
independently judge disputable religious issues, including the Quran. 
A student was required to receive highest grades on 12 subjects, a 
must in the Shiite dogmatics. This sometimes took from 10 to 30 
years. A graduate received a certificate of completion and references 
from many famous mujtahids (ayatollahs) (57). 

Such Shiite universities are functioning in several countries, but 
the khouzehs in the cities of Gum (Iran) and Najaf (Iraq) are thought 
to be the key ones. The Gum khouzeh is a bulwark of Imam 
Khomeini’s ideas and the Islamic revolution, while the Najaf khouzeh 
and related Zeynabiyya khouzeh (Damascus, Syria) are extremely 
skeptical about Khomeini’s doctrine Velayat-i faqih. The Gum 
khouzeh majors in relations between Islam and politics, but the 
students of Najaf khouzeh are not allowed participating in politics and 
belonging to political parties and movements (58). 

No accurate information is available on Azeri students in these 
khouzehs. According to some reports, most of Azerbaijan’s citizens 
(200-250 people) are studying in the Gum khouzeh (59). According 
to our field surveys, 150-180 citizens of Azerbaijan are studying in 
the Gum khouzeh, and a few score are studying in the khouzehs in 
Najaf and Damascus. 

Anyway, having received excellent theological education and 
many references from  famous  Shiite  mujtahids  the  graduates  of   
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the khouzehs have recently gone back home. They are scanty, as only 
five came back, the rest are continuing studies. But in the long term 
more and more khouzeh graduates will be coming back. The only 
available information is about five of them - 4 are graduates of the 
Gum khouzeh and 1 is a graduate of the Damascus khouzeh. The five 
have a title of Hujjat-ul-Islam wa-l-muslimin meaning authorized 
representatives of marja at-taklid. Above them are only Ayatollah and 
Grand Ayatollah. 

These five initiated a revival of the supreme spiritual hierarchy of 
Shiites of Azerbaijan. These five pushed the recent Shiite Renascence 
in Azerbaijan. 

Of all the graduates of the Gum khouzeh Hujjat-ul-Islam wa-l-
muslimin Zulfugar Mikayilzade acquired the biggest vogue, 
especially in the capital and Absheron region (Photo 13). His 
abundant preaches are in big demand, which penetrated the internet 
ranging from religious to political topics (60). 

Hujjat-ul-Islam wa-l-muslimin Ilham Aliyev (Photo 14) is also 
popular among Azeri Shiites, especially in Absheron. Finally, Hujjat 
ul-Islam wa-l-muslimin Azer Jabiyev (Photo 15) is thought to be an 
unofficial leader of Shia community of Ganja, Hujjat-ul-Islam wa-l-
muslimin Faramiz Abbasov (Photo 16) leads Shiites of Masally and 
adjacent southern region of Azerbaijan. Of the four he is the only of 
ripe age, 55. 

Amid them a persona of 35-year-old Hujjat-ul-Islam wa-1-
muslimin Javid Mammadov (most widely known among Shiites as 
Sheikh Javid) stands apart. He is a graduate of Baku Islamic 
University; he spent over 10 years in the Zeynabiyya khouzeh (Syria). 
He was taught by Grand Ayatollah Seyid Sadiq Shirazi, who criticizes 
Khomeini’s doctrine Velayat-i faqih and generally the ruling regime 
of Iran. The Iranian authorities persecuted him. Besides that. Grand 
Ayatollah Seyid Sadiq Shirazi strongly opposes participation of 
theologians in politics (61). 
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In Syria Javid Mammadov was titled Hujjat-ul-Islam wa-l-
muslimin and Sheikh (Arabic), and has the right to teach in this 
khouzeh. Late 2009 he returned to Baku not only with these titles 
honorary for Shiite theologians and numerous references from 
renowned mujtahids, but also as a personal and duly authorized 
representative of Grand Ayatollah Seyid Sadiq Shirazi (Photo 17) 
(62). Being in Baku Sheikh Javid preached in Sahibazzaman mosque 
and held hot internet disputes criticizing Salafi ideas via his websites. 

The emergence of pleiad of religiously educated people, 
including representatives of marja at-taklid, made a quick difference, 
especially in regions. Before, most active were Shiites of Absheron 
and southern regions; today Shiites of Ganja and other regions pick 
up the baton. Most importantly, there are people in Azerbaijan whose 
religious status is higher than of the Sheikh-ul-Islam. Immediately, on 
24 November 2011 BMC issued a fatwa, then the Sheikh-ul-Islam 
commented the conduct of Muslims on Ashura Day, respected by 
Shiites as a mourning day. He criticized traditional marches in streets 
accompanied with cries and self-flagellation (63). One of the marja at-
taklid representatives came with quick response. Hujjat-ul-Islam-wa-
l-muslimin Ilham Aliyev said in harsh words, “Only representatives 
of marja at-taklid are entitled to fatwa. All others are not entitled to 
issue a fatwa and make serious statements based on personal 
conclusions!” (64). 

Properly speaking, availability of marja at-taklid in Azerbaijan 
challenges the Sheikh-ul-Islam, because they can freely contest his 
statements, and even more seriously sway Shiites. 

Their fate was actually predetermined. The first blow was 
delivered on the graduates of the Gum khouzeh. A day after the arrest 
of IPA leader Haji Movsum Samadov, on 8 January 2011, the 
authorities arrested Hujjat-ul-Islam wa-l-muslimin Zulfugar 
Mikayilzade. A week later Hujjat-ul-Islam wa-l-muslimin Azer 
Jabiyev was arrested as “hooligan” at the Azerbaijani-Georgian 
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border. Another week later, Hujjat-ul-Islam wa-l-muslimin Faramiz 
Abbasov was arrested; many weapons were “found” in his house, the 
villagers protested. Finally, Hujjat-ul-Islam wa-1-muslimin Ilham 
Aliyev was detained as ‘hooligan’ in April. 

At the beginning of October 2011 Hujjat-ul-Islam wa-1-muslimin 
Zulfugar Mikayilzade was sentenced to 11 years conditionally and 5 
years of probation period. Hujjat-ul-Islam wa-l-muslimin Faramiz 
Abbasov was sentenced to 11 years in prison. The “hooligans” 
received softer sentences. In May 2011 Hujjat-ul-Islam wa-l-
muslimin Azer Jabiyev was sentenced to 2.5 years, and in December 
2012 he was pardoned by the President (65). 

But as for Hujjat-ul-Islam wa-l-muslimin Ilham Aliyev, he was at 
first released in April 2011, but on 17 February 2012 without giving 
reasons he was anew arrested and four months later on 19 June 2012 
he was sentenced to 2.5 years in prison for allegedly illegal carrying 
and keeping weapons and explosives! (66). 

After that, time came to deliver a blow on the last representative 
of marja at-taklid in Azerbaijan Sheikh Javid. Being a representative 
of the Ayatollah, an enemy to Iran, he was emphatically disinterested 
in politics and advocated civil approach to the hijab and other 
religious problems, and came out against rallies and street clashes. But 
even this did not avail him against arrest. On 17 October 2012 without 
any explanations the police of Nasimi District of Baku took him from 
his home. He was then brought back and the police began to search 
his place. It goes without saying that the police ‘successfully found’ 
the weapons. He was detained for two months and a criminal case was 
initiated for ‘illegal carrying a weapon’. After the arrest he was 
accused of conducting street rallies to support a hijab in educational 
institutions. The pro-governmental media alleged his ties with radical 
religious forces of Syria and Iran! (67). 

Therefore, in 2011-2012 none of representatives of marja at-
taklid in Azerbaijan avoided arrests and repressions.  
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CHAPTER 3 
 

SUNNI STRUCTURES 
 

Sunni structures and organizations spread in the north of the 
country, along the Russian border; many Sunnis reside in the capital 
and central regions. Sunni structures display the highest activity in the 
capital. However, Sunnites, like Shiites, are not strong knit and can be 
split into two groups: pro-Turkish and Salafi. 

 
1. Linked with Turkey 

 
In contrast to Iranian missionaries, their Turkish counterparts 

have enjoyed much more convenient conditions in Azerbaijan. Turks 
are seen as blood brothers and favored by the government and public. 
The Turkish-version of Sunni Islam was thought in Azerbaijan to 
perfectly match the secular model of the country. This angle 
dominated in the society and among ruling circles. Former SCWRO 
Chairman Rafiq Aliyev said, “Turkish Islam is the only branch of 
Islam compatible with the secular model of Azerbaijani statehood” 
(1). 

Pro-Turkish organizations in Azerbaijan can be broken down into 
four groups: 

- official representatives of Turkey 
- followers of tarikats 
- followers of Nurchu 
- local structures 

 
Official representatives of Turkey 

 
In religious issues Azerbaijan cooperates with the Ministry of 

Religious  Affairs  of  Turkey  (Turkish Diyanet Ishleshi Bashkanligi), 
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an organization authorized to propagandize Turkish Islam overseas. 
Turkey financed construction of 24 mosques in Azerbaijan, educates 
Islamic clergy and grants scholarships of Turkey’s Islamic high 
schools and universities. In 1992 the Turkish Islamic Faculty (Photo 
18) was set up at Baku State University according to the agreement 
between Azerbaijan’s Ministry of Education, Baku State University 
and Ministry of Religious Affairs of Turkey, later renamed to Faculty 
of Theology (headed by Dean Haji Vasim Mammadaliyev). In the first 
academic year the faculty accepted 61 students (51 from Azerbaijan 
and 10 from Turkey). 538 students have graduated, and 185 continue 
their studies. Besides, a Turkish secondary school was opened under 
the faculty; another secondary religious school was opened in 
Nakhchivan City. As a result, the secondary schools have over 300 
students, the faculty has around 200 (2). 

Apart from Baku, Turkish teachers have been deployed in other 
populated localities of the Absheron Peninsula, northern (Qusar, 
Khachmaz, Zaqatala and Balakan) and central regions of the country 
(Yevlakh, Saatly and Agdash). Banned from religious propaganda 
they are only allowed to answer questions of the locals. The 
authorities closely monitor the teachers (3). 

 
Tarikats 

 
Apart from government channels, the Turkish model of Islam has 

been disseminated in Azerbaijan through independent structures. 
Initially, most active in Azerbaijan have been Sufi brotherhoods 
(tarikats). Their chief spiritual authority, murshid (Arabic guide or 
teacher, sometimes the Sufi use also the term sheikh), gather a group 
of murids (Arabic student, follower). Murshid’s role as a spiritual 
guide is to explain his disciples the essence of the Sufi path, which 
entails knowledge of the Almighty and enjoyment of Allah’s grace 
through years-long personal communication with Him. This leads to 
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creation of a chain (Arabic silsila), through which the grace is passed 
from murshid (sheikh) to his successors. For that reason every 
murshid (sheikh) should know the entire silsila, as the grace is 
possible only if the chain is kept intact. The availability of silsila is 
quite important in Sufi tarikats (4). 

Sufi tarikats may differ, but conflicts between them are not 
tolerable. The same murshid (sheikh) may at the same time act as a 
link in chains of different tarikats, but only if he received an ijaza 
(Arabic permission) from sheikhs of a relevant tarikat to teach murids 
(5). For instance, 74-year-old Seyid Efendi al-Chirkavi (sometimes - 
Chirkeyevskiy) was a most authoritative sheikh in two tarikats at once 
- Nakshbandiyya and Shaziliyya - before his death in Dagestan in 
August 2012. He had more than 10.000 murids, which included many 
top governmental officials and businessmen of Dagestan, as well as 
the entre leadership of the Spiritual Muslim Board of Dagestan (6). 

Number two sheikh in Nakshbandiyya tarikat in North Caucasus 
was 57-year-old Sirajuddin al-Khuriki (Israfilov), a prominent 
spiritual leader in South Dagestan with 8.000 murids. But in October 
2011 he was also killed by the unknown in Dagestan (7). 

Residing in Turkish part of Cyprus Sheikh Nazim al-Khakkani 
al-Kibrisi of Nakshbandiyya tarikat enjoys dozens of thousands of 
murids across Azerbaijan, Russia (Dagestan, Tatarstan), Pakistan, 
Malaysia, USA, Canada, Singapore, etc. He is also the sheikh of 
Mavlaviyya tarikat supervising thousands of murids in these tarikats 
(8). 

First to appear in the post-Soviet Azerbaijan were preachers of 
Nakshbandiyya tarikat. It is hardly surprising as the tarikat already 
had its followers in regions (mainly in north-west and Nakhichevan 
Autonomous Republic) in the Soviet times. Despite the repressions 
and atheism of the Soviet times the tarikat survived in the north-west 
of  Azerbaijan.  In   Mukhakh   village   of   Zaqatala   region  Sheikh   
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Nasukh    Efendi lived, who was the leader of the tarikat in Azerbaijan. 
He did much to preserve Islamic traditions in Zaqatala-Qakh-Balakan 
region in the Soviet times. However, the death of 79-year-old Sheikh 
Nasukh Efendi in 1996 put an end to the silsila of traditional 
Nakshbandiyya in Azerbaijan (9). 

After Azerbaijan regained its independence, the tarikat revived 
here. Nakshbandiyya ideas were flowing into Azerbaijan from two 
sources - Turkey and Dagestan. In Turkey the tarikat was headed by 
Sheikh Mehmed Zahid Kotku (1897-1980), whose ancestors came 
from the Azerbaijan’s city of Shaki. The Turkish politicians like ex-
President Turgut Ozal, former Prime-Minister Nadjmaddin Erbakan, 
incumbent President Abdullah Gul and others were linked with 
Nakshbandiyya tarikat (10) 

On the other hand, widely spread in the North Caucasus, 
especially in Dagestan, the tarikat was also popular in the north of 
Azerbaijan with Lezgins, Avars and other ethnic minorities. 

By late 1990s, Nakshbandiyya followers appeared in Baku, 
Zaqatala, Shaki, Qazakh, Agdash, Goychay and Qabala regions and 
in some populated localities of Nakhchivan Autonomous Republic. 

However, Nakshbandiyya tarikat did not escape from repressions. 
In 1990s one of the tarikat’s activists in Azerbaijan was Turkish 
diplomat Farman Damirgol. He took part in the political events of 
1995, then was charged with coup attempt and later deported from the 
country. After that Nakshbandiyya followers underwent still ongoing 
persecutions (11). According to the field surveys of the IPD, 
Nakshbandiyya followers have holed up in the Nakhchivan 
Autonomous Republic since 2002. 

Our field surveys, media and internet monitoring evidence that 
Nakshbandiyya followers in Azerbaijan are presented by several 
groups. Sheikh Osman Nuri Topbash (12) from Turkey leads the 
tarikat in Shaki and Shirvan regions. The tarikat in Qazakh and 
Agstafa was led by Sheikh Mahmud Usta Osmanoglu from Turkey, in 
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the north-west of Azerbaijan (Zaqatala-Qakh-Balakan region) by 
Sheikh Said Efendi al-Chirkavi (13) from Dagestan till his death in 
August 2012, in Guba-Khachmaz region - by Sheikh Sirajuddin al-
Khuriki (Israfilov) from Dagestan till his death in October 2011, in 
Baku - by Sheikh Nazim al-Khakkani al-Kibrisi (from November 
2011 his son Sheikh Mehmed al-Kibrisi) from Northern Cyprus (14). 

This situation is a big headache for the country’s authorities as 
Nakshbandiyya tarikat is quite popular among the Turkish 
establishment today. Most of its followers in the north of the country 
come from ethnic minorities closely linked with relatives in Dagestan 
and Chechnya; often these followers take the actions of the 
Azerbaijani authorities against them as ethnic repressions. For this 
reason, Sheikh Said Efendi al-Chirkavi, an ethnic Avar influential 
with Dagestani Muslims, has not been able to come to Azerbaijan to 
meet with Avars throughout recent years; likewise, Sheikh Sirajuddin 
al-Khuriki (Israfilov), an ethnic Tabasaran, has been heavily scowled 
in Azerbaijan after clashes between his followers and Azeri Shia in 
Dagestan (15). 

In addition to the Nakshbandiyya, in the first half of 1990s 
followers of such tarikats as Kadiriyya and Mavlaviyya came from 
Turkey to Azerbaijan. It should regrettably be asserted, that their 
activities in Azerbaijan are next to be unknown. These teachings have 
been disseminated primarily through Turkish student societies in 
Azerbaijan. Back in 1993 Turkish students established a Society of 
Muslim Students in Azerbaijan (SMSA). Officially, it set harmless 
targets: help students studying in Azerbaijan and “expand spiritual 
and moral outlook of students”. The paramount goal was to “bring all 
Muslim students together.” A strange thing about the society 
registered with the Ministry of Justice is that according to its program, 
the members are obliged to keep confidentiality. 

They  subsequently   left  Azerbaijan  in  1997  after  completing   
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their education. The Ministry of Justice right away suspended the 
society. However, it was just founders and activists of SMSA who left 
the country. The society itself kept on running, against the Law on 
Religious Freedom which prohibits foreign citizens, including 
students, from carrying out religious propaganda. Later it was 
reported that SMSA was linked with Haji Sultanali mosque in Baku. 
The society members are active not only in the capital, but across the 
country as well. Their activities were reported in 2003 in the southern 
region of Lankaran. The members agitated in the mosque of Veravul 
village. The authorities were especially concerned with the SMSA 
followers carrying out Sunni propaganda among Shiites of Veravul 
and neighboring villages. Moreover, they involved Azeri nationals to 
prevent ire with the local folk (16). 

In Turkey, Suleymaniyya tarikat enjoys a big popularity with 
dozens of thousands of followers. The followers of the tarikat are 
often called Suleymanchi (Turkish follower of Suleyman, plural 
Suleymanchilar). The founder and leader of the Suleymaniyya order 
was Sheikh Suleyman Hilmi Tunakhan Silistrevi (1888-1959), a 
native of Bulgaria. Suleymanchi believe to be in mystical contact with 
the late founder or tarikat and call him the Last Teacher. 

One of Suleymanchi features is funding Quran courses that 
educate and sometimes even accommodate children from poor 
families. Suleymanchi are critical of the state religious education: they 
believe it is not possible to raise a proper mosque worker over a short 
school period. The community also has a cult of ancestors who 
supposedly form a sort of a supreme spiritual council supervising all 
mundane affairs. 

The tarikat leadership today is deployed in Turkey, being a 
branch of the Nakshbandiyya tarikat. This tarikat set off to 
propagandize in the CIS from the second half of 1990s. It has 
followers among Muslims of Russia (in Tatarstan and Bashkortostan),  
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and Central Asia. 
In Azerbaijan, Suleymanchi followers started in 2000. First place 

was in the capital, where they ran their own Suleymanchilar mosque 
near the former Karabakh hotel. Later on, they spread to other regions 
of the country. Especially active they were in Ganja, Shamakha and 
Khachmaz (18). 

The Suleymanchi tarikat was also persecuted. In April 2009, 
Suleymanchilar mosque in Baku was shutdown. A year later, four 
Turkish citizens were arrested in Ganja for disseminating literature of 
the tarikat and for agitation among locals (19). The tarikat 
encountered problems in other regions of the country as well, is 
operating underground only in the capital, as found by our field 
surveys. 

Overall, the mentioned Sufi brotherhoods are quite small, for they 
do not enjoy much popularity in Azerbaijan. 

 
Followers of Nurchu 

 
Way more active and popular in Azerbaijan are the followers of 

Nurchu (Turkish plural Nurchular). It is them who are perceived as a 
symbol of Turkish Islam in Azerbaijan today, which is true to a certain 
extent. The reason is that the Nurchu ideology is, according to the 
polls, most popular in today’s Turkey, especially when it comes to 
political structures (20). 

At the same time, no other religious organization, either in Turkey 
or in the entire Islamic world, has so many contradicting and 
sometimes mutually exclusive publications about itself. The range of 
accusations, myths and stereotypes about Nurchu is boundless. The 
left wings in Turkey used to consider the Nurchu ideology a British 
project; today they claim it to be a US project and the Nurchu 
themselves - CIA agents. Nationalists, Ataturk followers and secular 
forces of Turkey in general regularly accuse the Nurchu and their 
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leaders of an attempt to topple the current political regime and 
establish the Shariah-based Muslim rule in the country. Some outside 
Turkey believe the Nurchu to be extremists linked now to Hezbollah, 
then to al-Qaeda and even to Moon sect! In turn, Islamists consider 
the Nurchu a dangerous sect, corrupting the true Islam and 
disseminating Pan-Turkic and nationalistic ideas. Nurchu followers 
are even accused of masonry on the service of the United States and 
Israel. Western countries see the Nurchu as liberals and sometimes as 
radical Islamists and even terrorists. Russia and allied CIS countries 
banned the Nurchu propaganda rating the organization as extremist. 
A first wave of admiration and kindliness for Nurchu in Azerbaijan 
quickly changed to suspicion and accusations. The local, pro- 
governmental, secular and nationalistic media broke into ocean of 
accusations! 

This is enough to think that the ideology of Nurchu and their 
activity are worth scrutiny. 

The origination of Nurchu is tied to Said Nursi (1876-1960), the 
famous Sunni theologian and ethnic Kurd. He was born in Nurs 
village near town of Bitlis, so he was called Nursi by the place of birth. 
Said Nursi’s youth coincided with the World War I, the collapse of 
the Ottoman Empire and rise of the Republic of Turkey. He went to 
war, fell prisoner spent two years in Kostroma region in Russia (1916-
1918), and came back to Turkey in 1919. Upon the fall of the Ottoman 
Empire and rise of Kemal Ataturk to power in 1920s, Said Nursi 
returned to the eastern Turkey and lived alone in a mountainous area. 
He had been constantly persecuted by new Turkish authorities for 
Islamic agitation and spent 23 years in jail and in exile. That was the 
time when he began writing his magnum opus, Risale-i Nur (Turkish 
The Treatise of Light), composed of 14-volume tafsirs (Arabic 
explanations, commentaries) to the Quran that significantly differed 
from classical Islamic exegesis of the Quran (21). For Said Nursi lived 
in the period of severe perturbations,  most  important  of  which  was   
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secularization   in Turkey and associated problems for believers. 
Coincidently, similar events were taking place in other countries of 
the world, non-Islamic among them. A devoted Muslim, Said Nursi 
was adamant that the Islamic civilization would rule the world of 
tomorrow. He dreamt of the Shariah-based state and called upon 
Muslims to be firm in all issues related to the essence of Islam. 
Alongside, he believed this can be possible only when the world is 
governed by the reason, science and technology that will enable to 
conceive the true meaning of the Quran, which is underlain by rational 
evidence and grounds all its prescriptions on reason. Therefore, he 
thought it necessary to clean Islam from fanaticism and blind 
piousness and believed it was possible to combine scientific 
knowledge and religion. 

From these points. Said Nursi set a task to cleanse Islam from the 
myths and contradictions existing in the Quran and modernize it. 
Prioritizing this task, he made 130 amendments and clarifications to 
the Quran laying the foundation of the movement for modernization 
of Islam. According to Said Nursi, 'the cause of such a scientifically 
and technologically advanced western world is to be sought in 
philosophical-religious patterns of Christianity. The farther West 
moves away from religious dogmas, the bigger achievements it makes 
in science and technical sphere’ (22) 

Said Nursi negated all forms of hostility and violence and called 
upon all Muslims and Christians to unite against atheism and 
materialism. For this reason, in 1950s Said Nursi visited the 
Constantinopolitan Orthodox Patriarchy and proposed them to 
collaborate against ungodliness and materialism. 

For his merits, in 1946 Said Nursi got the honorary name of 
Bediuzzaman (Arabic The man of his time, the most unique or superior 
person of the time) and since then his followers called him 
Bediuzzaman Said Nursi. He passed away on 23 March 1960 in the 
Turkish town of Urfa (23). 
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After  his  death,  his  closest  followers  arranged  in  Turkey  the 
courses to study Risale-i Nur Collections duplicated by hand. That 
was the time when the name of Nurchu (Turkish Follower of Nur 
(light)) originated. 

In 1950s, the Turkish parliament decided to revive the literature 
heritage of Said Nursi, and published Risale-i Nur, translated it into 
other languages; the authorities legalized the movement. 

No matter what today’s statements and publications say - Said 
Nursi never created any organizations. And, in fact, it was not 
possible: in 1920s, the Turkish government banned all religious 
organizations, tarikats among them, and strictly suppressed any 
showings of their activity. Seeing this Said Nursi said, “Our time is 
not a time for tarikats” (24) 

Eventually, the movement of his followers began to shape calling 
themselves Nur Jamaati (Turkish Nur community) or Nurchu 
(Turkish follower of Nur). It was quite amorphous without a rigid 
structure. This explains why after the death of Said Nursi the Nurchu 
community rapidly fell apart to various groups and schools led by his 
students. Originally there were 9 identical but structurally separated 
groups; later on they reduced to six, headed by students of Said Nursi. 
The most popular of them was Mustafa Sungur. 

Amid these circumstances the figure of Fethullah Gulen emerged 
in the religious life of Turkey. He was born in 1941 in the eastern part 
of Turkey, in the town of Erzurum, and raised among Sufis of 
Nakshbandiyya and Kadiriyya tarikats. At the age of 20, he met with 
students of Said Nursi and his Risale-i Nur collection, which was for 
him a breakpoint. Gulen was never Said Nursi’s student, never met 
him in person and sometimes he is not considered a true Nurchu in 
Turkey. But his views were greatly influenced by both Sufi and Said 
Nursi’s teachings (25). In essence, Gulen attempted to synthesize Sufi 
views, especially of Nakshbandiyya and Kadiriyya, with Said Nursi’s 
teaching and tie them up to contemporary challenges, in particular in 
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religious and moral spheres. That was the way a new movement 
emerged, closely linked to Nurchu ideologically but based on Sufi 
views (26).  

By the late 1970s, Gulen and leaders of classical Nurchu grew 
apart: led by Mustafa Sungur, direct followers of Said Nursi 
abandoned Fethullah Gulen. Since then, Gulen’s followers in Turkey 
have been called Gulen Jamaati (Turkish Gulen’s community) or 
Fethullahchilar (Turkish followers of Fethullah), unlike the followers 
of Said Nursi or Nur Jamaati (27). This, however, does not hinder 
many followers of Said Nursi to lean to Gulen and consider the 
breakup temporary within the Nurchu. Therefore, the name Nurchu is 
often attached also to Gulen’s followers, which creates a certain 
terminological confusion. 

Charismatic Gulen quickly gained popularity with his books and 
sermons. The number of his followers grew at a high pace; soon 
enough, they outnumbered and outperformed the classical Nurchu and 
other Islamic schools in Turkey. Shortly, Gulen was titled the 
unofficial religious leader of Turkey; up to date, he’s still been 
perceived this way (28). 

His followers grew in number outside the country, as well. It is 
quite difficult to reckon Gulen’s supporters around the globe today. It 
would be in a range of 3 to 5 million. And counting those who are not 
officially Nurchu or Gulen’s supporters but in sympathy with his ideas 
and help (a good many of such), it becomes clear that we deal with a 
serious force. 

Gulen’s relations with Turkish authorities have always been 
complicated and ambiguous. He was often persecuted and even 
arrested. Eventually, he was forced to leave the country in 1999 and 
move to the US. Although all charges were dismissed in 2006, his 
health condition and, perhaps, security considerations made him stay 
on in the US; he opened up schools in the US, Canada and other 
western countries. 
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However, it would be wrong to assume that Gulen’s relations 
with Turkish establishment would improve noticeably upon coming 
of pro-Islamic forces to power. A bright example was in summer 
2010, when the Turks dispatched the Freedom Flotilla to Gaza and 
caused a stir, which eventually led to a serious crisis in Israeli-Turkish 
relations. Those events made many both within and outside Turkey 
(especially pro-Islamic political forces) expect Gulen to support the 
Freedom Flotilla. However, Gulen, a strong opponent of violence and 
insubordination to authority, remained true to his principles: not only 
didn’t he support this action, but he called the Turkish aid group 
members’ actions “a showoff” and “ugly”, as well as “provocation 
against Israeli authorities”, which, he claimed, has eventually led to 
the tragedy. Moreover, he recommended his followers to steer clear 
of such initiatives and help Gaza sector dwellers only with Israel’s 
official consent. This caused pained and hard-line response by 
Erdogan, his supporters and many pro-Islamic forces in Turkey and 
the Middle East alike. However, even after that Gulen did not come 
to change his mind (29). 

So, what is the core of Gulen’s ideology and main feature of his 
structure? 

Turkish experts say, Gulen and his followers are funded by major 
Turkish businessmen, many of which play significant role in Turkey’s 
economy. Overall, Gulen’s community today enjoys a good fortune 
of approximately $25-50bn. This capital enables them to be active 
around the world. 

After the collapse of the Soviet Union, the particular attention 
was paid to post-Soviet Muslim republics and Muslim and Turkic 
regions of Russia. So far, they have enjoyed a branched network in 54 
countries: over 500 businesses in their possession, 6 universities, 
almost 300 lycées and educational institutions which accommodate up 
to 40.000 students, and over 500 companies. They publish 14 journals,  
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issue large-circulation newspaper Zaman (Arabic Time), broadcast to 
the entire world via Samanyolu TV channel (STV) and two radio 
channels (30). 

The media and numerous publications often maintain that 
Gulen’s community is a highly secretive establishment with a rigid 
hierarchy and harsh discipline, almost an underground organization. 
Well, what we have deep down is quite a modem entity. Actually, 
what we truly see is a movement featuring a number of horizontally 
arranged networks. Those are free- moving networks which are 
headed by Gulen himself. Such networks are not necessarily 
hierarchical; moreover, each country may be featured with its own 
specific type of network activity and structure. But on the overall, 
three tiers can be determined - the first tier includes those surrounding 
Gulen and his close followers. Second tier includes those who work 
to achieve the common objectives of the movement. Finally, the third 
tier comprises people sympathizing the movement: they can support 
it by publishing articles, by funding etc. Each tier encompasses a 
number of networks. They are unified by solidarity and Muslim 
brotherhood ethics. However, it is all underpinned by Gulen’s 
authority and leadership and may just fall apart after his death. On the 
other hand, it may as well keep on running just like the movements of 
Said Nursi’s students (31). 

The distinguishing feature of Gulen’s community is the belief that 
Islam is not just a prayer five times a day plus studying the Quran and 
Said Nursi’s works but also a good piece of action, as well as 
establishment of various institutions: schools, hospitals, etc. In 
Gulen’s belief, the top value of the world today is the knowledge by 
itself. This is the reason why he is so fond of setting up the network 
of education establishments around the globe. All this resulted in 
current Gulen’s community work being underlain by four basic 
spheres of human activity, notably: economic entities, education 
establishments, publishing  and TV  and  radio  broadcasting,  plus   
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regular  religious meetings (Turkish sohbet toplantilari) to study the 
Quran, Said Nursi’s heritage and the works of Gulen himself (32). 

Gulen’s views are quite unusual for the Islamic world. On the one 
hand, Gulen’s ideas are all about the Turkish nationalism, state-
oriented and focus around market economy and democracy ideas. On 
the other hand, Gulen is trying to combine Islam and modernity; he 
teaches that Islam does not conflict with the modernization and is 
compatible with the Western model of democracy. Moreover, one can 
combine Islam and secular statehood. Committed to Islam as a future 
leading religion of the world, Gulen still believes it is only possible 
through the rise of responsible Muslims, establishment of Muslim 
networks and ethics. However, Gulen believes that when Islam 
becomes the model of statehood (like in Iran, Saudi Arabia and other 
Eastern countries) it loses its very notion and becomes a ‘use of Islam’ 
for political and other expediency (33). 

Naturally, these views are not quite understood in the Islamic 
world. Especially wary, let alone hostile, to Gulen and his followers 
are the authorities of Iran and Arab countries: they believe he is an 
agent of the United States and Israel. On the other hand, the post-
Soviet countries (especially Turkic regions) have reacted, with minor 
exception, quite differently to arriving Nurchu representatives, both 
of Said Nursi and Fethullah Gulen. Notably, this does apply to 
Azerbaijan. Nurchu followers have been accepted quite friendly here8, 
especially at early stages, both by the authorities and the opposition. 

It was the first time when they came to Azerbaijan in late 1991: 
Gulen dispatched his associate Ali Bayram to Nakhchivan City, and 
the latter    met    with    Heydar    Aliyev    and    opened   up  first   
two Turkish lycées there (34). 

 
 

                     
8 Ordinary people do not distinguish between supporters of Gulen and Said Nursi 
in Azerbaijan and call them Nurchu. 
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After the Popular Front of Azerbaijan led by Abulfaz Elchibey 
came to power in 1992, the Nurchu were allowed to publish Zaman 
newspaper, open up lycées, private channel Samanyolu (STV) and set 
up a number of business entities and companies. The next change in 
power, when Heydar Aliyev rose to top in 1993, was nothing to 
change the Nurchu position in Azerbaijan. On the contrary, namely 
after that they finally secured in the country, establishing a network 
of commercial entities that directed their revenues to the further 
propaganda of Nurchu ideas. These include a furniture company 
Istigbal, a watch company Romanson and a confectionery company 
Ulker. 

The Nurchu employed two methods of promoting their ideas in 
Azerbaijan. On the one hand, it was the network of stationery and 
bookstores within Nil company. On the other hand, the Nurchu were 
spreading their ideas via religious programs broadcast on STV 
channel and Burj-FM radio, as well as through Chag Ogretim and 
Feza companies. In Azerbaijan, the two companies founded 11 and 3 
education institutions, respectively. This list includes Qafqaz 
University (Photo 19), Qafqaz high school and private Turkish lycées 
in the capital, Agdash, Mingachevir, Quba, Lankaran, Shaki, 
Nakhchivan, Ordubad (for girls), Sharur plus two lycées in Sumgayit. 

Nurchu activities in Azerbaijan over and over irritated the 
Turkish authorities. In 1998-1999 they openly aired discontent to 
Heydar Aliyev with opening Gulen’s lycées in Azerbaijan. But he 
strongly repulsed seeing not any threat in these lycées (35). Much of 
it was owed to the high level of education which was natural to 
Turkish lycées in Azerbaijan and Qafqaz University where students 
are mainly taught in English based on the secular academic 
curriculums approved by the Ministry of Education of Azerbaijan. 
Certainly, the Nurchu disseminated religious ideas among students, 
Said Nursi’s and Fethullah Gulen’s in particular,  but  only  through  
informal  contacts and conversations. 
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On the whole, the Nurchu did not have any serious problems in 
the time of Heydar Aliyev, and they could concentrate on youngsters, 
thus making a long-term investment. So, they started opening up not 
just general education but boarding schools, paying high attention to 
outreach for schoolchildren and undergraduates alike. As derived 
from the national media IPD field surveys, the Nurchu work to bring 
their supporters in these lycees together into the so-called ishik evi 
(Turkish house of light) or yurd (Turkish fireplace, home). These are 
large apartments comprising at least 10 rooms for a minimum of 15 
students and 3-4 agabeys (Turkish elder brother). The yurds conduct 
lessons on fundamentals of the religion. Distinguished students are 
gradually promoted to agabeys, who in turn recruit other young 
people to yurds (36). Furthermore, the Nurchu never break links with 
those who got to them once. They come to solve almost all problems 
their students have - from education to employment and 
accommodation. Upon completion of studies, a Nurchu can get a job 
in Turkish companies more or less linked to the entire structure. 

It is notable that both Gulen’s followers and the followers of 
classical Nurchu were expanding in Azerbaijan. Moreover, the latter’s 
leader Mustafa Sungur repeatedly came to Azerbaijan (37). Different 
were their methods: Gulen’s followers have focused on disseminating 
their ideas in education establishments and across business entities, 
while Sungur’s supporters have recruited new members by conducting 
lessons on Said Nursi’s works in informal setting at private 
apartments. Furthermore, their most distinguished students and 
followers could then go to Turkey to continue studies. 

A peculiar situation has taken place in Azerbaijan: Turkish 
education establishments and business entities were linked to Gulen’s 
community, which sometimes even led to public scandals. For 
example, when Erdogan arrived in Azerbaijan in 2003, it was found 
out  that  his  visit  had  been  arranged by Gulen’s business units; that  
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really pissed off the other Turkish businessmen not linked with 
religious structures (38). 

However, majority of Nurchu of Azerbaijan, especially in 
provinces, were sympathetic of Mustafa Sungur (39). Moreover, 
Azerbaijan became a base for Sungur’s followers, from where they 
could spread their views to neighboring countries, in particular 
Dagestan and other regions of Russia (40). But on 1 December 2012 
Mustafa Sungur deceased at 84. If a new Nurchu leader does not show 
up, most of them, including in Azerbaijan, will opt for Gulen as their 
leader. 

However, one should not simplify the situation and maintain that 
all Azeri students of Turkish lycees and Qafqaz University or working 
in the above business units have been subjected to religious 
propaganda and affected by it. Actually, both Fethullah Gulen’s and 
Mustafa Sungur’s followers lead mainly a selective agitation; they 
obviously try to prevent risks and avoid getting repressed by the 
authorities. 

Enjoying quite a favorable attitude of the society, in 1990s the 
Nurchu regularly took part in Islam-related discussions among 
political parties and public organizations across the country (41). 

However, after 2006 the situation for Nurchu changed for the 
worse, when Islam became a serious factor in Azerbaijan’s political 
life and the authorities persecuted religious organizations. 
Furthermore, aggravated relations between the governments of 
Azerbaijan and Turkey also affected the Nurchu. In April 2007, it was 
for the first time reported about arrests of Nurchu followers in 
Yevlakh region; the arrests were carried out under quite unusual (for 
law enforcement agencies) phraseology - “for religious controversy, 
dissemination of Nursism and illegal activity” (42). A few months 
later, new arrests and shutdown of Nurchu-oriented Quran study 
courses in the south of the country were reported (43). 
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 The Nurchu hunt went on, it raged all across Azerbaijan: new 
reports came about arrests and apprehensions of Nurchu in Baku, 
Ganja, Yevlakh, Sumgayit and other towns; the charge was quite 
standard, “for propaganda of ideas and dissemination of illegal 
literature”. But in October 2009, the persecutions ceased abruptly; the 
community believed it to be the result of Nurchu-linked lobby in high 
echelons of power (44). 

But actually, it was not this way. The Nurchu hunt was on and 
spinning up: the information came in 2010-2011 on persecuted 
Nurchu followers in Terter, Khachmaz, Shaki, Nakhchivan and other 
regions of Azerbaijan (45). And it wasn’t flashy news anymore. 
Interesting was only a number of the arrested (46). It is also 
noteworthy that in comparison with other confessions, the authorities 
treated the Nurchu followers more humanly. As a rule, they were 
mainly apprehended and then released after a short ‘prophylactic’ 
conversation in a police station. Arrested were only the activists (over 
70 persons among Nurchu in 2007-2009), but only with administrative 
charges for a term of 5 to 15 days. Eventually, it all ended with seizing 
religious literature. According to Nurchu, in 2007-2009 the police 
confiscated and never returned more than 8.000 books, despite 
promises to return (47). However, the persecutions and repressions 
never touched the Nurchu business units, the fact that riveted public 
attention. 

Interestingly, books by Said Nursi and Fethullah Gulen are freely 
sold in the country, but banned in Russia and other CIS countries; this 
fact has been confirmed by one of SCWRO officials (48). The more 
unclear appeared the actions of the law- enforcement agencies that 
have apprehended the Nurchu for reading (!) unforbidden literature 
(!!) in their own apartments (!!!) and seized the books without 
returning them to believers! 

The events regarding Nurchu after 2006 were just bound to affect 
the environment around them. They caused heated public discussions. 
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Moreover,  it  was  not  only  oppositional  Pan-Turkic  media  which, 
openly stating their sympathy for secular and nationalistic forces of 
Turkey, regularly and widely covered the alleged connections 
between Nurchu and Armenians, Kurd separatists and terrorists; 
furthermore, they accused the Nurchu of extremism and dissemination 
of radical Islamic ideas. Such releases became quite customary for the 
governmental media too; those forgot that Nurchu to a great extent 
owe their presence and activities in Azerbaijan to personally Heydar 
Aliyev. They obviously forgot his famous words publicly said in 
defense of Gulen in June 1999, “It is not just Turkey or Turkic world 
that needs him, it is the entire world that needs Fethullah Gulen” (49) 

Involved in Nurchu hunt was even Sheikh-ul-Islam Allahshukur 
Pashazade, who in November 2007 called Salafis (Wahhabis) and 
Nurchu “unwanted” and “criminal” groups in Azerbaijan as they 
“harm the holy Islam” (50). 

Nonetheless, the suppression campaign against the Nurchu is 
quite liberal which allows them to continue their activities in 
Azerbaijan. Having supporters across the country, today they mainly 
cover Baku, Sumgayit, Qabala, Oguz, Goychay, Agdash, Shaki and 
Mingachevir. It is quite difficult to spot their exact number. The 
national media report over 40.000 Nurchu followers in Azerbaijan 
(51). Our field studies show that their real number in our country 
hardly exceeds 10.000. 

 
Local structures 

 
Unlike the pro-Iranian forces, local pro-Turkish religious 

organizations are thinly represented. This is largely connected to a 
comparatively weak role of Islam in Turkey. In addition, for the public 
of Azerbaijan Turkey has always represented rather nationalism and 
secular government than a religious factor. To a certain extent, Turkey 
(especially first years after the collapse of the USSR and Azerbaijan’s 
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independence) was a kind of a bridge for the fledgling Azerbaijani 
community to the West. 

Eventually, this has factored into the religion issue. As a rule, by 
saying “local pro-Turkish religious forces” we mean nationalists and 
Turkish sympathizers, who, disappointed in democracy values over 
the last years, have joined one of Turkish religious movements - 
mostly the Nurchu. 

Moreover, last few years the country’s media have given enough 
coverage (articles and press releases) to the Islamic Democratic Party 
of Azerbaijan and its leader Tahir Abbasov. This party has its own 
webpage with interviews and photos of the leader (52). However, no 
data is available about the time and reasons for origination of the party 
(leader’s first interviews appear in 2007, so this most probably was 
the starting point), about its other members. The party does not 
participate (except for occasional media releases) in politics; nor does 
it get involved in Islamic response to different religious issues 
(demolition of mosques, prohibition of azan, hijab issue etc.) 
However, the interviews show that the party’s leader execrates Iran’s 
regime and does his best to praise Turkey’s policy. In general, it leaves 
an impression of rather a phantom than a real party, regardless of its 
leader bubbling activity in media. 

  
2. Salafis (Wahhabis) 

 
Although each third Muslim in Azerbaijan is a Sunni, Salafis are 

quite a new occurrence for that country; just like in the case with 
Nurchu, the public labeled Salafis with a multitude of clichés, myths 
and wild guesses. However, Salafis are broadly associated with 
Wahhabis: the name of Wahhabi is currently attributed to the Salafi 
movement in Azerbaijan, causing strong discontent of Salafis. 

In general, widespread is the opinion of Wahhabis as the ultra-
radical   Islamists, fundamentalists and accessories   to   terrorism; 
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they are also believed to be recruiting locals thanks to generous 
financial support of Arabic countries. The public employs a word 
Wahhabi in every imaginable negative way to cast dirt at an opponent. 
That is the way how Wahhabis are understood. A classic example: in 
summer 2002, residents of Nardaran peacefully protested demanding 
the government to solve complicated social and economic problems. 
The authorities flung the armed police against them resulting in one 
local killed and several more wounded. Thereafter, in the official 
statement issued on 1 August 2002 the MIA and General Prosecutor’s 
Office of Azerbaijan accused Wahhabis of staging the rallies! 
However, it is well known that Nardaran residents are strong Shia and 
scowl at Wahhabis. Likewise, when in 2003 the BMC confronted the  
SCWRO, some religious figures close to Sheikh ul-Islam Allahshukur 
Pashazade stated in the media that SCWRO’s Head R.Aliyev was a 
Wahhabi (53)! 

On the other hand, despite the negative attitude and suppression 
by the government, this new for Azerbaijan Islamic movement is 
increasing. In addition, the Salafi community of the country is facing 
hard times; the community has split into different groups, the topic 
requiring a separate study. But, most importantly, the very appearance 
of Salafism has abruptly changed Azerbaijan’s religious life, 
challenging many, first of all the Shia. 

Let us have a glance at the Salafi ideology which remains 
unknown to many. 

 
Salafism in the history of Islam 

 
Let us start with the assertion that many generations of Muslims 

in the world have regarded the so-called “Medina experience” (622-
632) tied to the name of Prophet Muhammad (this period is called by 
believers “the Golden Age of Islam”) as a standard for organization 
of an Islamic society and statehood. Therefore, the Islam has regularly  
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evidenced the origination of intellectual or political movements 
striving for return to the fundamentals and basics of the religion 
(Arabic usul-ad-din) as it used to be in times of Prophet Muhammad. 

In the Western historiography of XX century the movement for 
Islam renaissance is called fundamentalism, implying the return to the 
fundamental principles of the religion. Though, the word 
fundamentalism was first attributed to Christians-protestants of the 
United States in 1919, who spoke out against teaching the theory of 
evolution in schools and modernization of the religion. They 
demanded literal interpretation of the Scripture. Since that time, a 
fundamentalist is one committed to the first principles of his religion 
and opposing any modernization in it (54). 

The Muslim world used an Arabic word Salafiyya (Salafiyyun 
meaning Salafis) to denote this kind of movements in Islam. The word 
Salafiyya is derived from as-salaf as-saliheen (Arabic pious ancestors 
meaning companions and contemporaries of the Prophet Muhammad) 
or only Salaf (Arabic ancestors). Salafis believed that Muslims should 
in all actions, rituals, norms and standards follow the pattern of the 
times when the Prophet Muhammad lived. For that reason Salafism is 
sometimes called ‘pure Islam’ which strives to cleanse Islam from 
historical sedimentations. The phenomenon of Salafiyya is unending 
as man will always cherish the idea of absolution and return to his 
origins and basic values (55). 

Salafiyya as an ideological movement appeared coincidently with 
mazhabs in VIII-X centuries. As such, the first Salafi were adherents 
of Hanbali mazhab. But the Salafiyya ideology is largely tied to the 
name of medieval Islamic philosopher and theologian Ibn Taymiyyah 
(1263-1328), who is still popular with today’s Salafis (including in 
Azerbaijan) that he is even called “the father of Islamic revolution” 
(56). 

Also, worth noting is that the fundamentalism of this kind, more 
precisely Salafism in Islam, is a cyclic-repeated phenomenon. 
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Incidentally, yet in the Middle Ages Muslims liked to recite Hadises 
of the Prophet Muhammad saying that at the beginning of each 
century a Muslim community would be subjected to tests or turmoil. 
Later on, Allah will send someone to renew “the community”. The 
word renewal (Arabic tajdid) rather stood for restoring Muslim 
umma’s life as it used to be, not initiating a new stage. Thus, the life 
of Muslim community (Arabic umma) in the course of history has 
been subject to the cycle: following the true faith, gradual departure 
from it, community crisis, appearance of a ‘restorer’ of the true faith, 
rebirth of umma. Then the cycle repeats (57). 

Therefore, the Islamic world has incidentally experienced such 
movements. In 1145-1269, followers of one of such “Islam renewal” 
movements even established and maintained in Spain and large part 
of Northern Africa a state known in the non-Islamic world as Almohad 
Caliphate, from Arabic al-Muwahhidun (English monotheists or those 
who believe in one God) (58). 

The next quarrel for the renewal of Islam, in XVIII century was 
led by Sheikh Muhammad ibn Abd al-Wahhab (1703-1792); based on 
his name, the supporters of this movement were called Wahhabi, 
which is without any doubt neither correct nor right. His followers and 
Sheikh Muhammad ibn Abd al-Wahhab himself called themselves Ahl 
at-tauhid (Arabic People of Monotheism), Salafiyya or just Muslims 
(Arabic Muslimin). 

From the onset of a new stage in Salafiyya movement, the stance 
on the persona of Sheikh Muhammad ibn Abd al-Wahhab across the 
Islamic world was ambiguous enough. Yet back in the XVIII century, 
many Muslims got quite indignant over his extremely radical actions, 
especially those resulting in demolition of many shrines. Even later, 
the followers of Sheikh Muhammad ibn Abd al-Wahhab have been 
quite distinguished with their radicalism. In 1924-25 they demolished 
many structures built over the tombs of the Prophet Muhammad’s 
fellow-soldiers in Mecca and Medina. Those events drove many 
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people in the Muslim world off their track. 
This is the reason why the followers of Sheikh Muhammad ibn 

Abd al-Wahhab were perceived as separatists that caused disturbance 
among the Sunni and effectively pushed towards the setup of a new, 
fifth mazhab. Naturally, Wahhabis were giving an outright denial of 
all this. However, even the ideology and movement founder sheikh 
Muhammad ibn Abd al-Wahhab was forced to admit ‘the disgusting 
feud’ with him as a person as well as the negative attitude towards the 
word Wahhabism (59). With time, nothing has changed in the opinion 
of many Muslims on the said followers of Sheikh Muhammad ibn Abd 
al-Wahhab. Today, followers of Sheikh Muhammad ibn Abd al-
Wahhab also recognize that many Muslims are very negative towards 
them (60). They also recognize that the name Wahhabiyyun 
(Wahhabis) has been secured in Islamic world namely for the 
supporters of Sheikh Muhammad ibn Abd al-Wahhab. Not only do 
they recognize, but many of them also believe that ‘there is nothing 
about this name that humiliates the Wahhabi movement. For the name 
is nothing but a designation of a group of people united around certain 
goals and principles covered by this single name. Irrespectively of this 
teaching being called Wahhabism or Salafism, its methods already 
have rendered it Salafi’ (61) 

Apart from the negative image, there is one more, probably the 
main reason why Salafis do not denominate the teaching of Sheikh 
Muhammad ibn Abd al-Wahhab as Wahhabism, nor do they attach 
this name to the ideology of movements and groups that embrace and 
spread these views in other countries. Otherwise, Wahhabis will 
appear to be reasonably accused of spreading heresy in Islam (Arabic 
mubtadi’a) and following a particular religious teaching developed by 
a certain man (Sheikh Muhammad ibn Abd al-Wahhab) in a concrete 
historical period of time (XVIII century), which never existed before 
as such. And that is the point where Salafis (Wahhabis) themselves 
come critical of other branches of Islam, accusing them of being based 
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not on the Quran or Sunna but on views of concrete people-founders 
of their own mazhabs. 

We should take into account that contemporary followers of 
Salafism, although close to Hanbalites mazhab, still do not tie 
themselves closely to any Sunni mazhab (Shia is traditionally 
perceived by all the Salafi as a heresy in Islam), and in this sense 
Salafism is a trans-mazhab ideology that pushes towards the early or 
‘true’ (pure) Islam. It is not by chance that the al-Azhar University of 
Cairo and other Salafi educational institutions teach ‘true Islam’ and 
strongly oppose splitting Muslims to mazhabs. 

For this reason Wahhabis (especially modern), including in 
Azerbaijan, prefer to be called Muslims or Salafi, rather than 
Wahhabi. Meanwhile, Wahhabism has been the part of centuries-old 
Salafi movement for renewal of Islam. Therefore, in the modem 
Islamic world the words Salafism and Wahhabism come as synonyms. 
On the other hand, Wahhabism is more of a buzz word than Salafi 
across the former Soviet Union, including Azerbaijan; so, I am going 
to use the two words equally hereinafter. 

 
Ideology of Salafism (Wahhabism) 

 
So, what are the basics of the Salafi (Wahhabi) ideology? Let us 

have a glance basing on writings of Wahhabism ideologists which are 
sold in their mosques across Azerbaijan. 

Today’s missionaries of Wahhabism see their mission in bridging 
gaps among Muslims. In this regard, they proclaim strict monotheism 
(Arabic tauhid) and call for uncompromising fight against polytheism 
(Arabic shirk) and infidelity (Arabic kufr). The contemporary 
ideologists of Wahhabism put intercession (Arabic tawassul) among 
the deeds that contradict Islam; thereby they understand people’s 
addressing with plea and prayer to anyone except Allah. Wahhabis 
believe there should be no intercessors between a believer and Allah. 
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Consequently, they deny worshiping   and   aggrandizing   saints   and 
sheikhs, even the Prophet Muhammad himself, in order to preserve 
monotheism which permits worshipping only Allah. Therefore, 
Wahhabis scowl at visiting and worshipping tombs of famous saints 
and sheikhs, erecting structures and headstones over them, reading the 
Quran at cemeteries, using amulets and talismans and offering 
sacrifices to anyone except Allah. 

Wahhabis absolutize everything, especially the notion of 
infidelity. On the one hand, Jews and Christians are infidels for 
Wahhabis. On the other, all Muslims that have digressed - even 
slightly - from monotheism are announced infidels, as well. In this 
case a Muslim’s life and property cease to be immune, so he or she 
may be killed and his or her possessions exempted. And the simple 
fact that such Muslim does not abjure the very symbol of a Muslim 
creed (Arabic shahada) “There is no god but Allah and Muhammad 
is his messenger”. 

Wahhabis are hostile to all innovations (Arabic bid’a) and call for 
strict commitment to the Quran and Sunna in respect to rituals and 
customs, as well as behavior and appearance of a Muslim (unshaved 
beards and shortened trousers for men, mandatory scarf or hijab for 
women). Wahhabis are extremely unfriendly to Sufis and all Tarikats, 
as man-created religious entities and organizations. Furthermore, 
another innovation in their opinion is celebration of the Prophet 
Muhammad’s birthday (Arabic maulid an-Nabi) and prayer to bless 
(Arabic barakat) anyone except for Allah. 

Wahhabis must prove their monotheism by hating and feuding 
infidels and polytheists. Muhammad bin Jamil Zinu, one of the 
modem ideologists of Wahhabism, says, “Each true Muslim must 
display hostility and feel hatred” towards all of them. Furthermore, 
“friendly attitude towards infidels or helping them must not be 
allowed” (62). In this respect, playing special role in Wahhabi 
ideology is the necessity of armed struggle, or Jihad, “from the 
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perspective of Islam”. This being said, the Jihad in Wahhabi 
interpretation is just an armed struggle. In their texts, for example, you 
virtually cannot find any detailed provisions on “jihad against soul” 
depicting the moral perfection of a Muslim. The Jihad for them is just 
an armed struggle against all ‘infidels’, which is deemed to be 
mandatory for each and every Muslim. In short, these are Wahhabi 
views in their own narration (63). 

 
First steps of Salafism (Wahhabism) in Azerbaijan 

 
The Islamic world, however, is represented by far more radical 

ideologies; Wahhabism would have hardly gained such popularity if 
it had remained within the Arab Peninsula. For in our days, Sunni 
Islam in Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Qatar, Bahrain and UAE has an air of 
Wahhabi, yet this fact is not causing any concern around the globe. 
By combining the involvement of moderate Wahhabi in governance 
and suppressing radicals, the local authorities managed to get 
Wahhabism under control. 

However, in the 70-80’s of XX century after the revolution in Iran 
and the Soviet invasion to Afghanistan the so called ‘Islamic revival’ 
(Arabic as-sahva al-islamiyya) began abruptly changing the situation 
in Islamic world. The ideology of sheikh Muhammad Abd al-Wahhabi 
went beyond the Arabian Peninsula and gave rise to a new extremely 
politicized radical Wahhabism, which brought differences and 
conflicts for Salafis. The followers of Sheikh Muhammad ibn Abd al-
Wahhabi were called neo-Salafis or neo-Wahhabis. 

The first neo-Wahhabis showed up in the Soviet Union late in the 
1970s, first in the North Caucasus republics. They were local people 
(64). By the end of 1980s Wahhabis boosted their positions in this 
region of Russia. Wahhabism won the biggest popularity in Dagestan 
and Chechnya. 

That period Wahhabis started their propaganda  also  in  
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Azerbaijan.  
Actually, the then situation for Wahhabism widespread in 

Azerbaijan was different from that in the Russia’s republics of North 
Caucasus. First, Shia Muslims constitute the overwhelming majority 
of the republic’s population – that was the main reason why Wahhabis 
had big difficulties propagating their ideas in Azerbaijan. For this 
reason, quite susceptible to Wahhabi ideas fell Sunni Muslims, 
primarily residing in the north of the country, along the Russian 
border. These were mainly Lezgins, Avars and Tsakhurs and other 
ethnic minorities that have close relations with their compatriots in 
Dagestan. But Azeri got more impressed with Turkism ideas at the 
beginning of 1990s. The hopes of Wahhabis for Islamic solidarity to 
fight in Karabakh war proved to be vain. A small group of Chechens 
headed by Shamil Basayev arrived in Azerbaijan in summer 1992 to 
fight in Karabakh. A few months later they left Azerbaijan 
disappointed with very feeble religiousness of Azerbaijanis (65). 

That is why first Wahhabis were few in number and reached out 
in northern regions on the border with Russia, where a big portion of 
Dagestani language group representatives dwells. It was not 
accidental that namely Lezgins played a dominant role during that 
primary period of Wahhabism widespread in Azerbaijan. On the one 
hand, Lezgins and other linguistically and culturally close nations are 
numerous in the northern regions of the country, in particular in Qusar 
and Khachmaz. On the other hand, Wahhabism in Dagestan mostly 
spread among Lezgins. For instance, late in the 1990s Lezgins made 
a half of students in the madrasah located in Karamakhi village – one 
of Wahhabism centers in Dagestan (66). And it is no coincidence that 
Wahhabism in Azerbaijan in the first place spread among Lezgins and 
close nations in the north of the country. 

Playing prominent, if not decisive, role in spreading Salafism 
(Wahhabism) in Azerbaijan was Abu Umar Salim al-Gazzi (born in 
1965), an Arab missionary from Palestine (Photo 20) (67).   A   native 
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of Gaza, he arrived in 1986 in the Soviet Union and enrolled at one of 
Baku universities. A strong Salafi, he began to propagate Salafism, 
first among Arab students in dormitories. Having mastered the 
Russian language, he later traveled across Azerbaijan and led his 
propaganda; his was especially active in the north where locals were 
partly aware of the Salafi ideology. Quite soon, Abu Umar Salim al-
Gazzi gained popularity. For citizens of Azerbaijan brought up on 
Soviet-time atheistic propaganda and lacking basic notion of the 
religion, now faced a person of keen intellect that laid down the 
principles of Islam in a good Russian and accessible form. He would 
answer most complicated religious questions with ease and 
confidence. That time they began to address him Sheikh Salim, even 
though he had no special theological education whatsoever. He was 
the first in Azerbaijan to publish Salafi books in the Russian, Azeri 
and Lezgin languages. Later on, it was him who edited the Russian 
translation of the Quran; the edition was completed in 2002 by his 
student, well-known theologian Elmar Quliyev (68). 

This Abu Umar Salim al-Gazzi was famous for using brand- new 
elements and techniques in his propaganda. For instance, he organized 
first in Azerbaijan summer camps to teach people Islam. Lecturers for 
the camps were invited mainly from the Arab East countries (for 
example, theologians from Alexandria and Cairo). They broadly used 
audio and video tapes9, and also psychological tests that were 
widespread in the West but almost unheard of in Azerbaijan (69). 

On the other hand, Abu Umar Salim al-Gazzi made much of 
recruiting more students. He helped the most talented students to 
continue education at the Islamic University of Medina. 

Finally,   beginning    from   1992   Abu  Umar   Salim   al-Gazzi  
 

                     
9 The Internet is flooded with audio and video records of Abu Umar Salim al-Gazzi, 
still in big demand not only in Azerbaijan, but also among Salafis in the post-Soviet 
space. 
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promoted the opening of several madrasas and dozens of Salafi 
mosques in Azerbaijan, including in the capital. He took the lead of 
one of them: in 1993 the authorities gave Ashur mosque (built in XII 
century) to the Lezgin National Center Samur, the mosque was best 
known as Lezgin (70). At request of the Head of Samur Center, in 
1993-1995 Abu Umar Salim al-Gazzi became an imam of the mosque, 
which sprung into immediate popularity. But, most importantly, this 
mosque was believed to be the first Wahhabi center in Azerbaijan, 
which later became the topic of discussions and clashes. In 2001 the 
authorities even decided to close the mosque, but decision never came 
true (71). In 2010 the authorities brought up the issue back – they 
refused to register the mosque community and renamed it to Ashur 
mosque (72). 

These events took place later, but in mid-1990s the situation was 
quite different. Salafis (Wahhabis) had no problems with the 
authorities then. Moreover, in 1994 other international Islamic 
organizations and charity funds started in Azerbaijan – Jamiat Ihya 
at-Turaz al-Islami (Arabic The Society of the Revival of Islamic 
Heritage), Rabita al-Alam al-Islami (Arabic The Muslim World 
League), al-Igasa (Arabic Salvation), Geyyat al-Gausva-l-
Musaadali-lmuslimi al-Kaukas (Arabic Organization for Assistance 
and Support of Caucasian Muslims), al-Harameyn (Arabic Two 
shrines) (73). The expansion of the activities of Arab organization was 
largely due to the war in Chechnya in 1994, where the role of 
Wahhabis sharply increased. Azerbaijan became a kind of transit 
country in the chain of arms supply and delivery of material and 
humanitarian aid to Chechens. At the same time, first Chechen 
refugees showed up in the country totaling almost 5.000 by the end of 
first Chechen war in 1996 (74). 

That was the onset of a new stage in dissemination of Salafism 
(Wahhabism) in Azerbaijan by Chechen refugees, most of which were 
practicing Muslims. Many of them settled in the capital, and the 
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mosque issue emerged quite shortly.  At first, they attended the 
mosques in vicinity of their residences. However, as they later 
repeatedly told the author of this book, “in your mosques, it is not as 
supposed to be by the Quran”. (75) The Lezgin mosque was too small, 
so the refugees had to pray right in adjacent streets of the old town. A 
need for a new and more spacious mosque became urgent. And then 
Abu Umar Salim al-Gazzi found sponsors in the Arab East: in 1997-
1998 a cathedral mosque was built in Narimanov district of Baku 
funded by Kuwait charity organization Jami at Ihya at-Turath al-
Islami (Arabic The Society of the Revival of Islamic Heritage) and 
Kuwaiti millionaire Muhammad ibn Budeyyah. Officially it was 
called Juma mosque but became known as Abu Bakr mosque (Photo 
21). Quite soon, it caught buzz in the country, as its external 
appearance and the number of attendees were very unusual for local 
mosques. Officially, its prayer hall could seat 625 men at once; 360 
places on the second floor served women. Nearly 1.000 people could 
simultaneously do namaz in the mosque (76). However, even that 
turned out to be not enough for the Abu-Bakr congregation. The 
believers laid their prayer rugs and prayed right in the mosque yard. 
Some did it out in the adjacent streets. The loudspeakers were put in 
the streets nearby to carry imam’s preaching. As a result, on usual 
days 2.000-3.000 people would attend the mosque, for Friday namaz 
7.000-8.000, but on public or religious holidays this number jumped 
to 12.000! This is the all-time record for today’s Azerbaijan! (77) 
Another feature: most of the mosque servants have a fluent Russian, 
which cannot be said about the official Muslim clergy of Azerbaijan. 
The overwhelming majority of literature distributed in the mosque in 
the second half of the 1990s was printed in Russia in the Russian 
language. However, this can be easily explained by Russian-speaking 
Azeri attending the mosque that time alongside the Chechens and 
many Sunni from north regions of Azerbaijan and Dagestan, the fact 
spotted by journalists (78). 
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So, this mosque became the center of Salafis (Wahhabis) of 
Azerbaijan. However, the author of Azerbaijani Salafism Abu Umar 
Salim al-Gazzi was not destined to become its imam: the government 
notably changed its attitude towards the religious situation in the 
country, repressing Shias and Sunnis alike. So, the persona of Abu 
Umar Salim al-Gazzi and his popularity in Azerbaijan and all around 
the former Soviet Union made the authorities get anxious. As a result, 
after his dozen-year stay in the country, Abu Umar Salim al-Gazzi 
was forced to leave in 1998 and move to UAE, where he is living now 
(79). However, he never broke the contact with his followers in 
Azerbaijan – even opened the webpage in the Russian language (80). 

But Abu Bakr mosque was not left without a leader: back in 1998, 
28-year-old Imam Gamet Suleymanov was appointed its imam (Photo 
22). He got an excellent theological education: he studied in the 
Islamic university of Khartoum (Sudan) in 1992-1993 and in the 
Islamic University of Medina (Saudi Arabia) in 1993-1998, and 
became the first Azerbaijani to have been graduated from this famous 
university (81). He rapidly gained high popularity in the country for 
his unusual manner of preaching. It should be noted that preaching is 
not common in the mosques of Azerbaijan, especially traditional. As 
a rule, mosques keep to religious rites, mainly during funerals. But 
Abu Bakr mosque refused to administer funeral rites as contrary to 
Islam and they don’t have a mullah for such cases. On the other hand, 
the Friday namaz always ends with a sermon in which the imam 
interprets verses from the Quran and explains reasons of current socio-
economic and other problems in the country. The young imam’s 
relaxedness, his excellent knowledge of the Quran and Sunna and skill 
to talk on sensitive issues win the believers. 

 
Anti-terror campaign and Wahhabism 

 
It was a very difficult period for Salafis (Wahhabis) when Imam 
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Gamet Suleymanov came to lead  Abu Bakr  mosque.  The  days  of  
peace  for them were long over. Their actions already raised anxiety 
and fear of the authorities and a wide public. And this was quite for a 
reason – in the second half of 1990s radical Islamic groupings came 
to the attention of the intelligence service of Azerbaijan. All of them 
were linked with the countries of Arab East, and above all, with 
Wahhabi organizations to some extent. First, a Salafi, Asul Kasumov, 
a citizen of Russia and resident of Dagestan, came in sight of the 
Ministry of National Security of Azerbaijan. Proclaiming himself an 
imam of all Lezgins, he openly preached establishing a Lezgin Islamic 
State in the frontier zone between Azerbaijan and Dagestan. In this 
respect, he organized demonstrations of Lezgins on the both sides of 
the border. One of such attempts resulted in arresting Asul Kasumov 
on 21 April 1996. On 18 March 1997 the court in Baku sentenced him 
to 13 years in jail (82). 

In 1996 the MNS was informed on the activities of Jeyshullah 
(Arabic Army of Allah) in Azerbaijan. The Jeyshullah militants robbed 
and assassinated all unwanted ideological opponents, officials and 
private persons, and tried to spread a religious discord in the country. 
Their most famous crime was the murder of well-known healer and 
psychic Etibar Erkin and his two sons in 1997 and an attempt to mine 
the Krishna Society building. Jeyshullah also arranged a robbery 
attack on the Baku Office of the European Bank of Reconstruction 
and Development in December 1998. During the investigation, 
Jeyshullah leader Mubariz Aliyev, 32, admitted that he had 
maintained close relations with Chechen warlords Ibn Khattab and 
Shamil Basayev. Once in Chechnya in 1998 he established contacts 
with the international underground organization Fidai Islam (Arabic 
Self-sacrificing in the name of Islam). Being spearheaded and 
supported by Fidai Islam M. Aliyev and his militants attempted to 
skyjack in June 1999 Azalavia’s helicopter Mi-8 from the Zabrat 
airport (near Baku) to Chechnya; they were plotting a terrorist attack 
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on the Embassies of the United States and Israel in Baku in August 
1999. 

In summer 2000 the MNS carried out an operation and arrested 
13 Jeyshullah activists in Azerbaijan. The organization’s leader 
Mubariz Aliyev was sentenced to life, and the rest to various terms in 
jail (83). 

Afterwards, new evidences emerged suggesting that the country, 
in one form or another, had been involved in many terrorist attacks 
outside it. For instance, the capital city Baku repeatedly showed up 
during investigations of disastrous explosions, which took place on 7 
August 1998 in the US Embassies in Kenya and Tanzania. Usama ben 
Laden, head of ultra-radical terrorist organization al-Qaeda, made 60 
phone calls to Baku from Afghanistan in 1996-1998. He evidently had 
supporters in Azerbaijan. 

The US intelligence also established that bin Laden’s affiliate 
Wadih al-Haqq they had arrested before sent a package to Baku for 
local al-Qaeda followers. One hour before the terrorist attack in 
Kenyan capital, the terrorists faxed in Arabic from Baku to London 
assuming the responsibility for the crime and describing the reasons 
for the terror attack (84). 

The cells of such radical Arabic religious-political organizations 
as Egyptian al-Jihad (Arabic Jihad) and al-Gama’a al-Islamiyya 
(Arabic Islamic terror), and international Jamiyat al-ikhwan al-
Muslimin (Arabic Muslim Brotherhood Society) were also operating 
in Azerbaijan. For instance, Egyptian Mahmoud Yaballah, arrested in 
Canada in 1999, turned out to be a member of al-Jihad, an 
organization closely linked with Usama ben Laden and al-Qaeda. 
Mahmoud Yaballah had arrived in Canada from Baku. According to 
Canadian security services, Yaballah worked in the so-called 
International Islamic Assistance Foundation in Pakistan, then came to 
Yemen, and from there to Baku and finally to Canada. The indictment 
reads that Yaballah had close ties with Tirwat Salah Shetat, confidant 
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to al-Jihad’s leader Ayman al-Zawahiri (85). 
Arrested in London in 2000 under the charge of terrorist attacks 

against the US embassies in Kenya and Tanzania, Egyptian Ibrahim 
Eidarous admitted that in 1995 he had organized and led a secret cell 
of al-Jihad in Baku until the end of 1997. Then he was transferred to 
London. After the merger between al-Jihad and al-Qaeda, terrorists 
were using the capital of Azerbaijan as a gateway (86). This came to 
light during the trial (Cairo, April 1999) of 107 extremists; 9 of them 
were sentenced to death and 12 to life term with compulsory labor. 
Among them was Ahmad Salama Mabruk, leader of military 
operations with al-Jihad, who had served 7 years in jail for 
involvement in assassination of Egypt’s President Anwar Sadat in 
October 1981. Now Mabruk said during the trial that after his release 
he went to an Arabic country and then was moving around in 
Afghanistan, Pakistan, Sudan, Albania and, finally, in Azerbaijan. 
Here he set up a secret cell of al-Jihad. It was also uncovered that al-
Jihad’s leader Ayman al-Zawahiri, sentenced in Egypt to death in 
absentia, had repeatedly been on a drive-by visit to Azerbaijan with 
false documents. In December 1996 al-Zawahiri with a group of 
militants went to war in Dagestan via Azerbaijan, but was arrested 
while passing the Azerbaijani-Russian border. He spent about half a 
year in a Dagestani prison, until Usama ben Laden intervened and 
ransomed him to the Dagestani authorities. Later the authorities 
excused themselves saying that the police officers had allegedly failed 
to identify the al-Jihad leader as he had a false passport. For this 
reason, the Egyptian authorities knew nothing about the apprehension 
of the terrorist they had been searching for quite a while. 

During the trial, Mabruk claimed that al-Jihad had acquired 
chemical and biological weapons it was going to use against the 
representatives of the United States and Israel. According to him, his 
organization developed plans to commit 100 attacks on Israeli and 
American targets around the globe. All details were recorded on a CD. 
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However, in 1996-1998 the MNS together with US intelligence 
carried out a joint operation, resulting in arrest of Mabruk, his brother 
Essam Hafiz Mabruk and Yassir al-Sirri in Baku in 1998. The 
intelligence services obtained the very CD which contained the 
information on the planned 100 terrorist attacks. Based on the data, 
the CIA rolled a cascade of operations against terrorists in many 
countries of the world. In their turn, the Azerbaijani authorities 
tightened security of the US and Israeli embassies in Baku (87). 

As said in Chapter 1, activities of radical Islamic organizations in 
Azerbaijan and MNS’s counteractions were widely publicized in 
Azerbaijan. Being mainly Arabs the arrested persons were not citizens 
of Azerbaijan. That is why the authorities started with the Arabs, and 
looked alongside into the work of charity organizations of Arabic 
origin. This resulted in many Arabs, including Abu Umar Salim al-
Gazzi, being deported from the country in 1998- 2000. In 2000-2001, 
many Islamic Arab funds and humanitarian organizations were 
banned in Azerbaijan (88). 

The next blow Azerbaijani authorities delivered to Chechens in 
Azerbaijan. In 1999, the second Chechen war began in the Russian 
North Caucasus. The number of Azeri Salafis (Wahhabis) taking part 
in military actions against the Russian army in Chechnya were 
increasing. The MNS even reported deaths of 13 Azeri in the second 
Chechnya war who were Wahhabis and attended Abu Bakr mosque in 
Baku (89). So, Wahhabi structures in Azerbaijan were subdivided into 
two parts: purely religious and military-political. The latter worked 
underground and had obvious connections with radical Islamic 
organizations in the Arab East. By then, the entire Azerbaijan had 
been partitioned: Abu Muslim led Wahhabi groupings in the northeast 
of Azerbaijan (Quba-Khachmaz-Qusar region). Motasim led Wahhabi 
groupings in the center of the country, stretching from Ganja up to the 
Georgian border. Al-Talib led a Wahhabi grouping in Nakhchivan, 
and Nasiraddin led Wahhabis in Baku and Absheron region. In August 
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1998 Nasiraddin made several phone calls to Kenya before the 
terrorist attack, and to Afghanistan (90). 

Under the directive of President Heydar Aliyev, on 1 May 2001 
the Executive Head of Baku held an extended meeting with 
participation of most ministries and agencies, dedicated to the 
religious situation. The words by Deputy Minister of National 
Security Tofiq Babayev sparked interest, “Some religious and 
missionary organizations controlled by intelligence agencies of Iran 
and some Arab countries are contemplating to seize the power in 
Azerbaijan”. The Deputy talked about three stages of the Wahhabi 
activity in Azerbaijan. Stage one - distribution of Wahhabi literature, 
material incentives to potential followers; stage two - involvement of 
distinguished candidates in special trainings; stage three (final) - 
provocations, terrorist attacks targeting to paralyze government 
agencies. According to Tofiq Babayev, there are up to 7.000 followers 
of this religious movement in Azerbaijan today. Moreover, Abu Bakr 
mosque is the center of Wahhabis in Azerbaijan. Approximately 300 
citizens of Azerbaijan have been trained in Wahhabi centers of 
Dagestan and Chechnya over the last years (91). 

Thus, the authorities openly declared the Wahhabi activities 
being increasingly dangerous for the national security. And since 
Chechens made up a good part of Wahhabis, it was no wonder that 
after the meeting the law-enforcement agencies launched an unofficial 
campaign to persecute Chechen refugees in the country. Some of them 
were handed over to Russia as militants. Eventually, in May 2001 
Aslan Maskhadov suggested Chechens to leave Azerbaijan as the 
country unfavorable for residence. For comparison, in 1999 before the 
second war in Chechnya 12.000 Chechen refugees stayed in 
Azerbaijan, but 5.000 (by mid of 2002) and 2.500 (by 2007) remained 
(92). 

This notably reduced the numbers of  Wahhabi  Chechens  in  the  
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country. However, by no means this brought down the number of 
Salafis in Azerbaijan. On the contrary, it was now more Azerbaijanis 
who turned to Wahhabi. Moreover, among them were those who had 
been brought up in traditionally Shia families (93). 

Starting the late 1990s, the shops at Salafi mosques, including in 
Abu Baler, increased sales of books and brochures in the Azeri 
language (Photo 23), which showed a shift in ethnic balance among 
Salafis (Wahhabis). 

Meanwhile, Azerbaijani authorities embarked on a real war 
campaign against all Salafis in the country. Right after the Baku 
meeting, a group of state officials led by President’s Advisor on 
National Policy H.Orujev (Head of SCWRO from 2006) and Sheikh-
ul-Islam A.Pashazade went to the regions reportedly having Salafi 
communities. A regional meeting dedicated to Salafi (Wahhabi) 
activities was held in Shamakha. It was stated that while only two 
mosques (Lezgin and Abu Bakr) were under their control in the 
capital, their success in provinces was far more than that. So, the small 
and underpopulated Gobustan region reportedly featured 14 Salafi 
(Wahhabi) mosques, Akhsu and Khachmaz regions - 20 and 28 
mosques respectively. By summer 2001, controlled by Salafis 
(Wahhabis) were around 100 mosques (94). 

The further government actions proved quite traditional for 
Azerbaijan: heads of regions with Salafi (Wahhabi) communities were 
instructed to launch repressions against them. Naturally, such 
campaigns were primitive: since local authorities, let alone law-
enforcement agencies, had quite a dim idea about Salafi (Wahhabi) 
ideology (and about other theological details), they chose to combat 
... physical appearances of Salafis (Wahhabis). In other words, police 
officers in northern regions of Azerbaijan used force and shaved 
beards to all men within their reach. Journalists jeered from those 
regions that “no bearded men will remain” in provinces pretty soon if  
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the campaign is not stopped. Police officers and local authorities were 
feeling self-righteous and believed that ‘this is the only way to 
eradicate Wahhabism’. They also banned short trousers (95). 

In the capital the authorities refrained from such primitive 
actions; instead, they launched a smear campaign in the media against 
Imam Gamet Suleymanov, imam of Abu Bakr mosque. On the one 
hand, trials went one after another against Wahhabis who had been 
trained in Wahhabi military camps abroad, mainly in the Pankisi 
gorge (Georgia), to subsequently participate in the hostilities in 
Chechnya. Late in 2003, the MNS claimed they had detained and 
indicted approximately 70 Azerbaijani Wahhabis in 2001-2003. 
During the trials, it was repeatedly claimed that the arrested belonged 
to Abu Bakr mosque. Based on that, the courts demanded relevant 
actions against the mosque and Imam Gamet Suleymanov (96). 

On the other hand, the authorities were delaying official approval 
of a new imam and akhund for Abu Bakr mosque, elected by the 
community but never registered with the BMC under the amended 
Law on Freedom of Religious beliefs (97). 

Such government actions had a boomerang effect, only heating 
up the interest in Salafis (Wahhabis) and boosting the image of Imam 
Gamet Suleymanov himself. A bright example: the imam of Abu Bakr 
mosque came for the interview to the popular web-forum of Echo 
newspaper in March 2003, getting nearly 84% of votes in his support. 
Against him were only 11% of votes, and the rest abstained. For 
comparison, a month later one of the most popular representatives of 
official clergy, Hajji Sabir Hasanly, fell unable to secure that support 
of the web-forum: agreeing with his position were 58%, while 36% 
reacted negatively (98). 

At the same time, the media reports proved that Wahhabis are 
securing their positions in Azerbaijan, whereas they were steadily 
increasing in number. It was reported in January 2002 that Wahhabis  
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had the strongest hand in the north-west (Zaqatala-Balakan-Qakh 
region), north-east (Qusar-Khachmaz regions) and in the center (cities 
of Baku and Ganja, and Shamakha region). Up to 450, 150, 380 and 
300 Wahhabis were reported to have been deployed in Balakan, 
Zaqatala, Qusar and Khachmaz regions, respectively (99). The 
growing popularity of Wahhabism is evidenced by the fact of their 
followers having emerged in the regions they could have hardly been 
imagined of recently: in traditionally Shia-oriented southern regions 
and on the Absheron Peninsula (100). 

 
Breakup among the Salafi of Azerbaijan 

 
However, it was not long until serious changes took place with 

Azerbaijani Salafis (Wahhabis). The changes were both external and 
internal. On the one part, the government repressions - especially in 
such primitive form (fight against the appearance and smear in the 
media) - have been vehemently denunciated by Salafis. The 
resentment was shared by moderate Salafis who were often repressed 
in provinces just in virtue of their appearance or attendance of 
mosques. In essence, the Azerbaijani authorities forcefully radicalized 
Salafis (Wahhabis) and did it unknowingly. Yet at the beginning of 
2000s, the authorities delivered an especially strong blow to Chechen 
refugees; suffered were Salafis in northern regions - representatives 
of ethnic minorities (Lezgins, Avars, etc.). So, there’s no wonder that 
radicalism hit the ceiling namely among Salafis (Wahhabis) of 
northern regions of Azerbaijan. On the other hand, most Salafis of 
Azeri origin mainly dwelled in the capital and therefore suffered less 
from repressions. According to their interviews to IPD and the author 
of the book, in early 2000s they were more concerned about problems 
in the country, especially possible changes in the society after the 
retirement of sick Heydar Aliyev. 
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On the other hand, Azerbaijan was involved in a global 
confrontation between the Islamic world and the West, so 
Azerbaijan’s Salafis used the Internet (101) and other high technology 
to be aware of the processes around the globe. This included bitter 
religious debates and discussions held in the Islamic world in respect 
to the policy of Western countries, first of all the US, in the region. 
Not only were they up to date, but they were quite often engaged in 
these discussions. Azerbaijan’s Salafis took an active part in military 
and political actions in the North Caucasus and other regions (Turkey, 
Afghanistan and Pakistan) of the Islamic world. 

All the above showed up early in 2000s. The Salafis of Azerbaijan 
were fist tested when the government launched repressions and 
numerous arrests on charge with terrorism. Some radically-oriented 
believers popped up among Salafis who advocated more active 
engagement in military operations in the North Caucasus and Middle 
East alike. It was increasingly often that the discussions started about 
jihad and its necessity. They even coined a term to denote such 
persons among Salafis, jihadists (Azeri jihadchilar), meaning 
proponents of jihad. The latter did not confine themselves to only 
discussions: if previously Azerbaijani Islamists had been reported to 
fight in the North Caucasus (primarily Chechnya and Dagestan), it 
was not long until the geography expanded: more and more the 
authorities claimed to have arrested Wahhabis who fought in 
Afghanistan and Pakistan. 

Alongside, the issue of relations with the authorities came to the 
agenda of the Salafi community. Under pressure from inside the 
community and the authorities. Imam Gamet Suleymanov originally 
had a very cautious stance and did his best to avoid complications. 

But late in 2001, amid the 9/11 terrorist attack and subsequent 
events in   the   Middle   East,   the   situation  within     Azerbaijan’s    
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Salafi community sharply aggravated and eventually lead to the 
breakup. Like in many other countries of the Islamic world, two issues 
turned in a deal breaker for Salafis: 1) attitude towards jihad and, 
consequently, participation of Azerbaijan’s citizens in military actions 
outside the country and 2) relations with the national government. 
There were also other urgent issues (attitude to Usama ben Laden and 
his actions, to adherents of different faiths, etc.) but the above two 
represented the matter of principle. 

Gamet Suleymanov disclosed his position on these issues: jihad 
is sacred for Muslims, but it bears a number of conditions, so the 
paramount jihad any Muslim must announce is to be against his/her 
own vices. As far as the military jihad and fight against infidels 
(implying participation in military actions), it shall also entail many 
prerequisites. But the main point, Imam Gamet Suleymanov said, is 
the weakness suffered by the Islamic world, as well as the fact that the 
war in the North Caucasus and elsewhere (Afghanistan and other 
countries) turn per se against Muslims. For this reason, he opposed 
participation of Azerbaijan’s citizens in military actions in Chechnya 
and other countries of the world; in his sermon he pronounced a curse 
upon Usama ben Laden, saying that the latter is “worse than sheytan 
(Arabic devil), as sheytan neither blows up houses nor kills civilians”. 
Gamet Suleymanov considered Heydar Aliyev (later Ilham Aliyev) to 
be Muslim and his sovereign; he called Salafis to obey the authorities. 

The position of Imam Garnet Suleymanov outraged radical 
Salafis in 2001, so they ceased to attend Abu Bakr mosque. They 
accused Imam Garnet Suleymanov and his supporters of collaboration 
with the authorities and treachery of Islam interests, calling him a 
madkhali.10 In return, in his  sermons    Imam   Gamet   Suleymanov   
                     
10 The term was coined due to a doctrine initiated by theologian from Saudi Arabia 

Sheikh Rabi ibn Hadi al-Madkhali (born in 1931) when the war in the Persian Gulf 
started in 1991 and the US troops some Arabic countries. In his books and fetvas al-
Madkhali refuses an armed jihad without preconditions, including with adherents of 
different faiths. He denounced Osama bin Laden and supported the official decisions 
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called   his opponents Takfirites11 and then Kharijites12. Not only did 
he call them like that, but he went further: he issued a fatwa and then 
a brochure, accusing his opponents of distorting Islam and one more 
time calling upon the believers to respect the incumbent government 
of Azerbaijan and not defy it (102). Thus, all bridges between the two 
sides were burnt to ash. 

The relations between two groupings within the Salafi 
community were only aggravating. Opening a web-forum on the Abu 
Bakr mosque webpage on the 16 August 2003, among the first 
questions Garnet Suleymanov encountered were those related to jihad 
and relations with the government (103). In after years, these 
questions chased Imam Gamet Suleymanov. In 2009, Alexander 
Tikhomirov (a.k.a. Said Buryatskiy, 1982-2010, active participant of 
the military actions in the North Caucasus and a person extremely 
popular among radical Wahhabis as a jihad guru), wrote an article 
about Imam Gamet Suleymanov’s views and placed it on the web. The 
article caught a buzz across the web among Salafis in the post-Soviet 
space. Imam Gamet Suleymanov had to reply to Said Buryatskiy 
(Alexander Tikhomirov) over the Internet. Moreover, Imam Gamet 
Suleymanov gave his answers in Azeri, then translated into Russian 
and widely disseminated among Salafis. Eventually, Imam Gamet 
                     
of Saudi Arabia regarding bringing of the US troops to this country. Al-Madkhali 
and representatives of other part of Wahhabism had differences regarding 
submission to the authorities. Al-Madkhali was trying to theologically prove 
submission to the authorities regardless their faithfulness to Islam. His opponents 
called him and his supporters “defeatists” and “pseudo-Salafis”. 
11 From Arabic takfir meaning a turn from belief to disbelief, when a Muslim is 
accused of disbelief by another group of Muslims. 
12 From Arabic khariji (plural khavari, meaning those who split off, abandoned) is 
frequently referred to schismatic, rebel. The term was first ever attached to a 
religious-political group, which stood apart from the main portion of Muslims 
(Sunnis) after the battle of 657 during the power struggle between Caliph Ali ibn 
Abu Talib and governor of Syria Muawiya ibn Abi Sufyan. They refused to 
recognize first caliphs and used any means in fighting their opponents, including 
political terror and guerilla wars. The term is frequently used for radical Wahhabis. 
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Suleymanov’s article was followed by responses from his opponents 
(104). 

It is noteworthy how much attention the both sides pay to modem 
technology. In particular, this encompasses the Internet and Facebook. 
In essence, it is but the Internet that provided the arena for ideological 
clash between the two Salafi groupings of Azerbaijan (105). 
Moreover, the sides vehemently accuse each other of infidelity and 
believe no-one but them are true Muslims; too, they continuously give 
each other new tags and names (Ihvanites, Jamites, Muwahides, 
Taqufites, etc.), sometimes quite offensive. But it is not about terms 
and names many ordinary Salafis wouldn’t even distinctly explain or 
understand. The point is that back in 2001 Salafis (Wahhabis) in 
Azerbaijan split to two unequal groups: clear majority of moderate 
believers headed by Imam Gamet Suleymanov and radical minority 
that can be conditionally called Kharijites - although they flatly 
disagree with such name. 

Kharijites openly claim that they obey only to Allah and cannot 
respect an infidel government (Arabic kafirun). They want Azerbaijan 
to become an Islamic state ruled by the Islamic law and moral and 
ethical norms (Arabic Shariah meaning “right way, course of action”). 
Naturally, they consider jihad against infidels necessary and 
mandatory; many of them have eventually taken active part in the 
hostilities in the North Caucasus (Chechnya, Dagestan, and 
Ingushetia) as well as in Afghanistan and Pakistan. Kharijites lack 
one, let alone charismatic leader; they are divided into jamaats 
(Arabic community, society, team) and subordinate to their leaders 
(Arabic amir). Neither have they a strong ideologist today - their 
websites are mostly news agencies that report about their activities as 
well as religious and political situation in Azerbaijan and the Islamic 
world. These websites have many articles to   claim   necessity    to 
infiltrate      armies    and use weapons in one’s own purposes - virtually  
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these are instructions for carrying out terrorist attacks and using 
weapons and ammo. Analytical articles deal to some extent with jihad 
issues (106). 

The biggest Kharijites communities of early 2000s were located 
in Sumgayit, Shaki, Quba, Qusar, Zaqatala, Balakan, in villages of the 
Absheron Peninsula and the capital. Kharijites first deployed their 
center in a Sunni mosque on the outskirts of Sumgayit (in a refugee 
quarter), known under the name of “Arabic” (Photo 24). That period 
they were not so many. Imam Gamet Suleymanov said that Kharijites 
mosque in Sumgayit “was quite small and no more than 500 people 
attended. This was a center of radicalism in Azerbaijan” (107). 
Taking into account Kharijites in other places of the country, radical 
Salafis make maximum 6.000-7.000. Out of them, some hundreds are 
either underground or left the country. The rest share their views and 
support them materially and financially. One of them said in 
interview, “I cannot go to war in Afghanistan as I am not in good 
shape, but I help another way” (108). 

Kharijites are subdivided into other two groups. In his interview 
dated 11 October 2009, Imam Gamet Suleymanov said, “Kharijites 
are divided into two groups - Jamaat at-takfir (Arabic Community of 
takfir) and Jamaat jihad (Arabic Community of jihad). Residing in 
Sumgayit was mainly “Jamaat jihad”. What did they want? They 
wanted to launch jihad. Naturally, our mosque did not agree with 
them, so... we were working to raise their awareness” (109). 

Early in 2004, the authorities closed down the mosque in 
Sumgayit, then forced Kharijites to stop attending mosques in Ganja, 
Zaqatala and Balakan. They had to go underground blaming Imam 
Gamet Suleymanov for that, whom they believed to be a defender of 
the government. The situation increasingly heated up in 2006, when 
Imam  Garnet  Suleymanov  sounded  another harsh    remark    about  
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Kharijites. Accusing him of togetherness with the government, the 
latter in response switched to threats, followed by specific actions in 
2007. Their actions found support of their followers in the North 
Caucasus, first of all by Head of Dagestan Jamaat Ilqar Mollachiyev, 
native of Zaqatala region and ethnic Lezgin. Yet in 1999, the Russian 
authorities put Mollachiyev on the international wanted list: he was 
recognized as the Dagestani front commander. 

Established in 2001 in Dagestan, terrorist organization Forest 
Brothers by 2005 had raged in Quba-Khachmaz region of Azerbaijan 
- it set up a network of underground military bases here (110). 

In early 2007, Forest Brothers, already led by Mollachiyev, 
expanded their coverage and unified three Kharijites jamaats: 
Dagestani (in Russia), Quba-Qusar and Sumgayit (in Azerbaijan). The 
roles were distributed as follows: Mollachiyev’s troop should perform 
the assault function and cross at a certain time the Russian-Azerbaijani 
border to carry out a specific operation. The Kharijite community in 
Sumgayit was to procure weapons and carry out military operations 
in the capital and nearby. Finally, the Quba-Qusar grouping was to 
establish redoubts and arsenals in mountainous areas. 

In summer 2007, Azerbaijani authorities arrested 17 militants of 
Forest Brothers, among them one of the leaders Naif Abd al-Kerim al-
Badavi (a.k.a. Abu Jafar), an ethnic Arab and citizen of Saudi Arabia 
(111). 

Kharijites responded quickly: Mollachiyev crossed the border 
and launched preparations for actions in Azerbaijan. Among his 
supporters were also the military: late in October 2007, a grouping 
headed by Lieutenant Kamran Asadov of Azerbaijani Armed Forces 
stole weapons and ammo from the military unit in Goygol region and 
started preparations for terrorist attacks against embassies of the US, 
UK  and  Israel   in  Azerbaijan.  However,   they  failed;   authorities     
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arrested 20 people together with K. Asadov. During the several-month 
trials, one of the defendants, Rovshan Abdullayev, claimed on 24 
December 2008 that they had discussed jihad in their conversations. 
“We had planned to launch jihad in other countries like Afghanistan 
or Pakistan... I wanted to go from Iran to Pakistan, and from there to 
Afghanistan to fight together with Talibs with kafir. I failed to cross 
the border, so I came back” (112). Roughly the same regarding jihad 
and their intentions were said by other defendants. However, the 
greatest interest was in the appearance of the grouping’s leader 
K.Asadov. In the very beginning of the process (24 December 2008) 
he openly stated that he was plotting jihad. So, he bore arms with one 
thing in mind - to get weapons and fight the enemies of Islam. 
Furthermore, he considered Usama ben Laden his leader, saying: “My 
Motherland is the Caliphate. I don’t belong to any ethnicity. All 
Muslims are my brothers. Why should I fight for Karabakh? I am 
ready to fight under the flag of Islam. I am carrying out jihad and 
ready to die with my eyes open. After that, should I be afraid of your 
prisons or sentences?” (113). Finally, in his sum-up on the 4 June 
2009 he once again stated no regret about what he had done, “You are 
trying to neutralize us by putting us behind the bars. But you will never 
win that way. Those two weeks when I was on jihad were the happiest 
days of my life” (114). 

These are people who have no fear of the authorities, no regret of 
their actions and are ready to go on fighting by all means. However, 
that time they picked Imam Garnet Suleymanov as their first target. 
During the trial of Forest Brothers in July 2009 Kharijites said that in 
May 2008 they had decided to kill the head of Abu Bakr mosque. One 
of them Kamran Bozorgi accused Suleymanov of treachery, “Gamet, 
the prisons have been stuffed with the people who once used to be on 
your side: three thousand people arrested because of you!” (115). 

Let  us  look  closer  at  this  figure:  the  authorities have arrested   
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3.000 Salafis over the recent years. It is difficult to judge correctness 
of this figure. But for comparison, according to human rights 
defenders, 15.000-16.000 have been arrested and imprisoned recently 
in Azerbaijan under various charges (including criminal offenses). 
Therefore, each fifth arrested is a Salafi! The figure is convincing to 
evidence gravity of the problem. 

In light of this, one should be taking seriously Garnet 
Suleymanov saying in 2008 that Kharijites were preparing for jihad in 
Azerbaijan with participation of 1.000-2.000 (116). 

The assassination attempt against Imam Gamet Suleymanov in 
May 2008 failed incidentally. However, two months later (on the 17 
August 2008) Kharijites threw two hand grenades into Abu Bakr 
mosque. The resulting explosion killed two believers, 11 got 
wounded, among them Imam Gamet Suleymanov. Almost 
immediately, the mosque was closed and cordoned off by the police. 

It did not take much time for the authorities to track down 
I.Mollachiyev’s grouping: late in August 2008, an armed assault took 
place in the north of the country, near village of Khazra (Qusar 
district), when one Azerbaijani soldier was killed. Russian security 
services came to help Azerbaijani counterparts, and on the 7 
September 2008 Russians liquidated I.Mollachiyev in Dagestan. In 
turn, Azerbaijani authorities carried out mass arrests of Forest 
Brothers in the north of the country. In general, 26 militants were 
arrested and sentenced to various terms early in October 2009 (117). 

However, the above is not at all the evidence of solving the 
problem with radical forces in Azerbaijan. Most likely, we are dealing 
just with a tip of the iceberg. After Mollachiyev’s death and arrest of 
many Forest Brothers the very grouping never gave up and even 
expanded its activities. Right after the arrests and Mollachiyev’s 
death, new actions of radicals and Forest Brothers were reported; the 
militants were even fighting so fiercely that the authorities by the end  
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of 2008 had to throw heavy military vehicles into the combat zone. 
However, the militants escaped to Dagestan (118), which did not stop 
regular reports on activities of radicals in the country (119) and even 
outside it. No-one in Azerbaijan took as sensation the news of 
Azerbaijani Islamists fighting far away - in the North Caucasus or the 
Middle East (Photo 25) as well as the countries and regions where 
they were fighting in 2009-2012 under the Islamic banner (120). 
According to our field studies and Salafis themselves, there are around 
200-250 citizens of Azerbaijan in Afghanistan and Pakistan. There are 
some young girls among them (121). The internet is flooded with 
videos featuring the commitment and deaths of Azerbaijani citizens in 
Afghanistan and Pakistan (122). According to our field surveys, 
around 100 Salafis from Azerbaijan are fighting in Syria. Moreover, 
part of Azerbaijani Salafis in Syria, around 40 people, joined in their 
own brigade called Azerbaijani jamaat Jeysh al-muhajirin wa-l-ansar 
(Arabic Azerbaijani Army of muhajirs and ansars) (Photo 26). Their 
own webpage updates on participation in military actions in Syria 
against the governmental forces. Besides, in May 2013 the webpage 
communicated the appeal of Abu Yahya al-Azeri, Brigade Chief, in 
the Azeri language to the Muslims of Azerbaijan to join them (123). 

Imam Gamet Suleymanov and moderate Salafis ended up in a 
strange and rather paradoxical situation. On the one hand, the imam 
of Abu Bakr mosque and his followers turned out to be victims of the 
terrorist attack on 17 August 2008 due to their fight against radicals 
and support to the authorities. One would think that the authorities 
will fully support them in return, for the government does have a 
strong ally against radicals in person of Imam Gamet Suleymanov and 
his community. However, it all turned quite opposite. After the 
radicals, the authorities came to punish Imam Gamet Suleymanov and 
his supporters! Having closed Abu Bakr mosque under the pretext of 
investigation, the authorities even three years later have not agreed to 
reopen it, despite numerous appeals and pleas of Imam Gamet 
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Suleymanov (124). During that time, the authorities had completed 
the trials of the committers of the attack on the mosque, and even 
sentenced them! However, Abu Bakr mosque has not opened its 
doors! No effect whatsoever had Abu Bakr’s appeal to court against 
the police administration of Narimanov district of Baku (the 
administration does not agree to reopen the mosque). The court 
dismissed this case. However, during the court proceedings an official 
representative of the police administration informed Imam Gamet 
Suleymanov and his followers that Abu Bakr mosque had been closed 
according to the order issued by the Ministry of Internal Affairs on the 
20 August 2008, but as the order is ‘confidential” it cannot be 
submitted to court or publicized (125)! 

The official call of Kuwait parliamentarians in October 2011 
requesting the reopening of the mosque turned out to be useless - the 
authorities refused allegedly due to the ongoing investigation, 
although it had been completed a while back, and even the trial was 
over (126). 

This state of affairs is quite frustrating for Imam Gamet 
Suleymanov and his followers who believe the authorities to 
deliberately conduct the policy of suppressing growing Salafis in 
Azerbaijan, for the things go beyond Abu Bakr mosque. As soon as 
Imam Gamet Suleymanov went to meet Salafis in the Sunni mosque 
in Ganja, the authorities closed it down in no time at all (127). Like a 
charm, other Sunni mosques of Salafis experienced problems in 2009-
2011. So, the pressure on Salafis is sustaining. Although, as Imam 
Gamet Suleymanov repeatedly said to the media and to the author of 
this book, “opening of Abu Bakr mosque is in the first place in the 
interests of the government. And closing it will mainly serve purpose 
of radical groups. So, until the mosque is opened up, it will give rise 
to further radicalization” (128). Sounds like a pretty fair point, 
doesn’t it? 
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Meanwhile, the congregation of Abu Bakr mosque attends other 
Sunni mosques, mainly Ilahiyyat (Photo 27-28) and a mosque in 
Garachukhur settlement (Photo 29) on the outskirts of Baku. But the 
lack of space makes most of them squeeze in apartments or 
mollakhanas (prayer houses). 

These events made Salafis pay more attention to their own 
security. For instance, many have cut short their beards and worn 
trousers of normal length to avoid the police’s eye. As many 
explained, they ‘were advised to do so by brothers in faith’. As a 
matter of fact, Salafis had recourse to taqiyya, one of the principles a 
Muslim should employ in the event of threat to his life. For this reason, 
in 2011 Salafis, although strongly concerned with the issues of hijab, 
azan and demolition of mosques, were keeping clear of active 
religious process in the country. But they decided it would be better 
to give the pas to Shiites in these issues (129). 

In summary, there should be pointed out the number of Salafis in 
Azerbaijan, debated widely in the media. Various figures are reported 
- from 10 to 50 thousand (130). According to the International Crisis 
Group, there are hardly more than 10.000 Salafis in Azerbaijan (131). 
IPD field surveys carried out in 2002-2011 suggest 11.000-12.000 
regularly going to mosques and counting themselves Salafi. 25.000- 
30.000 should be added as Muslims welcoming much of Salafi 
ideology but not disclosing their views. They can be called potential 
or irresolute Salafis.
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CHAPTER 4 
 

THE RELIGIOUS POLICY OF THE AUTHORITIES 
 

“I’ve been Sheikh-ul-Islam for 33 years now,  
and still don't know what conscience is”  

Sheikh-ul-Islam Allahshukur Pashazade, BMC Chairman 
 

The attitude Azerbaijan’s authorities have shown towards the 
religious factor, especially nationwide dominating Islam, has been 
quite complicated and ambiguous right from the day of regaining the 
national independence. On the one hand, the baggage of the Soviet 
past still played its part. On the other hand, the collapse of the Soviet 
Union gave rise to a new religious situation in Azerbaijan, which, 
consequently, meant a new role the religion would play for the public 
and government alike. Finally, different political forces were 
emerging in Azerbaijan in the post-Soviet era, thus also influencing 
this relationship. All that made the formation of the state policy on 
Islam in the post-Soviet period go through several stages, each of 
which had unique features. Let us take a closer look. 

 
1. The stance of the authorities on Islam in 1991-1993 
The situation close to the collapse of the Soviet Union 

 
The first stage is a transition period that commenced right after 

the USSR collapsed and Azerbaijan gained its independence in 1991 
amid the Karabakh conflict, which broke out yet in 1988. All these 
circumstances dramatically changed the role of religious factor in the 
society. As for Armenia, their spiritual leader Catholicos Vazgen I 
was, if not officially,  one    of    the    driving     forces    behind    
Armenian movement in Karabakh. The Catholicos frequently 
addressed this topic in the mass media, especially overseas. Moreover, 
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he sent an open letter to Mikhail Gorbachev on the 25 February 1988, 
demanding Nagorno-Karabakh be annexed to Armenia (1). That was 
the time when the Karabakh conflict was sometimes demonstrated 
(outside Azerbaijan) as a religious confrontation between Christian 
Armenia and Muslim Azerbaijan. In these circumstances, it became 
urgent to define an attitude of Azerbaijan’s authorities towards the 
role of religion, in particular towards the official Islamic clergy 
(Arabic ruhaniyat) represented by Spiritual Board of Muslims of 
Transcaucasia (SBMT). 

Speaking frankly, during the Soviet times the official clergy was 
totally controlled by security services and formed a part of 
governmental propaganda machine; in other words, it was a sort of a 
Ministry for Religious Affairs. Sheikh-ul-Islam Allahshukur 
Pashazade, who was appointed the Chairman of SBMT in 1980 at the 
age of 31 (Photo 30) was a perfect match for what the Soviet 
government expected from the clergy. Right after his election, Sheikh-
ul-Islam Allahshukur Pashazade started proving in his numerous 
appearances that the Soviet regime never violated the rights of 
Muslims. The so-called “fame” came to him after his “Open letter” 
(1983) to US President Ronald Reagan where he calls “immoral” the 
latter’s words about the Soviet Union as “an empire of evil”, for in 
fact “it was only the Soviet Union where all ideals of Islam have come 
true” (2). And when the entire Muslim world was boiling over the 
Soviet invasion to Afghanistan, Sheikh-ul-Islam Allahshukur 
Pashazade, on the contrary, backed this military operation (3). And in 
1986, a year and a half before the Karabakh conflict, he made a 
pompous statement in his interview to one of the leading Soviet 
newspapers, “What the Soviet Constitution really deprived the 
Muslims of was discrimination, backwoods mentality, and illiteracy” 
(4). Therefore, in the period when Mikhail Gorbachev, the General 
Secretary of the Soviet Union Communist Party, declared 
“perestroika” and the Karabakh conflict commenced, the government-
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dependent official clergy was repelled by the public of Azerbaijan 
demanding replacement the old spiritual leaders. It was the time of 
first ample disclosures about ties between the top SBMT officials, 
especially sheikh-ul-Islam, and the security services of the Soviet 
Union. 

However, the official clergy was all ready to yield their place in 
the sun. Well, and they seemed quite okay to the then authorities of 
the republic. The IX Congress of SBMT was convened on the 25 July 
1989, where Sheikh-ul-Islam Allahshukur Pashazade was reelected its 
chairman. And in 1990, SBMT was transformed into the Board of 
Muslims of Caucasus (BMC).13 

Alongside, the authorities witnessed growing interest in and 
increasing influence of the Islamic factor over the public, so they 
revisited their attitude towards the religion issue. Head of 
Azerbaijan’s Communist Party A.Mutallibov declared himself a 
believer and displayed marked politeness to sheikh-ul-Islam and every 
possible respect to Islam. With support of the authorities Sheikh-ul-
Islam Allahshukur Pashazade became the member of Supreme 
Council of the USSR and Azerbaijan alike. And in December 1991 
Azerbaijan joined the Organization of the Islamic Conference (OIC). 

 
The stance on Islam in the reign of the Popular 

Front of Azerbaijan 
Back in May 1992, Turkism followers represented by the Popular 

                     
13 This title has persisted so far, raising a lot of questions. Although the Articles of 
Association and the title of BMC stipulate the association of Muslim communities 
covering both the South (Azerbaijan, Armenia and Georgia) and Russian North 
Caucasus, the local Islamic communities of the latter region report to their respective 
religious boards. The Board of Muslims of Georgia was established in May 2011 
and the local Muslims, mostly Azerbaijanis, officially withdrew from the BMC. 
Moreover, the BMC has no control whatsoever over sparse Muslim communities in 
Armenia. 
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Front of Azerbaijan (PFA) and their  supporters    came  to  power   in 
Azerbaijan, and on the 7 June 1992 Abulfaz Elchibey became the 
President of the country. As a result, a brand-new political situation 
occurred. Although Azerbaijan proclaimed its independence in 1991, 
but it was only in 1992 when the forces in power were able to 
withdraw from Moscow and embark on real independence. 

PFA in command undoubtedly meant a triumph of nationalism 
(in other words, Turkism) over Islamism. Over many issues, PFA and 
their leaders created quite an obstruction on the way of pro- Islamic 
forces; that is the reason why some researchers called them “grave-
diggers of Azerbaijan’s Islamisation”. (5) However, that would by no 
means imply that PFA leaders turned away from Islam after coming 
to power. Just on the contrary, it was only then that the authorities 
paid more attention to the Islamic factor and generated the first 
principles of the religious policy. 

During his inauguration, President A.Elchibey took his oath on 
the Quran, the tradition which persists. But most importantly is that 
almost right after coming to power PFA leadership established the 
regulatory framework for development of religion and related 
organizations. On the 20 August 1992 the Parliament passed the 29-
article Law on Freedom of Religious Beliefs. The document drawn up 
to the international human rights and standards proclaimed the right 
to belief (Articles 1-3), equality of citizens irrespectively of their 
attitude towards religion (Article 4), separation of the state from 
religion and mutual noninvolvement in each other’s affairs (Article 
5). Too, the Law paid great attention to establishment of various 
religious structures and communities. Furthermore, it granted the right 
to establish and run religious communities and institutions with nerve 
centers outside Azerbaijan (Articles 8-9), which opened ample 
opportunities for confessions. The Law also set forth the right to 
official registration, within one month, of a religious community 
consisting of at least ten adult citizens (establishers) by a local 
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executive authority (Article 12). Furthermore, the right was restored 
to reclaim buildings and other religious facilities the government had 
once seized from religious confessions, and even to open new 
mosques, churches, synagogues and prayer houses. 

Since that time on all religious associations and organizations, 
including the BMC and religious boards of other confessions, were 
completely separated from the state. Consequently, their funding from 
the government ceased. It was the first time after almost two centuries 
that clergy did not receive pay from the government and could now 
rely only on donations from their communities. The donations were 
not taxable under the above Law (Article 18) (6). 

The Law on Freedom of Religion resulted in a real boom of 
religions in Azerbaijan. Old mosques were restored and new were 
built all over the place, many religious parties and public 
organizations began to emerge, and many missionaries and sects, both 
Muslim and Christian, gained traction in the country. The time with 
PFA at the steer was, without any exaggeration, a period of total 
religious freedom in Azerbaijan. 

 
2. Islamic Factor and Heydar Aliyev 

 
The initial period 

 
In summer 1993, Heydar Aliyev got back to power in Azerbaijan. 

Former leader of the Azerbaijan Communist Party, he had delivered 
many blows to believers as representatives of the hostile ideology 
during his reign in 1969-1982. But the Soviet time was already a 
history. An adroit politician, Heydar Aliyev looked at religion just as 
many other former Communist leaders across the post-Soviet space 
did (Boris Yeltsin, Islam Karimov, etc.) - they realized that the old 
time was gone and new feelings must be displayed in order to rule the 
country. For that reason, Heydar Aliyev ceased to consider himself a 
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Communist, began to utter his belief in Allah, often stressed his 
Islamic affiliation and assured that he regularly did namaz. And 
during his visit to Saudi Arabia in 1994, he even undertook the so-
called small hajj (Arabic umra), a short pilgrimage allowed all-year. 

However, just few in Azerbaijan really trusted Heydar Aliyev’s 
words. He also did a lot of things that contradicted the spirit of Islam, 
which really stroke the eye. The media sarcastically noted that, while 
proclaiming himself a faithful Muslim, he questioned the after-life 
concept during his visit to Shaki City, saying in public, “All that we 
have, we have in this life and now. And nobody knows about the after-
life”. (7) For a true Muslim, such statement is a blasphemy as the 
concept of the after-life is one of the pillars Islam stands upon. The 
Holy book of all Muslims, the Quran, is literally dripping with the 
belief in after-life, “And the worldly life is not but amusement and 
diversion; but the home of the Hereafter is best for those who fear 
Allah..." (Quran, 6:32); “O my people! This life of the world is but a 
passing comfort, and lo! the Hereafter, that is the enduring home” 
(Quran, 40:39). 

It was also spotted in Azerbaijan that shortly after his pilgrimage 
Heydar Aliyev was easily eating hamburgers in public during opening 
ceremonies of another McDonalds fast food restaurant (it took place 
during the fasting month before the sunset) (8). The pilgrimage itself 
was also quite a scandal among true believers as Heydar Aliyev 
directed to make a special documentary of the pilgrimage pompously 
displayed by all the national TV channels. Thus, his pilgrimage was 
presented as a kind of propaganda show, something a true Muslim 
would never do. Aliyev’s milieu never lagged behind him, 
considering themselves true Muslims and at the same time taking the 
liberty of making blasphemous statements in presence of the 
President, such as “Allah is in heavens, and Heydar Aliyev is on 
earth!” However, “true Muslim” Heydar Aliyev never reacted to it; 
neither did he react to the media stating that in 1999 the authorities of 
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Khachmaz city took the madrasah building away from the religious 
community and ... opened there the Heydar Aliyev school-museum! 
(9) Media reported quite a few    such    examples     during Aliyev’s 
second rule. 

Meanwhile, Aliyev did recognize the growing role of Islam in the 
society and never hesitated to display his respect to it. So, he directed 
the Cabinet of Ministers to declare 20 February, 20-21 March and 28 
April non-working days in Azerbaijan. Henceforth, the country 
celebrated these days the end of Muslim fasting Ramazan (Arabic 
Ramazan), traditional Muslim New Year or Novruz Bayram, and 
Gurban Bayram, the sacrifice holiday very important to Muslims. 

 
Embarking on a new religious policy 

 
It was the time when the religious policy of Heydar Aliyev and 

his team was mainly outlined. Unlike the Soviet times, former 
Communists now would not severely confront the religion as an 
ideology hostile to Communism. The atheism propaganda was a 
matter of the past, once and for all. Just on the contrary, the religion 
now was perceived as a part of cultural heritage linked to moral and 
ethical values. And as such, his policy authorized restoring old 
mosques and building new ones, reintroducing some religious 
holidays, declaring respect for spiritual leaders, paying attention to 
Islamic symbols (taking oath on the Quran, pilgrimage etc.). 

Alongside, the government set to strictly control religious 
confessions through administrative agencies. As such, the state 
reacted negatively to any unauthorized activities in this field and dealt 
with them severely. So, despite much stated secularization, the state 
has unambiguously interfered with religious affairs and dealt severely 
with undesirable activities. 

Since the religion was now perceived as apolitical component, the 
attitude towards it was changing depending on the situation within and 
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outside the country. Having come to power, Heydar Aliyev first was 
kindly disposed towards religious missionaries, including those from  
Iran, Turkey and Arab countries. They facilitated the inflow of 
significant funds and provided assistance to hundreds of thousands of 
refugees. However, as the situation changed, the authorities changed 
their mind about missionaries as well. Especially that proved after “oil 
contracts” were signed and new players like the US and European 
organizations came to the region. In the second half of 1990s, the 
government persecuted religious missionaries, first of all Islamic, and 
cunningly played off one against another. 

 
Control over the official clergy 

 
Next came the turn of official clergy, which in early 1990s had 

been granted certain autonomy from the state. But now the authorities 
decided that the official clergy, just like in Soviet times, must play the 
role of “medicine to maintain stability of existing secular institutions” 
(10) and become a cog in the state propaganda machine. 

Therefore, in the second half of 1990’s H. Aliyev decided to get 
the BMC under special control. It was not accidental that in 1996 
Heydar Aliyev gave a cool shoulder to Sheikh-ul-Islam Allahshukur 
Pashazade, mainly because of the clan factor which enhanced in the 
country that time. Ruling in the state bodies were mainly natives of 
Nakhchivan and Armenia, but Sheikh-ul-Islam Allahshukur 
Pashazade came from southeast Lankaran region, mainly populated 
by the Talysh. Accordingly, it was repeatedly reported that within the 
BMC Sheikh-ul-Islam Allahshukur Pashazade relied “on 
Lankaranians and Talysh people, appointing them to all more or less 
important positions in the religious hierarchy” (11). 

As if at a command, a conflict broke out between Sheikh- ul-
Islam Allahshukur Pashazade and Haji Sabir Hasanly (Photo 31), 
Rector  of  Baku   Islam   University (BIU) and  native   of  
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Nakhchivan,  like Heydar Aliyev himself. In his interviews given in 
1996 and at the special media conference on 2 July 1996, Haji Sabir 
Hasanly made a statement about a very dangerous religious situation 
in Azerbaijan. He accused Sheikh-ul-Islam Allahshukur Pashazade, 
saying in public that the latter connived at foreign missionaries and 
wallowed in corruption. Haji Sabir Hasanly also accused Sheikh-ul-
Islam Allahshukur Pashazade of longstanding connections with 
security services, first of all Soviet KGB (12). 

Striving to spare himself from attacks on his office, Sheikh- ul-
Islam Allahshukur Pashazade did something beyond any imagination: 
in 1998, the X Congress of Muslims of Caucasus proclaimed him the 
Chairman of BMC for life. But most importantly, Sheikh-ul-Islam 
Allahshukur Pashazade managed to prove his total fidelity to Heydar 
Aliyev and retained his office, or, the President may have thought it 
premature to replace Pashazade. At any rate, all charges against 
Sheikh-ul-Islam Allahshukur Pashazade in the pro-government media 
stopped at once, showing once again the force behind the campaign 
against him. 

The BMC took up again its duties as an unofficially state-run 
organization. Moreover, Heydar Aliyev granted Sheikh-ul-Islam 
Allahshukur Pashazade a carte blanche to resolve religious issues. 
And the latter did use it cleverly. For by that time a huge number of 
missionaries, both Muslim and Christian, had appeared in Azerbaijan. 
It is not to say that several years of their work here helped them to 
yield any significant results or pose a serious threat to national 
security, as alleged by the national media in the mid of the 1990s. But 
their presence was an itch to traditional confessions, as the 
missionaries were open for discussions, which cannot be said about 
traditional confessions. Sheikh-ul-Islam Allahshukur Pashazade had a 
reason to worry: Islamic missionaries possessed considerable funds, 
were   building   mosques, but remained out of control of the BMC. 
And then Sheikh-ul-Islam Allahshukur Pashazade and leaders of other 
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traditional confessions (Orthodox Christian and Judaism) 
unanimously called upon the government to restrict missionaries’ 
access to the country. 

The authorities did not hesitate: on 7 June, 5 November and 27 
December 1996 as well as on 10 October 1997 the Law on Freedom 
of Religious Beliefs was amended. An amendment was made to 
Article 1 to prohibit foreign citizens and persons without Azerbaijani 
citizenship to carry out religious activities in Azerbaijan. At the same 
time, on 15 October 1996 the Cabinet of Ministers approved the 
resolution on “Legal status of foreigners and stateless individuals” 
which gave legal grounds for bringing foreign missionaries to 
responsibility. 

But most important were the amendments to Articles 8 and 9 of 
the Law. They openly stated that every Muslim religious community 
shall in all organizational issues report to the BMC, and non-Muslim 
to traditional confession centers. Accordingly, only religious centers 
were authorized to certify clerics. Missionaries were not granted this 
right. 

Certainly, registration of religious communities acquired a high 
importance following such changes, and Article 12 was completely 
revised. Now a religious community wishing to get registered shall 
submit its charters, which is to be in conformance with the charters of 
its respective religious center. Naturally, no religious association 
could obtain such registration unless the respective authorization was 
received from the religious center. Scrapped were Articles 13, 14, and 
15 pertaining to refusal to registration, dismissal of religious 
communities and their complaints in respect to registration. 
According to amended Article 22, religious literature shall be printed 
or brought into the country only with sanction of an authorized 
executive agency (13); with this purpose, the Board for Religious 
Affairs was reintroduced    under  the Cabinet of Ministers. 

The law-enforcement and court agencies displayed great zeal in 
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putting the amendments in practice. As a result, many foreign citizens 
were deported from Azerbaijan under court decisions of “their illegal” 
religious activity (14). 

At the same time, the Ministry of Justice began to re-register 
religious associations, and their number considerably reduced. For 
instance, M.Ibrahimov, Deputy Chairman of Board for Religious 
Affairs, officially said in June 1996 that 216 religious organizations 
(of which 178 Islamic) were registered, while 850 continued 
unregistered. Moreover, there were over 350 sanctuaries in 
Azerbaijan. Following the amendments to the Law, M. Ibrahimov said 
in April 1998 that there were slightly over 120 religious organizations 
and communities to have passed the registration, almost all of them 
Muslim (15). 

However, soon it became obvious that the government failed to 
take under full control the religious situation in the country. The 
changes brought down the non-Muslim communities, compliant and 
heavily depended on registration. It was clear that Azerbaijani 
government and personally Heydar Aliyev repeated the mistake once 
made in the Soviet times: bans to registration cannot fence off Islam. 
Muslim communities and organizations are not desperate for official 
authorization, as they will always find opportunities to function, 
especially in Azerbaijan. Besides, most Muslim missionaries arrived 
in the country under the shelter of regular humanitarian and charity 
organizations; officially they were not to carry out religious 
propaganda but provide humanitarian relief to the needed, as well as 
fund and assist to building mosques and other hieratic facilities. 
Naturally, such activities found big support of the Muslims of 
Azerbaijan. In parallel, they kept propagating “their” ideology, which 
did not require any special sanction. But when registration was 
necessary, the problem could be easily solved given the high level of 
corruption in the country which, apparently, did not come by the 
BMC. 
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In essence, the amendments to the Law have resulted in a certain 
revival of ‘unofficial Islam’. However, a bigger role was started to 
play by Muslim missionaries from eastern countries, first of all Iran, 
Turkey, Saudi Arabia and Kuwait. The authorities were especially 
concerned with Salafis. Likewise, the official clergy represented by  
the BMC was absolutely unable to influence this process and assist 
the government, as many believers saw the BMC as one of a row of 
public religious organizations in Azerbaijan. Speaking on ANS TV 
channel on 2 May 2001, Sheikh-ul-Islam Allahshukur Pashazade 
openly said that out of over 1.200 mosques in the country nearly 1.000 
went uncontrolled by the BMC (16)! 

In the beginning, the government tried to employ the old method 
“divide and rule”: first, in November 1999 (two years after the court 
sentence) Heydar Aliyev pardoned Haji Aliakram Nuriyev and other 
leaders of the IPA. The strong accusations of treason, espionage and 
Islamic coup were forgotten: the authorities accounted for hostility the 
IPA felt for Salafis (Wahhabis), so they could rather benefit from the 
IPA leaders at large. The time proved that the authorities were not out 
in their reckoning: the freed leaders of the IPA came down on 
adherents of new trends in Islam, first of all Salafis (Wahhabis), 
judging the latter’s views as “virus in Islam” (17). However, in reality 
at that time the IPA did not have influence on the situation. It became 
clear that a new agency should be established with wider powers than 
the BMC. 

 
Establishment of a state committee to control religious 

developments 
 

On 21 June 2001, the President’s Decree No. 512 was released: a 
new agency, SCWRO, was established on the basis of the Board for 
Religious Affairs under the Cabinet of Ministers of Azerbaijan.  
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According to the Decree, Article 48 of the Constitution of 
Azerbaijan, Law on Freedom of Religious Beliefs and other national 
regulatory the SCWRO was charged with regulating the situation in 
the sphere of religion: to control, register (a duty previously fulfilled 
by the Ministry of Justice) and make decisions to ban religious 
communities, organizations, etc. (18). A famous scientist, expert in 
Islamic studies, Professor Rafiq Aliyev, was appointed Director of the 
new state agency at the age of 54. A month later, on 21 July 2001, a 
Statute of SCWRO was endorsed which set forth specific mechanisms 
to monitor and register/deregister religious communities and 
organizations. Henceforth namely the SCWRO was the very state 
agency to hold responsibility for religious situation nationwide. 

One should really give a credit to Professor Aliyev, who jumped 
on the task. He started with registration. By the end of 2003, the 
religious “inventory” was completely inspected: according to the 
SCWRO, there were nearly 1.300 mosques, over 50 churches, 
synagogues, prayer houses and over 500 sanctuaries (pirs) in 
Azerbaijan. In the past 15 years over 1.000 mosques were built or 
returned. Out of nearly 500 religious communities and associations to 
have been registered over the years of Azerbaijan’s independence, 227 
have been re-registered, with 26 of them are non-Islamic. Nearly 50 
communities have been denied the right to official activity, while 56 
missionaries were forced to leave the country (19). 

At the same time the SCWRO declared start of the audit of 
documents and activities of religious education institutions of 
Azerbaijan. Rafiq Aliyev also stated intention to certify mullahs in 
collaboration with the BMC and Islam experts. That immediately 
resulted in a great deal of trouble for the SCWRO and personally 
Rafiq Aliyev. 

Ignorant and greedy mullahs making money off funerals have 
been  quite  a  serious  problem  for  the people,  which got concerned    
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many politicians and public figures far from religion. The national 
media reported vastly of ignorant and illiterate mullahs, many of 
whom were engaged in open extorting (20). There was no doubt that 
the rapid growth of mosques in Azerbaijan was accompanied with 
increase in educated clergy. The core official center of religious 
education and certification of Muslim clergy in Azerbaijan today is 
the BIU. Established on the basis of Islamic madrasa (under the 
auspices of the BMC) in 1989, by the time of foundation of the 
SCWRO in 2001 this University had released 539 alumni, and 276 
students were studying there. 134 students graduated from the BIU 
branches in the cities of Sumgayit, Zaqatala and Mingachevir; 318 
were students (21). 

Apparently, this number of the BIU alumni did not meet the 
demands of that period. Naturally, that the problem with deficiency of 
mullahs and other clerics was being sorted out in different ways. On 
the one hand, new madrasahs sprang up, most of which were 
unregistered with the SCWRO and did not report to the BMC (22). 

On the other hand, Azerbaijani youth went to receive religious 
education to Iran, Turkey, Egypt, Libya, Syria, Iraq, Saudi Arabia, 
Pakistan and even Malaysia or attended Muslim training centers in the 
US and Western Europe. Some students have been dispatched by the 
Ministry of Education, some by the BMC and the BIU, the rest by 
various charity associations, newly emerged Islamic communities and 
even physical persons. As a result, the government just had no idea 
how many students had gone abroad, what they studied and what they 
did; neither did they know subsequent fates of these students. 

Taking the above into account, the SCWRO launched the 
inspection of madrasahs in Azerbaijan. Rafiq Aliyev officially stated 
in September 2002 that 22 out of 30 madrasas had been temporarily 
closed as non-compliant with the national law. These madrasahs were 
functioning in villages of the Absheron Peninsula, and in towns of 
Zaqatala, Balakan, Agdash, Lankaran, Shamakha and Akhsu. In his 
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interview Rafiq Aliyev said the training in those madrasahs did not 
comply with the state education program. Even the teachers in such 
schools were not Azerbaijani nationals. But most importantly, those 
madrasahs “pose threat to future of the country” (23). 

 
Confrontation between SCWRO and BMC 

 
Alongside the inspection of madrasas, Rafiq Aliyev officially 

stated in late October 2002 that the Committee launched inspection of 
conditions in which Azerbaijani students were receiving religious 
education abroad. Not long after, he even demanded their recall (24). 
Suspending a number of madrasahs and the recall decision got many 
clerics angry. Undoubtedly, the issue R.Aliyev touched was delicate. 
Always very cautious, Sheikh-ul-Islam Allahshukur Pashazade stated 
on TV, saying that the SCWRO was violating the national law and 
human rights, and that Rafiq Aliyev “precariously pictures the 
students abroad as future terrorists”. Rafiq Aliyev replied that the 
SCWRO acted strictly within its Statute and would continue in this 
direction (25). That meant the onset of a conflict between the BMC 
and the SCWRO. 

The marked aggravation in the Middle East made the SCWRO 
leadership tighten control over education conditions and recall the 
students. The situation turned worse after the US and their allies had 
launched a war against Iraq. It was reported in March 2003 that the 
famous Cairo University al-Azhar, called to wage a “holy war” 
against the USA and the allies in Iraq. The situation was spiced up by 
the fact that, on the one hand, Azerbaijan officially declared itself a 
US ally and even dispatched a limited task force to Iraq. On the other 
hand, at the beginning of 2003 156 Azerbaijani students sent by the 
BMC were studying at al-Azhar. 104 of them were paid for by a 
Kuwaiti charity association and the rest by the Egyptian Ministry of 
Wakf (26). 
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In May 2003 the SCWRO received updated data: over 600 
Azerbaijani students were receiving religious education outside 
Azerbaijan. There were about 300, over 150 and 60 students in 
Turkey, Egypt and Syria, respectively. And only 12 students came 
back from Iraq (27). 

Not long after, the SCWRO leadership looked into income and 
expenses of religious organizations and instantly faced new problems. 
In autumn 2001 Rafiq Aliyev said that only 40 out of 406 registered 
religious associations had an obligatory registration with the Ministry 
of Taxes (28). In other words, religious communities, even registered 
with the government agency, did not haste to share financial 
information. Therefore, the SCWRO raised the question of donations 
and their use by religious communities. Remarkably, the initial 
revision of the Law on Freedom of Religious Beliefs (1992) granted 
a tax exemption for donations (Article 18). Following the amendments 
made in 1996, the respective clause was removed from Article 18 but 
the tax issue remained open up to a certain time. 

The SCWRO spotted rapidly increased nazir gutusu (Azeri 
donation boxes) in many towns across the country, especially in Baku, 
starting from the late 1990's. In January 2002 Rafiq Aliyev stated 
necessity to tax donations of congregants. Spiritual leaders of all 
confessions especially Islamic reacted very painfully to that 
statement. The BMC made a statement, saying R.Aliyev’s suggestion 
was illegal as conflicting with Article 106 of the Tax Code that 
exempted donations from taxes. 

Rafiq Aliyev responded immediately that it was not about 
taxation of exempted donations. But according to the Azerbaijan Tax 
Code, offertory (donations) cannot be used for salaries. Despite that, 
clerics were paid from donations. In that case, they should pay taxes 
from the donation used to pay their salaries. Taxable should also be 
donations used for construction and other needs of mosques, churches,  
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synagogues and other cult facilities (29). 
The SCWRO’s reasoning was not perfect from legal standpoint. 

However, the Committee succeeded in passing a decision to remove 
nazir gutusu boxes from the streets of Baku and other towns: from 
now on, they could only be placed in mosques. 

But the financial audit of the religious ‘inventory’ by the SCWRO 
did not finish. The Committee started certification and inventory 
check of mosques to figure out their actual cost. As was mentioned 
before, over 1.000 mosques have been built anew or returned in the 
past 15 years. The inspection of the construction works, especially 
when the construction was funded by foreign Islamic foundations, 
gave rise to many questions: the works were paid only in cash, no 
contracts (even short-term) were executed, financial and technical 
documentation was simply missing. Naturally, no acceptance 
procedures were implemented after completion of construction due by 
state agencies or the BMC. The only available was briefly reported 
costs: around USD 200.000-400.000 per mosque, even a small one, 
although the real cost was much lower (30). Beyond any doubt that it 
was all about corruption the BMC were wallowing in: according to 
Rafiq Aliyev, the BMC issued permissions for the construction (31). 
Nevertheless, official allocation of this sum for construction needs 
cannot be ruled out. But in reality much less was spent, while the 
remaining dollars went for other needs, including propaganda, without 
due legal arrangements. 

The SCWRO had another serious difference with the BMC. 
Before 2001, the BMC had been an absolute monopolist in organizing 
a hajj (pilgrimage) for Muslims of Azerbaijan. It is not a secret that 
Saudi Arabia allocates a certain quota to each country with Muslim 
population, and the quota varies depending on a number of Muslims. 
Only few Azerbaijani Muslims would pilgrimage in the Soviet times. 
In certain periods, the hajj was even banned by the Soviet government. 
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After gaining the independence the situation changed, so the 
number of pilgrims was steadily increasing, as was Saudi’s quota for 
Azerbaijan. Naturally, the BMC for long time had had the monopoly 
right to receive national quotas for hajj. This issue had a commercial 
side as well, for it was not a cheap trip for an Azerbaijani pilgrim to 
Saudi Arabia through the BMC. As a result, Azerbaijan was one of 
the few, perhaps the only, Muslim country where Saudi Arabia’s hajj 
quota often remained unclaimed. The smart BMC was selling a part 
of Azerbaijan’s quota to Muslims of Russia (Dagestan and Chechnya) 
or Iran. When King of Saudi Arabia covered the expenses for 200 
Azerbaijani pilgrims in 1998, among the pilgrims were those who had 
nothing to do with Islam and fervent atheists who continued their 
atheistic agitation... even after the hajj (32). 

A scandal broke out early in 2001: nearly 400 pilgrims from 
Azerbaijan went to Mecca, bypassing the BMC. The pilgrims 
explained: an independent pilgrim spends maximum USD 700, while 
the BMC requested nearly USD 1.300 per person. In response, 
Sheikh-ul-Islam Allahshukur Pashazade did his best to put obstacles 
in the way of independent pilgrims. To make matters even worse, he 
ventured to do something inexcusable for a Muslim, especially if this 
Muslim is sheikh-ul-Islam himself: he stated that all pilgrims going 
independent from the BMC’s shelters are not... true (33)! 

Since scandals with quotas misused by the BMC continued (the 
media called it “business-hajj”), the SCWRO could not keep aloof and 
went into the problems of Azerbaijani pilgrims. Consequently, the 
SCWRO delivered a blow to the BMC’s hajj monopoly: three private 
(but actually under the government umbrella) travel agencies - 
Karvan-D, Tour LTD and President, - were established to arrange 
hajj. The SCWRO published in its Bulletin journal actual rates for 
hajj: USD 792 and 944 by bus (roundtrip) and plane (roundtrip), 
respectively (34). 
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The BMC and personally Sheikh-ul-Islam Allahshukur 
Pashazade reacted painfully, as his commercial interests were badly 
hurt. But the SCWRO was not going to give up. And when another 
scandal broke out in 2004 in respect with the BMC having sold almost 
half of Azerbaijan’s quota to Iranian pilgrims, Rafiq Aliyev made a 
tough statement to the address of the BMC. It was for the first time 
when a government official used the phrases like ‘dishonesty’, ‘an 
indicator of their certainly deteriorated morality’ and Toss of public 
credit’ to evaluate the actions of the official clergy (35). 

Thus, the religious situation in Azerbaijan got increasingly 
complicated towards the end of Heydar Aliyev’s rule. There appeared 
a duumvirate between the BMC and the SCWRO, the two agencies on 
very bad terms with each other, and this conflict was spinning up. 

 
3. Islamic Factor in Azerbaijan after 9/11 

 
The tragedy of the 11 September 2001 and subsequent events in 

the Middle East added to and strongly affected the development in 
religious sphere in Azerbaijan. On the one hand, Azerbaijan was 
steadily turning into a part of geopolitical confrontation between the 
West and Islamic East. And that was the time when first signs showed 
of Azerbaijani Muslims splitting to radicals and moderates, which is 
detailed in the previous chapters. 

On the other hand, the government unwilling to solve social and 
economic problems and fearing to lose control went down the road of 
repressions and solving problems by force. The events of 9/11, which 
marred Islam in the western countries, gave an incredible opportunity 
to the government of Azerbaijan. The ruling regime was strenuously 
getting the West scared by using ‘Islamic factor’ as excuse to repress 
its people. 

The foundation of this policy was laid in the second half of 1990s.  
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It suffices to recall the trial of IPA leaders in 1997 and blatantly 
fabricated charges against them, the fact which could not mislead the 
public and extensively covered by the media. A convincing example 
- the trial and sentencing of 5 Hezbollah activists charged in 2001 with 
assassination of Academician Ziya Bunyadov for his being, allegedly, 
an agent of Israeli Mossad secret service, and for disseminating 
Zionism. Ramin Nagiyev, a former MNS interrogator, now residing 
in France, in his interview to the Azerbaijani media disclosed that the 
security services of Azerbaijan had deliberately “shifted the 
responsibility for the assassination on to Islamists, as they needed to 
show the US that Azerbaijan is also under attacks of Islamists” (36). 

However, generally this policy was not much widespread in the 
second half of 1990s: amid activities of true radical Islamists, these 
single facts of misusing the Islamic factor in political purposes were 
neither outstanding nor taken skeptically across the public. For it was 
the time when many foreign, mainly Arabic, organizations were 
functioning in Azerbaijan, and many facts pointed to activities of 
Islamic radicals in the country and the steps the national security 
services were taking against them. 

But the 9/11 tragedy and subsequent fear of Islamic radicals the 
West now felt gave the Azerbaijani authorities and other authoritarian 
and dictatorial regimes across the post-Soviet space a good reason to 
expand and make a more efficient use of the Islamic factor in order to 
justify their repressions and all-out encroachment of human rights in 
their struggle with political opposition (37). And it did not matter at 
all that ordinary believers or even people who had nothing to do with 
religion did fall under the ‘Islamist’ category. The only thing that 
mattered was to make effective use of the label to justify their politics. 

Starting from 2002, this resulted in an increased number of 
“Islamic Plots” and “coup” attempts, most of which were craftily 
devised   by  the   national   security   services   and  law-enforcement  
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agencies. It would suffice to bring an example of a fancy story with 
so-called ‘coup attempt’ by imam of Juma mosque in Ganja or 
numerous arrests and charges with international terrorism (links with 
al-Qaeda) of citizens (mainly belonging to Abu Bakr mosque 
congregation) without any reasonable evidence (38). 

But the brightest example of struggle against the “Islamic factor” 
was the story with the dwellers of infamous town of Nardaran. In 
summer 2002, the dwellers held a peaceful protest rally demanding 
that the government resolve thorny social and economic problems of 
their town. The authorities came down with repressions: the police 
used deadly force against the unarmed citizens, resulting in one 
casualty and over 30 wounded. Attempting to conceal their actions, 
the authorities hurried to present the Nardaran events as the result of 
their struggle “against the international Islamic extremism”. Trying to  
scare Western diplomats unaware of local religious cobwebs, the 
authorities made an official statement, saying the rallies in Nardaran 
had been allegedly plotted by Wahhabis, although they knew for sure 
that Nardaran dwellers were devoted Shia and hated Wahhabis (39). 

The authorities achieved what they planned, even if partially: 
although the combined efforts of human right activists, lawyers and 
other public figures resulted in timely debunking the official version 
(40), Western countries generally wouldn’t raise a huge fuss around 
the use of deadly force and large-scale arrests in Nardaran. That was 
largely due to stereotypes and fear of “growing Islamic 
fundamentalism”. 

The situation was getting increasingly complicated as the state 
policy of using the Islamic factor to justify repressions against 
believers only got the latter increasingly radicalized. These events 
were taking place amid quite serious processes among the local 
believers, as well as amid increasingly aggravated geopolitical 
confrontation  between  the  West  and  Islamic  world in XXI century,  
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which had an impact on the religious situation in the country. 
 

Transition period: Heydar Aliyev already not, 
Ilham Aliyev not yet at the steer 

 
From early 2003, the topic of the heath of 80-year old Heydar 

Aliyev buzzed over Azerbaijan and even outside it. The time of 
authoritarian Heydar Aliyev in Azerbaijan’s history was waning. It 
was getting obvious that the presidential elections-2003 would mark 
a watershed in the life of the country. 

In those circumstances, on 12 February 2003 Sheikh-ul-Islam 
Allahshukur Pashazade unexpectedly stated that the BMC would soon 
consider his candidacy for presidency. Naturally, he understood full 
well that his statement and the BMC’s subsequent actions would 
contradict the Regulations of the BMC, as well as the respective 
provisions of the Constitution and Law on Freedom of Religious 
Beliefs. Most likely, it was sort of a ‘trial balloon’ to feel the public 
reaction to his nomination. The reaction came very negative including 
on the part of the SCWRO, so Sheikh-ul- Islam Allahshukur 
Pashazade chose to abandon the topic (41). 

At the same time, he accounted for unclear political situation in 
the country and his unstable position, so he decided to reinsure 
himself: on the one hand, he took an active part in the pro- government 
election campaign. Speaking on 31 March 2003 in Guba city, Sheikh-
ul-Islam Allahshukur Pashazade said in public, “We have one Allah, 
one Prophet and one President, and his name is Heydar Aliyev”. Such 
“confession” from religious point of view was a pure blasphemy (one 
may not compare a name of an ordinary man, even a president, to 
Allah and the Prophet) and caused a patchy public response, including 
of the IPA leaders (42). But Sheikh-ul-Islam  Allahshukur Pashazade  
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did not stop and a month later made a similar statement, “Going 
against Heydar Aliyev means going against Allah s will!” (43). 

On the other hand, when the XI Congress of Caucasian Muslims 
took place on 29 July 2003 in Baku, the BMC Chairman (already 
declared Chairman for life five years ago during the X Congress of 
Caucasian Muslims) was re-elected the BMC Chairman for life (44)! 
Thus, Sheikh-ul-Islam Allahshukur Pashazade became twice life 
Chairman of the BMC. 

 
4. Ilham Aliyev’s Religious Policy 

 
Ilham Aliyev’s rise to power in October 2003 was marked with a 

bearing to harsh suppression of any dissidence in Azerbaijan. First and 
hardest blow the authorities delivered to the secular democratic 
parties. That time they were thought to be a major threat to the regime, 
while the religious situation was of little interest. This immediately 
resulted in Sheikh-ul-Islam Allahshukur Pashazade’s stance: speaking 
before clerics in Taza Pir mosque in December 2003, he said, “The 
power is in reliable hands. The country is run only with my advice. 
From now on, you should act differently in regions and stop listening 
to anyone. You are now local representatives of mine, but not of local 
authorities. Therefore, you should listen only to me, not chief 
executives” (45). Subsequently, he made some statements on the 
situation in the Middle East in region, which often contradicted the 
official foreign policy as reported by many political analysts in 
Azerbaijan (46). And late in 2004, Sheikh-ul-Islam Allahshukur 
Pashazade restated his intention to go into politics; the statement met 
a very negative response of R.Aliyev, the Chairman of SCWRO (47). 

All this was taking place at the time of serious processes among 
believers heavily influenced by the external factor. These processes, 
as said before, ran strong with Sunnis, first of all Salafis. 

Needless to say, that the authorities were well aware of that. 
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During 2001-2005, the MNS carried out operations against local 
Salafis linked with radical forces outside the country, in the North 
Caucasus in particular. On the other hand, SCWRO’s official Bulletin 
of that period openly associated the military operations of the US and 
their allies in Iraq with radicalization of some believers in Azerbaijan. 
Moreover, R.Aliyev accounted for increasing influence of political 
Islam in the country and suggested amending the criminal law to 
stiffen punishment for religious extremism (48). 

In January 2005 SCWRO stated that Azerbaijan pilgrims in Saudi 
Arabia were subjected to extensive Wahhabi propaganda. 
Disseminated among them were books in the Russian language to 
propagate radical views and call to “kill a neighbor and seize his 
property if he is not a true believer”. (49) The SCWRO decided to 
come to grips with religious literature disseminated in the country. Its 
findings sprang an unexpected mine: as it turned out, a good share of 
radical literature related to Salafi (Wahhabi) ideology came from 
Saudi Arabia and Kuwait to Azerbaijan and further to Russia and 
Central Asia through... the BMC! So, in May and August 2005 the 
SCWRO had the customs office arrest two batches of radical Islamic 
literature (total weight of 24 tons or about 50.000 books) addressed to 
the BMC. The involvement of the BMC and personally Sheikh-ul-
Islam Allahshukur Pashazade in dissemination of radical Islamic 
literature in Azerbaijan and other CIS countries was beyond any 
doubt, so R.Aliyev came down on the BMC with severe accusations 
(50). Sheikh-ul-Islam Allahshukur Pashazade utterly rejected them, 
called R.Aliyev a “defender of radicals” and even threatened to sue 
him (51)! 

Meanwhile, by 2006 the secular pro-Western opposition was 
smashed to bits. And it turned out that other political forces, mainly 
religious, began to quickly fill the vacancy. While any political and 
other rallies or gatherings were de-facto banned in the country, it was 
the mosques that played a role of “political clubs”. Disenchanted with 
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Western values, a good portion of ordinary proponents of the 
opposition either joined Islamists or began supporting them. As a 
result, political Islam was now a real opposing force in Azerbaijan, a 
force that feared the authorities. 

In 2006 the authorities outlined the new religious policy to 
embrace three main directions:  

    - full control over religious communities;  
    - repressions and persecution of religious dissidents;  
    - active use of the Islamic factor in propaganda. 
Let us take a closer look at this policy. 
 

A) Policy of control 
 
Currently two organizations, the SCWRO and the BMC, have 

been charged to control religious forces in Azerbaijan. The first one 
is acting officially as a government structure, and its primary objective 
is to register loyal and ban disloyal religious communities. But the 
religious issue is both delicate and sophisticated, so the authorities 
realized it would be very difficult to reach the goal without help from 
religious organizations. For that reason, it was decided to pay more 
attention to the BMC and boost its role in the society. 

So the government, first of all, set off to reconcile two chairmen 
- R.Aliyev and Sheikh-ul-Islam Allahshukur Pashazade. This conflict 
by- then had gained much traction and became a talk of the day. For 
many reasons, the authorities opted for Sheikh-ul- Islam Allahshukur 
Pashazade. It was beyond any doubt that they perfectly realized the 
controversy of his persona and its ambiguous weigh in the society. 
Lately, the media has broken forth into a plenty of scandalous 
publications on his personal business (profits from hajj arrangements, 
collection of donations, funerals, purchase of real estate, etc.). Often 
appearing in the media these reports were even discussed in the 
parliament (52)! 
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The scale of Sheikh-ul-Islam Allahshukur Pashazade’s 
corruptness became notorious far outside the country. The NATO 
Parliamentary Assembly held in Portugal in 2007 called the BMC “a 
corrupted institution” (53). However, this statement did not shake the 
country’s society, and neither did the secret dispatches of the US 
Ambassador to Azerbaijan recently unveiled by WikiLeaks about 
corruptness of Sheikh-ul-Islam Allahshukur Pashazade and his links 
with security services. 

Naturally, the foresaid badly marred sheikh-ul-Islam’s authority, 
especially among believers. One of the popular local magazines 
wrote, “Allahshukur Pashazade is one of most unpopular public 
figures disliked by the public. How could a man that has lost all trust 
and authority in his home country claim to be a regional leader? 
Sheikh-ul-Islam long ago lost his status of a religious leader of 
Azerbaijanis and is now rather a corrupted government noble, than 
the imam of the Muslim community. The very personality of Sheikh is 
turning people away from Islam” (55). That was exactly what the 
authorities were guided by when counting on Sheikh-ul-Islam 
Allahshukur Pashazade, as they were keeping a tight rein on him. 

The level of the BMC Chairman’s thinking is illustrated by his 
statements made on 14 November, 2012, during the international 
conference on freedom of religion and role of religious confessions; 
he said something that caused quite a stir among the public, “Some 
say, freedom of conscience, religion£ freedoms.... I’ve been sheikh-ul-
Islam for 33 years now, and still don’t know what conscience is. Even 
today, I still cannot clarify to myself the full meaning of the phrase 
“freedom of conscience” (56). 

Apart from these personal circumstances, there were also 
objective reasons why sheikh-ul-Islam’s image went sour among 
believers, especially Shiites. As said in the previous chapters, the 
Soviet-time    repressions    and   lack   of   communication   between  
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Azerbaijani Muslims and the outer Islamic world resulted in 
extinction of local marja at-taklid, the Shia theological authorities 
entitled to judge on contested religious issues, including the Quran. 
Sheikh-ul-Islam Allahshukur Pashazade has a relatively low religious 
status and is not entitled to interpret religious dogmas or the Quran, to 
issue a fatwa on a religious issue. But the BMC systematically issues 
fatwa’s on religious issues or events. Such fatwa’s are invalid in 
Islamic law, as no mujtahid is represented on the BMC. Even more 
so, such fatwa’s are not ruling in terms of the Sunni law. And there is 
a good reason why this issue has also become a topic of discussions 
in Azerbaijan today (57). 

Even the religious status of Sheikh-ul-Islam Allahshukur 
Pashazade is such that he himself needs a marja at-taklid to be an 
exemplar. For many years Sheikh-ul-Islam Allahshukur Pashazade 
would recognize the spiritual superiority of Iran’s leader, Grand 
Ayatollah Seyyed Ali Huseyni Khamenei. However, when the IPA 
leaders were convicted on the charge of espionage for Iran and 
relations between Azerbaijan and Iran deteriorated, Sheikh-ul-Islam 
Allahshukur Pashazade chose to play on the safe side and in 1998 
picked Spiritual Leader of Iraqi Shia, Grand Ayatollah Ali al-Sistani 
to be his spiritual guide (58). 

Everything said ultimately led to many Shia communities of 
Azerbaijan not taking Sheikh-ul-Islam Allahshukur Pashazade as their 
spiritual leader. Even more so, Sheikh-ul-Islam Allahshukur 
Pashazade is nothing of an authority for the Sunni communities of the 
country (59). Our field studies and interviews with believers show that 
most Muslims of the country see Sheikh-ul-Islam Allahshukur 
Pashazade as a state official, a sort of a Minister for Islam Affairs. 

Amid these circumstances, over the last years first representatives 
of marja at-taklid have shown up in Azerbaijan: their religious status 
was higher than sheikh-ul-Islam’s, and undermined the role and 
weight of Sheikh-ul-Islam Allahshukur Pashazade among the 
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believers. 
The authorities were well aware of all this and also of business 

activities of Sheikh-ul-Islam Allahshukur Pashazade and scandals 
which dragged him. What is more is that top officials and MPs from 
the ruling party themselves many times criticized Sheikh-ul-Islam 
Allahshukur Pashazade for his actions. As one of them said, “The 
Sheikh better knows prices for potato or a barrel of oil, this is rather 
down his alley than Islam” (60). Most important to them was, 
apparently, the fact that the Chairman of the BMC, even if 
occasionally at war with someone from the ruling team, never 
opposed it. On the contrary, he was always a part of the team. He 
desperately needed the support of the authorities to shore up his 
noticeably dented image among Muslims of the country! 

In such circumstances, since the authorities seemed quite fine 
with Sheikh-ul-Islam Allahshukur Pashazade, on 27 June 2006 
SCWRO’s Chairman Rafiq Aliyev was replaced with Hidayat Orujev, 
former Presidential Counselor for Ethnic Minorities and Religious 
Organizations, who yielded to his predecessor in terms of knowledge 
of religion and Islam in particular, but had good relationship with the 
BMC Chairman. 

This turn of events had an instant effect on the actions of the BMC 
headed by Sheikh-ul-Islam Allahshukur Pashazade. When Ilham 
Aliyev came to power in 2003, the authorities launched a nation-wide 
campaign to ‘plant’ the cult of Heydar Aliyev. Monuments and busts 
of Heydar Aliyev sprang up in cities, villages, airports, offices, 
schools, streets; factories, populated localities, parks, concert halls, 
stadiums and streets were named after him. The official clergy of the 
country joined the campaign. It was reported about mosques being 
named after Heydar Aliyev nationwide. A next totally absurd event, 
even a blasphemy in the eyes of believers, occurred: Heydar Aliyev 
Memorial Rooms appeared in several mosques (Photo 32-33) (61)! 
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Sheikh-ul-Islam Allahshukur Pashazade got into the habit of 
treating other issues like a state servant watching over government 
interests, not of believers. Since the second half of 1990s, but most 
massively over last few years, violations of believers’ rights have spun 
up in Azerbaijan; believers have been jailed often under openly 
unsubstantiated pretexts, mosques were closed and even demolished, 
problems appear with calls to prayer and wearing of a hijab (a veil 
used by Muslim women to cover head - A.Y.) in schools and 
universities. All of this is causing quite a stir among the public and 
enter statements of numerous human rights watch and other public 
organizations both within and outside the country. As far as Sheikh-
ul-Islam Allahshukur Pashazade and the BMC are concerned, they 
either avoid any clear reaction or attempt to clear the authorities, thus 
enraging the believers (62). 

The reaction of Sheikh-ul-Islam Allahshukur Pashazade and the 
BMC to the arrests of the IPA leaders and other party activists and 
believers in January 2011 was really telling. As many believers were 
boiling over the arrests, the BMC Chairman made a special statement, 
in which he not just dissociated himself from the arrested believers 
but hammered them down, describing their actions as a ‘‘provocation 
against the nation and state”. And when the news spread out that the 
IPA decided to launch actions to protest the arrest of their leaders, the 
BMC followed with the statement that mosques under their 
supervision would not support such actions (63). 

The official clergy did not forget its international duties: any 
criticism of religious situation in the country met duty statements of 
Sheikh-ul-Islam Allahshukur Pashazade that Azerbaijan is an 
‘example of religious tolerance’ and a model for the entire world. And 
he always would criticize Western countries and international human 
rights watch organizations for their “intention to shape a biased 
opinion of Azerbaijan, while these countries are violating human 
rights and wallowing in terror and extremism” (64)! 
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But soon another problem arose, now related to a status of the 
BMC. Formally, the BMC is a public organization to be registered 
with the SCWRO like other religious communities and organizations. 
From a legal standpoint, the BMC cannot control any religious 
communities in the country, especially non-Islamic. The authorities 
tried to solve this problem in 1996 and 1997 by giving extra powers 
to the BMC. All Islamic communities, that is, public organizations 
with the similar status as of the BMC, were brought under this public 
structure. However, many Islamic communities openly ignored the 
BMC maintaining only official contacts with it. Many even plainly 
stated their reluctance to cooperate (65). 

Late in 2006, the parliamentary Commission for Human Rights 
went ahead with drafting a next set of amendments to the Law on 
Freedom of Religious Beliefs. Heated discussions of the upcoming 
novelties made it clear that the public, especially believers, shared 
mixed feelings on the amendments, and the authorities enjoyed no 
support (66). 

Adoption of the amendments was held for a while. But on 8 May 
2009 the Parliament after all passed the revisions and amendments to 
the Law on Freedom of Religious Beliefs (67). The amendments 
reinforced the government’s right to control religious communities. 
According to the revised law, all religious communities can function 
only if they are registered with a respective executive agency and enter 
the state register of religious organizations. 

The registration process turned out to be so  complicated  that  it, 
in practice, pushed back independent religious communities. 
According to the new rules, a religious organization applying for 
registration shall provide information on citizenship, place and date of 
birth of its founders, and copies of their passports. Besides, the 
founders shall detail principles of their teaching, give the date of 
founding  a  religious denomination and community, its structure and  
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forms  of    activities,   traditions,   attitude toward family, marriage 
and education, information on rights and responsibilities of its 
members. A community can function only at the registration address. 

The amendments also granted the BMC a status of the supreme 
Islamic religious instance of the country. A procedure was set up that 
obliged a Muslim religious community to seek prior approval from 
the BMC to get registered. Previously, the lack of such a provision let 
some communities call in question the BMC’s supreme power, as they 
saw the latter as an ordinary NGO. The amendments rendered the 
BMC’s word more important also in solving issues related to 
construction of mosques and disbanding a religious community. 

In August 2009 the BMC held its XII Congress to bring the 
Regulations according to the said amendments and the Board’s new 
role. 

The amendments, in fact, gave the authorities a plenty of grounds 
based on which they can refuse a registration or ban a religious 
organization; such grounds included “public disturbance”. And they 
were spotted right away by many human rights watchers and believers 
in Azerbaijan assessing them reactionary, which would result only in 
religion going radicalized and underground (69). Overseas experts 
backed this opinion. Norwegian Forum 18 assessed the amendments 
as “tightened censorship and introduction of new legal penalties for 
religious activity” (70). In their turn, the US Department of State 
noted that the amendments might lead to additional restrictions in 
registration of religious communities (71). 

But the authorities moved on and enacted more amendments on 
10 June 2011. The new amendments obliged religious communities to 
regularly report their activities to the BMC. Besides, a member of an 
unregistered religious community cannot practice a religion. A 
community itself can function only at the address shown during 
registration. 
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Finally, an Islamic religious community can be established only 
under a mosque by citizens of Azerbaijan, and after a respective 
religious figure is assigned to the community by the BMC. In other 
words, founding and even registration of a community with the 
SCWRO do not necessarily mean start of its work. The amendments 
also made a religious organization accountable to the BMC. 

Paradoxically, but in secular Azerbaijan, where religion is 
officially separated from the state, the new amendments have now 
brought the clergy to the level of state servants that have to actually 
pay taxes for their religious activities in order to secure the retirement 
benefit (72)! 

Not contenting with this, on 15 November 2011 the Parliament 
introduced new amendments to the law. From now on, dispatching of 
Azerbaijani citizens to study in overseas religious schools and 
universities without a prior approval of a respective executive 
authority will be deemed illegal. Then, individuals that received 
religious education outside the country are prohibited to practice 
religious rites. And finally, religious propaganda by foreigners and 
persons without citizenship is strongly prohibited and outlawed. The 
Criminal Code was revised respectively, now stipulating heavy fines 
both for physical persons and communities that commit such 
violations (73)! 

The amendments, especially the ban to religious practice for 
persons who received religious education overseas, have put many 
clerics on the spot. The tragic humor of the plight is that Sheikh-ul-
Islam Allahshukur Pashazade himself and many with the BMC 
received education outside Azerbaijan, the fact indeed widely referred 
to (74). But the amendments obviously did not regard them, but those 
who studied in Iran and Arabic countries and, more importantly, 
enjoyed popularity among believers. Though, as said Imam Gamet 
Suleymanov, one of the overseas graduates and the leader of moderate  
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Salafis, “today is the time of the Internet and new technologies. Such 
bans will lead to nowhere. Just on the contrary, the people interested 
in religious issues will be seeking new ways, and as a result will come 
under influence of other religious scholars” (75). 

Thus, by early 2012 the authorities finished to shape the policy of 
control over the religious situation in the country. The once 
confrontation between the SCWRO and the BMC was now a history. 
Furthermore, on 31 May 2012 President Ilham Aliyev replaced 
Hidayat Orujev, the Chairman of SCWRO, with Elshad Iskandarov, 
40 (Photo 34); his previous position was General Secretary of the 
Islamic Conference Youth Forum for Dialogue and Cooperation 
(ICYF-DC) and, in government’s view, he will lead the religion 
control policy in a more efficient and new technology-based manner. 

The legal sphere was significantly amended to enforce the strict 
control of religious communities, Islamic in the first place. These 
amendments, however, were assessed in very harsh terms from the 
very beginning both inside and outside the country, as reactionary and 
non-compliant with principles of democracy. But the government 
dwells on other criteria and thinks these amendments will help get the 
situation under control. From our interviews with representatives of 
religious communities, unregistered communities de-facto keep 
running, though unofficially. In other words, a good part of believers 
has been practicing religion underground. 

Enjoying the state support, the BMC Chairman wields strong 
administrative tools to oppress the Islamic communities of the 
country. But it is not all that easy. The 2010-2012 field studies by the 
Institute for Peace and Democracy show that the BMC currently 
controls nearly 140 out of more than 1.800 existing mosques. The 
others communicate with the BMC on an official basis being free from 
official clergy in their day-to-day activities. 

So, one cannot say much about efficiency of the state control 
policy in the religious sphere. 
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B) Policy of repressions and persecution of religious dissidents 

 
However, the policy aimed at legalizing control over religious 

situation was but a component of a bigger state policy in this field. 
Furthermore, it was not quite effective as a significant share of 
believers (especially Muslim communities) had gotten used to 
operating in isolation from official clergy and authorities back in the 
Soviet times. They got used to living and working underground. 
However, Azerbaijani authorities still had in their arsenal a policy of 
repressions and persecutions. 

There was nothing new about such policy to the people subjected 
to it. They had already been persecuted by the authorities in the second 
half of 1990s. And it was even then that such state policy towards 
believers was triggering quite an ambiguous reaction across the 
community. In 1997 the IPA leaders were clearly sentenced on the 
trumped-up case. The public seriously doubted also the trial of the 
assassination of Academician Ziya Bunyadov, as several believers 
were sentenced to long terms. 

Alongside, most cases back in 1990s referred to arrests and 
judgment to believers whose activity was raising a lot of questions, 
especially in respect to military actions in the. North Caucasus. 
Among the persons sentenced that period a good many were foreign 
citizens, mainly from the countries of the Middle East. 

The Islamic factor during Heydar Aliyev’s rule did not play any 
significant role, it was only emerging. The situation in Azerbaijan 
changed seriously throughout Ilham Aliyev’s term, especially by the 
time when the secular opposition was smashed to bits in 2006. As a 
result, such persecution policy gained huge traction and extended to 
all religious communities and structures. Subject to  repressions  were  
and  still  are Sunnis and Shias, Salafis and Nurchus, political parties 
and organizations, as well as public religious rights watch 
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organizations and ordinary believers. In other words, it doesn’t make 
any difference to the government whom to oppress and persecute. The 
only thing that matters is the independence of believers’ groups from 
official clergy or authorities. 

The state-led abuse faced resistance, thus boosting the magnitude 
of repressions and persecutions. The first attempt of wide-scale state 
pressing against believers took place yet in 2007: on 23 May, the 
SCWRO decided to ban azan (Arabic call to prayer) in mosques 
through sound amplifiers. Naturally, the BMC with Sheikh-ul-Islam 
Allahshukur Pashazade backed this demand and even tried to justify 
it, saying that the amplified sound disturbs children as well as aged 
and sick people, thus causing their anger. The azan should therefore 
be better sounded only live. 

Believers responded very negatively to this demand. Different 
Muslim branches operating in Azerbaijan and having internal 
conflicts came out united this time. This was as if bolt from the blue 
for the authorities, which obviously had not thought this action 
through very well. Protest actions spread out, and soon it was quite 
obvious that the situation got way out of hand. As a result, on 29 May 
2007, a week later, Sheikh-ul-Islam Allahshukur Pashazade publicly 
said he had met with President Ilham Aliyev and they decided to 
remove the ban. Moreover, Sheikh-ul-Islam Allahshukur Pashazade 
even tried to assure everybody that President had not been aware of 
the ban. However, the following day a SCWRO official quoted 
SCWRO’s Chairman H.Orujev having said during the internal 
meeting that Ilham Aliyev was aware of and supported the decision 
(76). 

One way or another, but believers managed to drive the 
authorities away. But the latter found a good pretext for the next 
offense - it was the 17 August 2008 terrorist attack in Abu Bakr 
mosque. Not only did the authorities carry out large-scale arrests in 
respect to this attack, but they also launched a media campaign against 
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prayers in the mosque’s yard. Then, on 2 September the SCWRO 
banned prayers in mosque yards and in any other outdoor places; 
officially this decision was explained as “a part of the action plan to 
safeguard believers”. And those who refused to comply were arrested 
by the police (77). 

Back in late October and early November 2009 the authorities 
decided to revisit the azan issue and re-introduced the ban for 
amplified prayer call. It was totally the same situation: first the 
SCWRO officials banned azan, and executive agencies and police 
forces threatened those who didn’t want to comply to arrest people 
and close the mosques. Moreover, the authorities blankly denied 
having committed such actions, publicly explaining them as “a slander 
by subversive and destructive elements”. Just like before, the BMC 
and Sheikh-ul-Islam Allahshukur Pashazade in person backed this 
order and extensively explained it as stemming from state care about 
“public peace in dense population places, in vicinity of hospitals etc.”. 
And just like before, believers rose to protect azan. The authorities 
responded with more arrests but seeing a unified opposition of 
believers, backed down and said there had been no bans (“it was just 
a recommendation”, they said), while official clergy together with 
Sheikh-ul-Islam Allahshukur Pashazade, all of a sudden, started 
talking of schemes plotted by anonymous officials. Eventually, in a 
few days Azerbaijani mosques resumed calling believers to prayer 
through amplifiers (78). 

The azan failure would never stop the government, for it was just 
a small ingredient of the policy of persecution and repression. The 
biggest reaction of the public and abroad was triggered by the 
government’s actions against the mosques as such. 

The ‘shot across the bow’ was in August 2008, right after the 
terrorist attack in Abu Bakr mosque. The official version of the 
mosque being closed for investigation soon rephrased as  “precaution   
against   new terrorist attacks” was not taken by the society as a part 
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of a new state policy. But still, the aftermath of terrorist attack was 
quite evident in this case. 

The situation, however, changed after a few months, when the 
authorities claimed that Abu Bakr mosque had been built illegally and 
therefore must remain closed. It was disclosed subsequently that one 
more mosque in the capital had been built without permission and the 
court even made a ruling to demolish it. Ironically, the mosque to be 
demolished was named after Prophet Muhammad himself (79)! Only 
after that, believers and society alike first talked of the new oppression 
campaign against religion, mosques in particular. 

The year 2009 came down in Azerbaijan’s history as the time 
when the authorities embarked on a crusade against mosques; the 
media and society alike even employed a new term mosque phobia! 
This all began in April 2009 when, despite believers’ protests, Prophet 
Muhammad’s Mosque was eventually demolished. The authorities 
consequently closed Shahidlar mosque (Photo 35) and the mosque 
belonging to Sufi tarikat, Suleymanchi, under the pretext of urgent 
maintenance (80). The events were spinning up onto regions as well. 
A month later a mosque was demolished in Neft Dashlary (Azeri Oil 
Stones - the settlement built on metal jackets right in the Caspian Sea) 
(Photo 36), and another one in Goranboy region; mosques were closed 
in Barda and Yevlakh regions (81). 

The mosque demolition triggered a big public response. The 
debates took place even in the parliament. The authorities made an 
awkward attempt to clear themselves, saying there is no mosque 
demolition policy at all; furthermore, they claimed it was not about 
mosques but of some “illegal buildings”. More than that, they reported 
other 10 illegally built mosques (82)! 

The explanations of the authorities smelt fishy, as one cannot 
build a mosque in Azerbaijan - that usually takes several years - and 
do so without permission or unnoticed. This being said, believers 
always showed construction permits issued by executive   power    
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agencies.  In doing so, they claimed that, should such permits have 
been made issued against the law, one could require their adjustment 
to the law and punishing the guilty without touching already built 
mosques. One way or another, but this did put an end to the mosque 
demolition campaign. But the foundation was laid to closing down 
acting mosques outside the umbrella of the BMC and state. The first 
blow was delivered to Ilahiyyat mosque located in the vicinity of 
hostels of the Baku State University. The imam of the mosque was 
invited to the Baku Police HQ on 19 May and informed that the rector 
of the said University had filed a complaint about the illegal building 
of the mosque on the premises of the University. So, imam was 
ordered to close the mosque on 22 May 2009. 

Subsequently, the same year the news spread that mosques were 
closing down in Baku (Fatime-i Zahra), in Ganja (Juma) and in 
settlement of Mehdiabad (Photo 37) on the Absheron Peninsula. The 
following years the authorities kept sticking to their policy and went 
on repressing independent Islamic communities and mosques. In 
February 2010, this policy stemmed in serious problems the believers 
had with visiting Mashadi Dadash mosque in Baku, and in May it 
repeated with a mosque in the settlement of Mushfigabad on the 
Absheron Peninsula. A mosque was closed in settlement of Maraza 
(near Shamakha) by direct order of Head of Gobustan District 
Administration in February 2011. Later, in March 2011 all mosques 
of Ganja were taken under strict police control at the direction of 
Mayor of this second-largest city, thus creating trouble for 
congregation. Huseyniyya mosque in Baku was closed late in 
December 2011. In August 2012, the authorities closed a mosque in 
settlement of Mellem (Shamakha district). 

Thus, since August 2008 the authorities have demolished 3 
mosques, closed 11 under various pretexts, and impeded attendance 
in two more mosques. 

These actions have naturally brought wide media coverage and 
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protests from believers. Center for Protection of Baku Mosques was 
even set up in September 2009 (83)! Believers’ actions in this respect 
found full support of the people. The mosque closure policy was 
condemned even by pro-government electronic media (84). 

Seeing that, the authorities did their best to justify themselves 
bringing various grounds and pretexts: urgent need for repairs, 
information on possible terrorist attacks, complaints from adjacent 
buildings etc. And they explained flatly that such actions should not 
be taken as a planned policy of repression and limitation of religious 
freedom. The society would still not take those clarifications as 
convincing or serious (85). 

The “war on mosques” gained fame far outside the country: it 
triggered negative reaction in national media and caused protests of 
Muslims in Turkey, Iran, Russia and other countries (86). Moreover, 
on 12 May 2010 one of the most influential and famous people in the 
Shia world, ayatollah Sheikh Nasir Makarim Shirazi reacted to 
persecutions of Azerbaijani believers and demolitions of mosques, 
demanding Azerbaijan’s authorities put an end to such injustice and 
openly threatening as follows: “Azerbaijani authorities should know 
that the Shia are expecting a fatwa from their religious leaders. 
Should a fatwa be issued, the Shia people will obey. We have not 
issued such a fatwa so far. However, unless above problems get 
solved, we will issue the fatwa eventually” (87). 

That was more than a serious threat and Azerbaijan’s authorities 
reacted swiftly: the following day, President Ilham Aliyev ordered to 
cease demolition of mosques, including Fatime-i Zahra, despite even 
the respective court verdict (88). Afterwards, it was not about 
demolition of mosques. The authorities rendered their policy more 
cautious, trying this time to close the mosques run by religious 
communities independent from the BMC and the SCWRO. 

Other violations of believers’ rights and pressing were also 
noticeable. One of the most acute problems has been the hijab issue. 
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This problem was a talk in Azerbaijan for the first time in 1998 when 
the government restricted the issue of national ID cards with 
photographs of people in hijab. Later on, it was reported that hijab was 
periodically banned in education institutions. Many human right 
watch organizations led by DEVAMM struggled fiercely to cancel 
such prohibitions and defend women’s right to wear hijab in education 
institutions. Moreover, The Assembly for Support and Protection of 
Hijab was established in 2005 (89). 

The society was kept updated on problems experienced by female 
Muslims, both teachers and students, with wearing hijab in state 
education institutions (90). But the real talk at the national level was 
in 2010: Minister of Education Misir Mardanov told media on 23 
November that he had ordered to ban both students and teachers in 
hijab from lessons, be it a school or a university. He emphasized that 
it was not his personal initiative but the state position (91). And then 
it was clear that the hijab problem in education institutions is not a 
caprice or self-will of officials, but a component of the state religion. 
Most importantly, the hijab issue affected up to 1.000 female students 
of Muslim faith across the country. It aggravated the situation and led 
to an explosion: protest meetings took place quite regularly starting 
from 10 December 2010 both in the capital and other cities. The 
authorities responded with their usual stuff, arresting and persecuting 
believers. Since the number of people arrested and sentenced in regard 
with the hijab case was growing up, a new term hijab prisoner 
emerged. 

The believers, in turn, reacted with regular protest actions, but 
subsequently expanded the range of methods employed. They 
arranged forums and conferences, and hung propaganda posters in the 
capital and other cities to counteract the ban (Photo 38). In March 
2011, Committee for Protection of Hijab and Hijab Prisoners was 
established and its webpage was created to inform on struggle against 
the ban (92). 
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Sheikh-ul-Islam Allahshukur Pashazade was again in deep water. 
First, he backed the government position and called upon believers to 
avoid politicizing the problem. Not long after, the Rector of BIU Haji 
Sabir Hasanly told media the BMC had even issued a special fatwa on 
the hijab issue. And he added, “We respect the laws of the country and 
call upon the believers to respect them as well. The speech goes about 
wearing hijab in secondary schools - the government and Education 
Ministry alike have specifically rested their case. As to the BMC, they 
have fully backed the government” (93). 

This caused a stir among believers: hundreds of people headed to 
sheikh-ul-Islam’s residence in Taza Pir mosque. Sheikh-ul-Islam 
Allahshukur Pashazade stance on hijab in education institutions 
caused a strong negative reaction in Turkey and Iran alike. The BMC 
eventually made a statement that there had been no fatwa at all. And 
the media even reported the authorities having revised their policy and 
left it to principals’ discretion to decide whether female students in 
hijab may attend schools or not (94). But once the situation stabilized, 
it became obvious that they just had made a tactical move. Moreover, 
while back in 2010-2012 the authorities said the hijab ban applied 
only to high schools, early in 2013 the same issue arose with 
universities in the capital (95). 

Naturally, violations of believers’ rights in Azerbaijan have not 
at all been limited to hijab issue. Last years, particularly after 2007, 
the public has heard of the ongoing police campaign against the 
appearance of Salafis, mostly in northern regions of the country. 
Believers complained that they got systematically arrested, brought to 
police stations and was beaten up and humiliated, and their beards 
were shaved off (Photo 39). Just like before, the authorities refused 
having anything to do with it, even despite the obvious evidence to 
the contrary (96). 

And the persecution and repression policy resulted in an abrupt 
increase in number of arrested and sentenced believers. 
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Neither human rights watch organizations, nor the public 
managed to obtain any information, let alone track arrests and 
persecutions, especially in the countryside. The related information, 
especially on punishments for civil wrongs up to one month, is just 
not published in the media. But it has been quite often that the media 
have not received or published any information whatsoever on even 
more serious punishments to arrested believers. Alternatively, lawyers 
provided by the government to arrested persons and family members 
thereof restrained for some reasons from contacting human rights 
watch organizations. So, it is quite difficult now to define the exact 
number of arrested and sentenced believers in Azerbaijan. We can 
only talk of those to have been disclosed by the media and the public 
alike. But even such limited information on believers arrested in 2004-
2012 gives quite a food for reflection (see Table). 

Table 
Dynamics of arrests of practicing Muslims in Azerbaijan, 

2004-2012 
 

 
Source: MNS and Azerbaijani media 
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It was stated above that arrested and sentenced in Azerbaijan in 

2001-2003 were 80 believers, mostly Salafis. As seen from the Table, 
the number of believers arrested during first three years of Ilham 
Aliyev’s office (2004-2006) (71 persons) does in essence match the 
level displayed during previous three-year period. However, from 
2007 more believers have been arrested. The sharp increase of this 
number (96 persons) back in 2007 related to the terrorist attack in Abu 
Bakr mosque and subsequent wave of massive arrests of Salafis; but 
later on, especially in 2009 and onwards, there were other reasons for 
such arrests. Believers have permanently protested demolition and 
closure of mosques, ban of azan and hijab and in respect to other, in 
particular political (like the policy led by the US and Israel in the 
Middle East, Karabakh conflict etc.) issues. And each of such 
activities was suppressed severely. 

The IPD has conducted a systematic monitoring of arrests and 
trials in Azerbaijan, and drawn up a list of persons, including 
believers, who have served time in jail after being sentenced on 
political or any other grounds, with indication of official charges and 
a term of sentence. This list is, naturally, incomplete as it includes 
only those about whom detailed information has been received. 
Moreover, the list is constantly being updated: some people get 
released or pardoned, and new prisoners arrive to replace them. As a 
result, the IPD list as of 30 April 2013 contains 256 names of 
sentenced Muslims, 3 of which are women. Of this number, 178 
(70%) are Sunnis, mostly Salafis, and the remaining 78 (30%) Shiites, 
mostly the IPA members. 

According to official charges and frequent official statements, all 
believers have been sentenced for major offence. Many were charged 
with and sentenced for preparation of terrorist attacks, participation in 
combat activities within or outside the country or for espionage for 
other states, as well as for a coup attempt. It would be quite sufficient 
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to quote Ramiz Mehdiyev, the Chief of Presidential Office, saying late 
in 2011 that “last years, members of illegal armed formations that had 
pursued trainings in al-Qaeda camps in North Waziristan (Pakistan) 
were adjudged for their criminal activities; another terrorist group, 
Sumgayit Jamaat, was eliminated. Furthermore, we eliminated the 
cells of such religious terrorist organizations as Jeyshullah, Hizb-ut-
Tahrir, al-Qaeda Caucasus, North Imam Mehdi Army etc., with 189 
members thereof brought to trial” (97). 

The media disseminated these statements, thus creating a certain 
stereotype of such prisoners in the eyes of the public and outside. In 
most cases such proceedings have been heard in chambers outside of 
media’s and public notion, which prevents understanding of the actual 
situation. 

However, some of these ‘cases’ can still be studied. Let us look 
into one of the last years’ most notorious trials - the so-called “case of 
Said Dadashbeyli’s group”, which resonated broadly in the country 
and even caused a diplomatic scandal between Azerbaijan and Iran. 
The IPD, owing to their relatives and lawyers, managed to monitor 
this ‘case’ and disclose findings in the media. 

So, according to the official version (based on MNS’s conclusion 
submitted to the court and the bill of indictment), all persons accused 
on the “case of Said Dadashbeyli’s group” (Photo 40) were arrested 
on 13 January 2007. Arrested were 16 persons, of which 6 were 
subsequently released; further on, investigation was about the 
remaining 10. They were charged on the following grounds - ‘guided 
by the religious extremism ideas, they set the target to seize the power 
by force, topple the secular political system in the Republic of 
Azerbaijan and establish the Sharia rule.” In this context, Said 
Dadashbeyli and his associates set up a conspiracy of religious, 
extremist and criminal nature and called it “North Army of Imam 
Mehdi”.    Said    Dadashbeyli,   who   led    the organization, declared  
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himself amir (Arabic commander) and established a strict chain of 
command. The members of the organization secretly collaborated 
with Iranian intelligence services, which assigned them to collect 
information concerning activities of the US, UK and Israel in 
Azerbaijan. 

That was the MNS’s official conclusion, based on which the court 
punished them severely: Said Dadashbeyli and other 3 members of the 
group were jailed to 14 years and the rest to different terms, from 2 to 
13 years (98). 

And what did the IPD monitoring show? 
For starters, the actual number of people arrested in Baku in 

regard to this ‘case on 13-18 January 2007 was nearly 30. As it was 
subsequently figured out, many of those people were just kidnapped 
in public places by unidentified men in civilian outfit without any 
explanation. The people’s heads were covered with black bags and 
they were taken, as it was found out later on, to the MNS’s detention 
facility. Some arrested persons were later released, on the condition 
that they should witness against the other 11 people to have been kept 
at the MNS. 

The justice was severely violated yet at the initial stage of their 
detention: the MNS officers broke in suspects’ apartments without a 
court verdict, in the absence of persons concerned and with no security 
services-independent attesting witnesses, and ostentatiously and 
openly planted weapons and other fake evidences despite indignation 
and protests sounded by relatives of accused persons. Such actions 
constitute a gross violation of the Criminal Code of Azerbaijan, 
Article 125. 

Furthermore, none of the arrested was allowed to hire a lawyer on 
first few days after they had been apprehended. During the first seven 
months (!!!) of investigation none of the accused was brought to the 
court to file accusation, issue an arrest warrant or custody placement 
verdict, which was also a gross violation of the national regulatory. 
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First time they were brought to the session in the Grave Crimes Court 
on 17 September 2007 - exactly 8 months after they had been arrested! 

Throughout the investigation and up to the commencement of 
trials, i.e. between 13 January and 11 December 2007 the accused 
persons were kept in MNS’s one-man cells. Their relatives and family 
members were not even informed about their whereabouts. Those 
arrested persons were in fact ‘kidnapped’, which is also a gross 
violation of the Criminal Code of Azerbaijan. While at the MNS’s 
detention facility, they were systematically tortured, beaten up, not 
given meal or water, deprived of sleep, given psychotropic drugs and 
threatened with violence to their family members at large if they do 
not testify in the interests of prosecution. One of the arrested, Emin 
Mammadov, died from inhumane tortures in March 2007. Later on, 
people said during the trial they’d heard from their cells Mammadov 
screaming and seen him being dragged on the floor after 
interrogations. Moreover, to get evidences from other accused, they 
were shown the video made during Mammadov’s interrogations: on 
this video he was all covered in blood and didn’t move. His death was 
concealed for several months from his parents and the public. His 
family was threatened with new repressions if they ever go to human 
rights organizations or ever raise an issue of his fate to the public. And 
when a lawyer filed a request concerning Emin Mammadov’s 
whereabouts, the MNS replied they had no idea on such a man, for he 
supposedly had never been at the MNS. Furthermore, during the trials 
there was no single word of Emin Mammadov harried to death at the 
MNS’s torture chambers. He vanished into thin air both for the court 
and public. 

Although the authorities had managed to get certain evidences out 
of several accused persons through torture, threats and browbeating, 
they still dared not hold an open proceeding. Not only were journalists 
and members of the public prevented from going to the court sitting, 
but even the  relatives  were  not  allowed  to  participate!   And   it   is   
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a   direct contradiction to the Article 200 of the Criminal Code of 
Azerbaijan, which states that the court hearing may be closed-door if 
a state secret is concerned. But the bill of indictment neither mentions 
state secrets nor refers to Article 200 of the Code in justification of 
closed-door hearing. Consequently, the closed-door hearing on this 
particular case was illegal and in gross violation of the law. 

The accused persons flatly denied all charges during the 
proceeding and said of tortures and other illegal methods applied to 
them. It was found out during the court hearing that many of people 
accused of conspiracy and terrorism hadn’t even known each other 
before they got arrested! But Azer Orujev, Judge of the Grave Crimes 
Court, refused to summon witnesses upon lawyers’ requests. 
Eventually, the court failed to prove any of the charges pressed. But 
the proceeding ended exactly as wanted by the prosecution (99). 

And so, we see the case openly faked by the MNS or, as one of 
the lawyers called it, a “mockery of court proceeding” (100). It was 
quite natural that a proceeding with such a big amount of violations 
could just not be skipped over by the public. It came to a point when 
a video clip was uploaded to the Internet where one of the lawyers is 
giving detail on all violations allowed during the prosecution and 
proceeding. The public subsequently revisited this particular ‘case’, 
and many people, including human rights watch activists, noted the 
proceeding was openly ‘custom-made’ and politically motivated, 
while the prosecution failed to prove accused people guilty (101). 

However, the IPD’s monitoring was not much of a sensation in 
Azerbaijan. And the reason was not only its being one in a row of 
IPD’s trial monitoring’s related to arrests and gross violations of 
believers’ rights on the part of law-enforcement agencies (102). Last 
years Azerbaijani media have published quite a lot of articles and 
materials about gross violations on the part of   law-enforcement   
agencies  during  arrests,  investigation and proceedings, and stressed  
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the authorities used “Islamic card” to pursue political goals. Even the 
death of arrested persons as a result of torture at detention facilities 
(including those of the MNS) have not been the news to the public. 
This issue has been raised and covered by both local and international 
human rights watch organizations (103). Even more so, the media 
have uncovered use of illegal methods the authorities used to beat the 
confession out of arrested persons as well as provided insight into 
custom-made and biased proceedings on believers’ cases. 

Moreover, the public have always paid attention to ignorance 
displayed by law enforcement officers in respect to religious issues 
and their not knowing even the difference between Shiites and Sunnis, 
let alone the notion of other Islamic schools. Such ignorance was the 
very reason why the Ministry of Interior and General Prosecutor’s 
office released their joint statement in 2002, calling Nardaran’s 
dwellers ‘Wahhabis’, while the latter have always been the devoted 
Shia and hostile to the Salafi. And such faux pas they have made quite 
a plenty, especially over the last years. A famous religious figure 
Hujjat-ul-Islam wa-l-muslimin Javid Mammadov was arrested in 
October 2012 as a pro-Iranian believer and organizer of meetings in 
defense of hijab. Meanwhile it was well known that Javid Mammadov 
did look good neither at Khomeini’s doctrine Velayat-i faqih nor at 
Iran’s ruling power; furthermore, his daughter never went to school in 
hijab! 

But the most illustrative was the story of 21 June 2012 arrest that 
took place in Baku: Azerbaijani law-enforcement agencies 
apprehended another believer, PhD in Mathematics, Editor-in-chief of 
newspaper Tolyshi Sado (Talysh Voice of Talysh), famous human 
right activist and IPD’s consultant Hilal Mammadov (Photo 41), who 
also authored the incredibly popular online video clip “Who are you? 
See you, goodbye!” (Russian “Ту kto takoy? Davai, do svidaniya!”). 
In  his letter  from Penitentiary to IPD’s Director Leyla Yunus,  Hilal  
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Mammadov wrote he had been beaten up and intimidated during the 
arrest for his human rights defense activities and work across social 
networks. Having realized they were not quite successful, the police 
officers employed their traditional method, “All of a sudden, they 
produced a small package from my right pocket and screamed in joy: 
“Hey, you got drugs!!!” … Naturally, I flatly denied those drugs and 
refused to sign the detention report; despite the following physical 
suppression, I wrote that ‘it was deliberately made up by the 
authorities”. It would be unnecessary to repeat the traditionally 
numerous violations of the AR Criminal Code by law-enforcement 
officers and by prosecution: all this was covered in detail by local and 
international human rights organizations. 

Further on, the law-enforcement agencies’ logic would wrap 
H.Mammadov in cloak of “Iranian spy” due to his being a native 
Talysh, i.e. the representative of Farsi-speaking nation in Azerbaijan. 
Indeed, a little later, on 4 July 2012 the “Iranian espionage” topic 
popped up again and he was charged with ‘betrayal of Motherland’ 
and even ‘incitement of ethnic and religious hatred’! However, as 
Hilal Mammadov sarcastically wrote to the IPD’s Director, 
investigating officers handling his ‘case’ “don’t even realize that I am 
a Sunni and I have always criticized the Shia regime in Iran. In my 
article "Why Iran did not protect Novruzali Mammadov ” published 
in Iranian magazine, Talysh, I heavily criticized Iranian authorities for 
their anti-US and anti-Israeli politics and called to condemn such 
slogans as “Mag bar America” (Persian “Death to America”) and 
“Mag bar Izrail” (Persian “Death to Israel”)” (104). 

The trial of Hilal Mammadov is remarkably of a closed-door 
nature too, and he may be sentenced to a long term, even to life 
imprisonment. 

Another similar example, which in spring of 2013 was quite 
representative in terms of covering religious situation in Azerbaijan,  
is linked to the arrest and subsequent fate of famous theologian Haji 
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Tale Bagirzade (Photo 42). A talented alumnus of khouzeh Gum in 
Iran, Haji Tale Bagirzade came back home and, despite his young age, 
soon managed to gain respect and popularity with believers. His 
sermons at mosques attracted a lot of believers and caused huge 
interest; moreover, people even recorded them and uploaded videos 
to the Internet. Especially popular were his speeches on social and 
political issues where he heavily criticized the policy led by present 
administration of the country, chiefly in religious sphere (105). 

And it was quite natural that the authorities would not just skip 
over it. Eventually, he was arrested on 6 May 2011 on the charge of 
“vandalism”. Late in December 2011, he was sentenced to 1.5 years 
in prison as an organizer of actions against hijab ban. Released on 6 
November 2012, he proceeded with public speeches and criticism of 
the state policy. And the state would not tally: by late March 2013 the 
SCWRO and the BMC put pressure upon the community of Hazrat 
Abulfazl Abbas mosque in the settlement of Mashtagha (suburb of 
Baku) where Haji Tale Bagirzade mainly preached on Fridays. A 
traditional for Azerbaijan menace to close down the mosque arose. 
That resulted in wide-scale protests on the part of many believers in 
Nardaran and other mosques across the Absheron Peninsula; 
therefore, the authorities thought better of closing the mosque and 
arrested Haji Tale Bagirzade instead. This time law-enforcement 
officers decided not to repeat themselves and apprehended him not as 
a “vandal” but as a “drug addict”. Further Haji Tale Bagirzade was 
subjected to fiendish torture, but neither the Ombudsman nor the court 
‘noticed’ the signs of such (106). 

The BMC also displayed a remarkable reaction, saying “we don’t 
know a theologian named Tale Bagirzade”. Then they contradicted 
themselves, pointing at the real cause of this arrest and their role in it, 
“The mosque is not a place where you can make provocative 
statements.  

And we are aware that some forces outside the country attempt 
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using believers for their own sordid purposes” (107). 
But the arrest of such a popular theologian on the grounds of 

“drug addiction” resulted in protest actions in Baku and Absheron 
Peninsula and huge condemnation on the part of the civil society. 
Then the authorities decided to show some fancy and stated that the 
theologian had been arrested not as a “drug addict” but on a charge of 
arson of famous singer’s villa in the settlement of Nardaran! And the 
police had supposedly arrested his accomplices. But a day later, on 10 
April 2013 the very singer came out with a resentful statement, flatly 
disproving this version and saying nobody was going to bum her villa. 
Moreover, she demanded the Interior Ministry officials not use her 
name in such schemes - and that was quite a mess for the law-
enforcement agencies. But the repression machine already gained 
traction: the theologian was not to be set free, so the Ministry of 
Interior and General Prosecutor’s Office made a joint statement on 11 
April 2013 that, apart from plotting the arson of singer’s villa, Haji 
Tale Bagirzade was going, via his accomplices, to set on fire nothing 
less than the Baku city hall (108)! 

The description of arrest procedures and charges (March and 
April 2013) alone would serve a nice plot for a Hollywood comedy, if 
all this was not about the fate of a man subjected to tortures and thus 
threatened to put in jail! 

There are so many examples of gross regulatory violation on the 
part of Azerbaijani law-enforcement agencies during arrests, 
investigations and trials, that irony and skepticism displayed by the 
public towards government’s charges against some believers become 
more than understood. Not only are the authorities distrusted across 
the society, but media have openly asked the law-enforcement 
officers: “Why all arrested believers happen to be drug addicts or 
hooligans? .... Would anyone at all seriously believe that all “non-
conforming” Islamists could be drug addicts? One of the reasons is 
because use of drugs is a sin in Islam. The law-enforcement officers 
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assigned to neutralize “non-conforming” Islamists actually may have 
no respect for their religious feelings. But they must have at least a 
little respect for their own status that must prevent them from planting 
fake evidences (drugs) and then accuse “non-conforming” people of 
using them’ (109). 

Not only does the public ask such questions, but also it tries to 
realize the nature of such state policy. Discussions that take place in 
this respect are not something unusual for the media. Many politicians 
and public figures have noted that the ruling regime, unwilling to 
accept human rights, law and democracy violation-related criticism, 
is stopping at nothing to use these arrests and trials on Muslim 
believers and show the ‘Islamic threat in Azerbaijan’ to the West. The 
ultimate goal is to present themselves to Europe and the US alike as 
“the only true defenders of secular principles in Azerbaijan and even 
the impenetrable barrier on Islam s way to Europe”. And to make the 
West believe this myth, they organized massive arrests; furthermore, 
nearly as frequently as once a quarter national secret services 
announced ‘elimination of terrorists and Iranian spies’ and kept 
repressing believers (110). 

It is noteworthy that such policy has not been invented by 
Azerbaijani authorities. The same policy is employed in other 
countries of the Middle East, chiefly in the post-Soviet space: in 
response to criticism about human rights and democracy violations the 
authorities do their best to play the ‘Islamic card’. For today it would 
be difficult to find a better pretext for the West to eliminate dissidents 
in one’s home country than to label them as “religious extremists” or 
“terrorists” (111). Deliberately exaggerating terrorist and other 
dangers in religious “wrapping”, the authorities have used the religion 
(Islam in this particular case) to retain the power. 

But such policy bears the menace of radicalizing believers 
instead. Most of them are in essence not very active but conservative 
and as such representing support of the state. So, in struggling against 
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these people the authorities effectively cut their own throat. 
On the other hand, such state policy brings serious problems to 

the society, especially to human rights activists. For massive abused 
discretion and violation policy applied during arrests, investigations 
and trials creates the air of distrust for official information even in 
those cases when we actually deal with persons who violated the law 
and went down the path of radicalism. For that particular reason it 
makes it difficult to distinguish between those who actually 
committed a crime and serve their term and those who just fell a victim 
of political games between the authorities and the West. The IPD’s 
list by the 30 April 2013 includes 256 sentenced believers (Muslims): 
out of this number, 79 persons (31%) have been sentenced on an 
openly fake charge, thus falling victims to the state repression 
machine. Falling under this category are persons sentenced with 
regard to ‘the case of Said Dadashbeyli’, leaders of the IPA and their 
fellow believers adjudicated for hijab defense actions or preparation 
of terrorist attacks on kindergartens, as well as members of so-called 
‘Jafari group’ etc. The cases of other 77 persons (30%) are quite 
questionable in view of a significant number of violations on the part 
of law-enforcement agencies during investigations and trials. In 
respect to 67 adjudicated believers (26%) we have no detailed 
information on actual causes of their arrest, course of investigation or 
trial, apart from what has been briefed in media. And only 33 
sentenced believers (13%) were undoubtedly guilty and their sentence 
was surely lawful. 

 
C) The Islamic factor in propaganda 

The authorities have at the same time used ‘Islamic card’ for other 
things besides threatening the West. Two processes are running 
concurrently: religiosity and interest in Islam across the Azerbaijani 
society is accompanied by increasingly important influence of Islamic 
world on global processes. A secular country, Azerbaijan has 
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nevertheless been a part of Islamic civilization. Therefore, the ruling 
regime lately decided to use the ‘Islamic card’ for its own gain in the 
game within the country as well as in contacts with forces and 
structures in Islamic East where Islam is a determinant. 

For this particular reason, it was namely in the time of Ilham 
Aliyev that the government notably intensified communication with 
the Organization of the Islamic Conference (OIC). Azerbaijani 
authorities here displayed high activity and put forward many 
suggestions to the OIC. In particular, the OIC Youth Forum was 
established in Baku at the initiative of Azerbaijan in December 2004; 
Elshad Iskandarov, a diplomat and former First Secretary of 
Azerbaijan’s Representative Office at the UN, was appointed the 
Forum’s General Secretary (currently he is the SCWRO Chairman). 

The program Islamic Culture Capitals for the period 2005-2014 
was endorsed during the IV OIC Member Countries Culture Minister 
Conference on 15-17 December 2004 in Algeria. The program 
specifies that a city to be announced a capital of Islamic culture has to 
possess a rich nation- and region-level history and contribute greatly 
to the Islamic and panhuman culture. The city of Mecca (Saudi 
Arabia) was announced the first capital of Islamic culture. After 
Mecca, other 30 cities representing Arabic world, Asia and Africa are 
going to be the successive capitals of the kind. 

During the V OIC Member Countries  Culture  Minister  
Conference (21 -23 November 2007, Tripoli) the title of “Capital of 
Islamic Culture in 2009” went to Baku. This was quite reassuring 
news to many in Azerbaijan, especially believers. For such an event 
would mean the high attention to Islam and its heritage on the part of 
Azerbaijani authorities and the entire Islamic world alike. In 
conditions of nation-wide repressions, many believers were thinking 
- what a naive bunch of people - that just for the sake of such event 
the authorities would choose another policy for a while (and so they 
said in numerous interviews with yours truly). 
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As a matter of fact, it was quite opposite: all 2009 year long they 
saw the absurd “a la Azerbaijan”, that is to say, totally controversial 
concurrent events took place across the country. On the one hand, the 
authorities held solemn events and ‘preached from pulpits’, 
maintaining their respect for Islam and religious values and saying “it 
was only after gaining its independence that Azerbaijan managed to 
restore its image of a Muslim country”, while high guests from Islamic 
countries admitted that “Azerbaijan has played the increasingly 
important role in the Muslim world and in preserving Islamic values” 
(112). And then made a joint prayer for the sake of Islam. 

At the same time, contrary to celebrations in Baku and other 
towns of the country, the authorities endorsed reactionary laws to 
tighten the control over religious communities, arrested and threw 
believers into jails, banned azan and hijab and so on and so forth. But 
the most important thing was the following: it was the year 2009 that 
the government waged a war on mosques, and waged it right in Baku, 
the city announced the capital of Islamic culture! It was so 
preposterous and illogical that even pro-government individuals and 
media fell in stupor; some even called Baku “the capital of demolished 
mosques” (113)! 

But the authorities only cared about the propaganda component 
of this event and subsequent reaction on the part of  Islamic  world. 
For during 2009 Baku hosted over 100 various events with broad 
media coverage, even at the international level. Among those events 
was the VI OIC Member Countries Culture Minister Conference that 
took place in October. 

To say the truth, above negative reaction to ruling regime’s 
actions resulted in the latter trying to improve its image with believers 
(which got aggravated through previous anti-Islamic activity) and 
launching from 2010 onwards a wide-scale campaign to restore and 
build mosques in the country - and, naturally, such campaign was 
presented as a care and attention to Islamic values. However, these 
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works failed to gain trust with the public (114). 
On the other hand, as amount of criticism related to violations of 

human rights (including believers’ rights) was growing up, 
Azerbaijani authorities would suddenly concern themselves with the 
growth of Islamophobia, particularly noticeable in Western countries. 
Referring not long after to Prophet Muhammad-related scandals and 
provocations, insulting US movie about the very Prophet and other 
anti-Islamic events to have taken place in the West, President Ilham 
Aliyev called upon all Islamic countries to stand together against 
Islamophobia. He pointed out that “Islamophobia became a driving 
policy in some countries”. And “all that concerns us, concerns the 
Arab world as well. Apart from that, this factor brings us together and 
we should gain traction in this direction”. For “we are the nation true 
to our holy religion Islam. We must propagate Islamic values in the 
world over. To that end, Azerbaijan is doing a big work, both the 
believers and the government” (115). 

During one of his next public appearances (in November 2012) 
President Ilham Aliyev pointed to “Armenian lobby and Islamophobic 
structures” as sworn foes of Azerbaijan. And he specifically noted that 
such Islamophobic structures gain activity during the elections, 
“Being a young and dynamically progressing country, Azerbaijan 
does not depend on anyone and leads an independent  policy,  and  as  
a  modern  Muslim country represents an issue to them.” And in 
conclusion he called Western countries criticizing him for lack of 
democracy to come and learn from Azerbaijan in this respect, as well 
as in respect to religion. “The countries that artificially enhance 
Islamophobic trends, they should come and learn from us how to build 
proper inter-religious relations” (116). 

Another absurd situation has therefore taken place: on the one 
hand, the Azerbaijani authorities have led the policy of severe 
persecution and repressions on Muslim citizens. And they position 
themselves as a stronghold of secularity and present this image to the 
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West, maintaining that they are the only obstruction on the way of 
Islamic radicalism. On the other hand, they philander with Islamic 
countries and persuade them that they are the true proponents of 
Islamic values and stand for unity and protection thereof against the 
West and its widespread Islamophobia! 

The ruling regime is undoubtedly pursuing the goal of retaining 
power at any cost. And to that end, the authorities have tried to take 
religious communities under total control and make Islam in 
Azerbaijan a managed facility. Such policy is not possible without 
repressions, which have to be justified rather to the West than to their 
own citizens. Alongside, the factor of global confrontation between 
the West and Islamic world after the collapse of the USSR and 
completion of the “cold war” has enabled the authorities to use 
“Islamic card” in propaganda purposes both within the country and in 
relationship with the Islamic world.  
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CHAPTER 5 
 

THE POPULATION OF AZERBAIJAN ABOUT 
ISLAM AND ITS SOCIAL ROLE 

 
(Results of Sociological Survey) 

 
On 1 June - 31 August 2012 the IPD carried out an opinion survey 

to better feel the religious situation in Azerbaijan. It was initially 
decided to cover as many regions as possible and to get as many 
people involved as possible. The questionnaire included 30 questions 
and covered virtually all issues related to Islam and religious freedom. 
In the course of preparation of the questionnaire IPD took into account 
the findings of the survey carried out by IPD in 2003 and recent 
religion-related surveys carried out by sociological services of 
Azerbaijan such as FAR CENTRE, Ray Monitoring Center and others 
in order to see the religious dynamics in the country. 

The present survey took place in the following regions: 
1. Capital: Absheron region and Baku city. Absheron region is 

traditionally famous for many mosques, sanctuaries and piety of local 
people. The capital city of Baku houses headquarters of many 
religious organizations and political parties. The collected data was 
supposed to help define the role of Islam in the capital and adjacent 
localities, attitudes towards Islam and its branches, the level of current 
relations between the local population and representatives of western 
and Christian countries. Taking into account the relevance of the 
region and its role in political life of the country, the survey embraced 
500 respondents-residents of Baku (350 respondents) and four more 
inhabited Realities of the Absheron peninsula (150 respondents). 

2. South: Lankaran and Astara regions. Shia Islam is deeply 
rooted in this region bordering Iran, especially among densely 
inhabiting Talysh people. 100 respondents were polled in the cities of 
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Lankaran and Astara, and three adjacent villages. The poll was to 
define the level of Islamisation in southern regions, and their links 
with Iran. 

3. North-East: Qusar and Khachmaz regions. The Russian- 
bordering regions are compactly inhabited by Lezgins and other 
ethnic minorities (Tats, Kurds, Jews, and Meskhetian Turks). Sunni 
Islam is strongly entrenched. Numerous religious missionaries from 
Turkey and Arabic countries have spread here. The poll embraced 120 
respondents-residents of the cities of Qusar, Khachmaz and Quba, as 
well as three adjacent villages. 

4. West: cities of Ganja, Mingachevir, Qazakh, Agstafa and 
Shaki. Many emissaries from the countries of Muslim East have been 
seen here during the post-Soviet period. The poll embraced 200 
respondents. 

5. South-West: Sabirabad and Saatly regions compactly 
inhabited by Meskhetian Turks and internally displaced people from 
Karabakh. The poll embraced 80 residents of 4 villages. 

 
The opinion survey took 3 summer months of 2012 in 5 regions 

of the country. 25 inhabited localities (11 cities and 14 villages) and 
1.000 respondents participated in the survey. Considered was ethnic, 
religious and social composition of local population (students, 
military, refugees, intelligentsia, members of political parties and 
NGOs). The sampling was based on proportions of adult population 
(over 18) and divided into six age groups: 18-23, 24-29, 30-39, 40-49, 
50-59 and over 60. The local sampling was done according to a route 
principle by a face-to-face poll method. The interviewers explained 
poll objectives to the respondents and its anonymity. The respondents 
themselves read the questions and gave written answers. IPD experts 
found 974 questionnaires valid for processing. 26 questionnaires 
(2.6%) were found invalid (were not returned / incorrectly filled out). 

Numerous difficulties and problems were often arising in the 
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course of the survey (fear of the locals, actions of local authorities and 
the police). Actually the survey was carried out in the country which 
is far from being democratic and free. The above circumstances spoilt 
our intention to use the route principle in all localities, keep fully to 
the sampling. We were, however, not fully sure of frankness of the 
respondents. 

Results of Opinion Poll 
 

Ethnic & Social-Demographic Composition 
 
Ethnic and social composition of the respondents mirrored the 

present-day ethnic structure of the society. 
(Table 1) Azerbaijani respondents definitely outnumbered 

(89.5%). Then follow Lezgins (2.4%), Talyshs (2.3%), Meskhetian 
Turks (1.2%) and Russians (1.1%), accordingly. The rest 3.5% of the 
respondents represented ethnic minorities: 

- Avars 
- Tats 
- Kurds 
- Jews 
- Georgians 
- Tatars 
- Ukrainians 
- Udis 
Meskhetian Turks made a little more among the respondents than 

officially recorded by the census. Visits of IPD’s interviewers to the 
region where Meskhetian Turks live made it possible to learn the real 
number of them. 

By age (Table 2) most of the respondents (circa 58%) were 18- 
39 years old representing most active and able-bodied population, 
which appears to be quite natural: especially important was to know 
the opinion of those who shape the public climate today and will do it 
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tomorrow. 
Young and middle-aged respondents mostly reside in biggest 

cities of the county - Baku and Ganja. The older respondents a bit 
outnumber in other regions. 

53% of the respondents were men, and almost 47% were women 
(Table 3). The gender composition varies significantly depending on 
the region. Genders are equally represented in cities (except for the 
capital). But women-respondents outnumbered in the capital (52%) 
against men (48%). Men-respondents outnumber in regions, 
especially in villages. The fewest women- respondents inhabit 
Absheron and Lankaran regions. It can largely be explained by 
traditional tenor of life and inertness of local women in socio-political 
life. 

Educational level of the respondents (Table 4) is very high: over 
the half (57%) have post or undergraduate degrees; over 36% have 
secondary or secondary technical education. Only 0.2% is non-
educated. But one should take into account that educational level of 
the respondents differs in the regions. Naturally, that 76% of the 
capital respondents are graduates or undergraduates, whereas as such 
are very few in regions (54-59%). 

Marital status (Table 5): a bit more than a half are married (52%); 
almost 39% - single (mainly young people), over 4% - divorced; circa 
5% - widows. 

Social status (Table 6) generally reflects the current state of 
things: 16% are private sector employees. Then follow 
undergraduates and public servants. There are many unemployed, 
pensioners and housewives, as well. 

Financially (Table 7) the respondents were split into two 
approximately equal portions - those considering themselves well-to-
do (11%) or generally satisfied with material standing (circa 38%), 
poor (36%) and very poor (10%). The rest failed to rate their material 
standing. 
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2. Religious identity of the population 
 
The turbulent events in the post-Soviet Azerbaijan drastically 

changed the public attitudes to Islam. The overwhelming majority of 
those who in the Soviet time had considered themselves nonreligious 
and atheists, and many were members of the Communist Party and 
believed in communist ideals, turned to religion after the collapse of 
the Soviet Union. Many started seeing themselves as believers. But it 
was difficult to define the percentage of believers and those still loyal 
to atheism. The respondents were first asked to identify their religion. 
In other words, how citizens identify themselves after a 70-year-old 
Soviet atheism and a 20-year-old life in independent Azerbaijan 
(Table 8). It turned out that a vast majority (about 97%) linked 
themselves with some religion or conviction. Only 2.2% considered 
themselves atheists and did not believe in God. 1% did not answer. 
Among believers almost 95% identified themselves as Muslims, 
whereas only 1.3% were Christians and Jews. 

As anticipated, the vast majority of atheist and non-Muslim 
respondents resided in the capital, whereas the vast majority of 
regional respondents considered themselves believers and Muslims. 
There were absolutely no atheists or non-believers in the Absheron 
peninsula and in the south (Lankaran-Astara region). 

The following question meant to clarify level of devoutness of 
those who thought to be believers (Table 9). According to the poll, 
devoted believers, who believe in God and keep all required rites, 
made about 17%. About 21% of the respondents are not persistent in 
keeping rites, and 62.5% of the believers do not keep rites at all! 
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3. Religious affiliation of Muslims 
 
As the present survey highlights Islam, it was essential to 

understand how Muslims of Azerbaijan affiliate themselves, what 
their affiliation and level of religiosity is. 

To get as accurate information as possible, the questionnaire had 
follow-up questions to respondents who were Muslims or at least 
thought to be Muslims. This meant to clarify the level of their 
religiosity. 

The respondents were asked: Who do they exactly think 
themselves to be? (Table 10) 

The majority (61%) wants to be regarded as Muslims and 
negatively treats schism in Islam. 25% were accurate announcing 
themselves Shia, and 10.5% - Sunni. The latter are actually much 
more among the respondents, as Salafi (2%) and Nurchu (0.4%) are 
also Sunni. The rest 0.5% (5 respondents) represented different 
Islamic branches and sects, mainly Ibrahimi. 

Regional breakdown: 
76% of Baku respondents rated themselves only Muslims, 17% - 

Shia, 7% - Sunni. 
Among Absheron respondents - 39% - only Muslims, over 54% - 

Shia, 7% - Sunni. 
Outside Baku and Absheron region: 
- 69% - only Muslims 
- 20% - Shia 
- 11% - Sunni 
75-81% of the respondents in Western and northern regions 

(Ganja, Qazakh, Shaki, Khachmaz and Qusar regions) preferred to be 
only Muslims and disapproved of the Shia-Sunni division. 

Southern regions (Sabirabad, Saatly, Lankaran and Astara 
regions) had fewer of such (38-45% - only Muslims. The respondents 
in these regions were more accurate in rating their religiosity. 
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The two following questions to practicing Muslims concerned 
religious rites. 

How often do you go to mosque? (Table 11) 
- 20% - regularly 
- 52% - episodically 
- 28% - never 
 
Regional breakdown: Meskhetian Turks of Sabirabad region are 

‘hottest’ Muslims (44% regularly go to mosque, 39% sometimes). 
Then come Ganja city, Absheron and Lankaran regions, where the 
number of regular mosque-visitors ranges from 19 to 25%; 40% 
episodically visit. The capital respondents showed quite high 
attendance: 18% went to mosques regularly, 49% - sometimes. The 
northern respondents (Quba-Khachmaz region) and especially 
western respondents (Qazakh, Agstafa, Mingachevir, and Shaki) 
showed poor attendance: 10% regularly do namaz (Muslims prayer) 
in mosques, 55-60% do it sometimes. 

The following question clarified about namaz (Table 12). It 
turned out that almost 29% do namaz, and over 71% (!) do not. 

Regional breakdown: regional answers mostly matched the 
answers to the previous question: only 25-35% do namaz. 

 
4. Convictions of Muslims 

 
Mosque service and religious observance are very important to a 

Muslim. But as seen from our previous observations of Azerbaijani 
Muslims, it was very often when a nominal Muslim attending cult 
places and praying had a worldview and acted in a way out of accord 
with Islamic principles. This is quite clear, as the 70-year-old heritage 
of Soviet atheism and de-Islamisation could not fast fade away. 
Therefore, it was necessary to know: 

- level of religiosity 
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- religious dogmata a Muslim believes in 
- readiness of a Muslim to practice these principles 
- if the Soviet past and the present in Azerbaijan had an impact 

on worldviews of believers 
Muslim respondents were first asked whether they believe in the 

Judgment Day, paradise and hell after death (Table 13). Almost 62% 
believe, 16% do not, and 22% are undecided. 

Regional breakdown: the belief was observed mostly among the 
regional respondents, especially in rural regions; the capital and Ganja 
respondents were least to believe in afterlife. 

Then the respondents were asked to voice attitude towards 
possibility to govern Azerbaijan in accordance with the Sharia (Table 
14): 

- about 18% firmly supported the Sharia-based governance 
- about 30% limited its application with the family law 
- about 48% of the Muslim respondents did not welcome the 

idea 
In other words, the Muslim respondents came up almost fifty-

fifty. 
Regional breakdown: as anticipated, the Sharia-based 

governance was mostly supported (fully or partially) by the regional 
respondents. Absheron peninsula (all together 57%) and southern 
Lankaran-Astara region bordering Iran (circa 55%) were first to 
support. But only 20-25% of the western respondents (Qazakh-
Agstafa, Shaki and Mingachevir cities) welcomed the idea, whereas 
the majority (60-64%) in these regions rejected the idea. 

 
5. Gender issue 

 
The gender-related issues have recently turned burning for 

Azerbaijan. Two problems have been given biggest public coverage: 
wearing a hijab in educational  institutions,  which   has   been   
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recently triggering many protest actions of Muslims in the country, 
and polygamy, which is de-facto in some regions of Azerbaijan and 
has wide media coverage. As these issues are publicly relevant and 
discussion-triggering, they were brought to attention of each 
respondent. 

 
The respondents were first asked to say about the hijab issue and 

possibility to wear it by schoolgirls (Table 15). Despite many official 
assurances made by the authorities of allegedly nationwide support to 
their policy in this respect, the answers completely refuted: 

- majority (66%) approved of the right of schoolgirls to cover 
up in secondary schools 

- only about 26% were against 
Regional breakdown: the regional findings demonstrated 

unanimous position - most of the respondents in regions (65-70%) and 
the capital (54-59%) do not see any threat to the foundations of the 
secular state and advocate that hijab be officially permitted for 
religious schoolgirls. No differences were observed from gender point 
of view: women and men were, in general, unanimously positive to 
hijab in schools. 

 
The next question was about polygamy, the issue periodically 

swirling in the country (Table 16). The respondents demonstrated 
unanimity uncommon in such polls: 

- the overwhelming majority (89%) turned down the idea 
- only 4.6% welcomed the idea (all of them are Muslims) 
- about 4% (mainly non-Muslims) agreed with one precondition 

— polygamy should be applied exclusively to Muslims 
So, the public opinion overwhelmingly rejects polygamy. Besides 

non-Muslims, which is quite natural, polygamy was disliked also by 
most of Muslims respondents. 
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Regional breakdown: it is interesting to note, that the idea of 
polygamy is mostly supported in southern Lankaran and Astara 
regions (9%). Polygamy is scarcely supported in the capital and other 
cities, as well as in the western regions. As anticipated, polygamy was 
advocated mostly by men (8%), whereas only 3% of women OK’d. 
The idea of polygamy attracted most voices of divorced respondents 
(12%), and respondents over 60 aged and living alone. Polygamy was 
supported by 33% of widowers and 10% of widows. 

 
6. Role of Islam 

 
The next question was about a public role of Islam in Azerbaijan. 

They, first, answered about influence of Islamic factor in political life 
(Table 17). 29% of the respondents think that Islam plays a big part, 
42% think Islam does not play a big part. Finally, 7% think Islam does 
not play any part in Azerbaijan, 21% were undecided. 

The majority of the capital respondents (56%) believe that Islam 
plays minor part (29%) or no part at all (27%), whereas only 17% 
think it high. The rest were undecided. 

 
Regional breakdown: the same opinion was shared by western 

respondents (Shaki; Qazakh and Agstafa). 13-17% believe that Islam 
plays a big part, 65% say no to that. 

The respondents from other regions were more optimistic - about 
40% believe in a big role of Islam in political life. 

 
The next question dealt with influence of Islam on public culture 

and morality (Table 18). Here we can see something different. 74% 
of the respondents believe that Islam influences public culture and 
morality, 11% of them do not agree. 

Regional breakdown: the regional respondents came almost 
with the same answers. Only Qazakh and Agstafa respondents  do  not 
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think that Islam makes any big difference to culture and morality. 
 
The following question was to clarify: Should Islam rise in our 

society? (Table 19). 
The reaction of the respondents was more than convincing: 
- 70% - yes 
- about 12% - no 
In other words, more than a half of the respondents strongly 

believe in necessity of strengthening Islam in society.  
Regional breakdown: strange, but the non-Muslim portion of 

the respondents also agrees to that. 
- Absheron respondents wished rising Islam most of all (82%) 
- Sabirabad and Saatly respondents (74%) 
- Southern Lankaran-Astara respondents (70%) 
- Respondents from other regions, especially from the capital, 

are more cautious (about 40%) 
 

7. Religious tolerance 
 
As a level of public tolerance makes a big difference to present-

day Azerbaijan with its multi-confessional composition, the poll 
included questions to define the level. 

The respondents were first to define their attitude to new Islamic 
trends which sprang up in Azerbaijan after the collapse of the Soviet 
Union (Table 20): 

- majority (59%) negatively assessed activities of new Islamic 
trends and sects 

- only 23% positively assessed them 
 
Regional breakdown: as anticipated, biggest negativism in the 

regions was shown by the respondents in Absheron and southern 
Lankaran-Astara (65%); only   12-15%   positively   assessed   Muslim 
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sectarians. 
28% of northern Quba-Khachmaz respondents favored new 

trends, 32% - disfavored. 
18% of Baku respondents favored Muslim sectarians, whereas 

42% of them disfavored. 
 
The following questions were meant to clarify position of the 

respondents on new Islamic trends. 
The respondents were first asked about the Salafi (Wahhabi), as 

the most notorious new trend in Islam which has recently gone 
popular in Azerbaijan (Table 21). Below are quite polar reactions of 
the respondents: 

- 6% were positive to the Salafi (Wahhabi) in Azerbaijan 
- 53% were negative 
Regional breakdown: the reaction of the southern respondents 

came extremely negative: 
- 82% (Lankaran and Astara regions) 
- 73% (Absheron region) 
- 59% (the capital) 
- 64% (Sabirabad region) 
Only two regions were exceptive in this regard: 
1. Khachmaz region: 
- over 20% favored the Salafi (Wahhabi) (the biggest favoring 

portion of all the respondents) 
- 45% disfavored the Salafi (Wahhabi) 
- 29% indifferent 
- the rest were undecided 
2. Shaki region (north-west): 
- 11% favored the Salafi (Wahhabi) 
- 34% disfavored the Salafi (Wahhabi) 
Then, the respondents were to define their attitude to the Nurchu, 

another quite a popular new trend in Islam (Table 22). 
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The attitude was evidently positive: 
- over 25% positively assessed their activities 
- 39% indifferent 
- only 13% negative 
- 23% were undecided 
Regional breakdown: the regional answers did not differ much, 

except for the majority of the supportive in the western (cities of 
Qazakh, Agstafa and Sheki), northern regions (Quba-Khachmaz) and 
in the capital. 

 
For comparison, the respondents were also asked to define 

attitude to Christians and Jews (Table 23). The question obviously 
made them think: 

- 19% had positive attitude toward Christians and Jews 
- 29% had negative attitude 
- 39% - indifferent 
Regional breakdown: most tolerant respondents were in the 

northern Quba-Khachmaz, western Qazakh-Agstafa and Saatly 
regions (35-40%). 

Generally, Baku respondents were also positive: 
- 26% - positive 
- 24% - negative 
- remaining 50% were undecided for some reasons 
 
To get a full picture of tolerance, it was decided to give additional 

and hardball question — attitude to Azerbaijanis practicing religions 
other than Islam (Table 24). The reaction came very disruptive. 5% 
were positive, whereas 64% were absolutely negative. 23% or one 
fourth were indifferent, and 8% were undecided. 

Regional breakdown: the following regions disfavored such 
Azerbaijanis 

- Absheron (87%) 
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- southern Lankaran and Astara (82%) 
- Ganja (72%) 
- Baku (58%) 

 
8. Religious education 

 
In recent years the problem of religious education has gone to the 

frontbumer, especially for the youth. This fact necessitated to get it 
under scrutiny of the present poll. 

The respondents were asked - Do you read religious literature? 
(Table 25). It turned out that the most respondents (63%) show 
interest in religious literature, 31% do not, and 4% were undecided. 

Regional breakdown: the biggest interest in religious literature 
(70%) was shown by Lankaran, Astara and Absheron respondents. 

 
The next question was about teaching of theology in schools and 

higher educational institutions (Table 26). The question 
demonstrated unanimity of the respondents: 

- overwhelming majority (72%) supported the teaching 
- minority (12%) were against 

       -    16% were undecided 
Regional breakdown: regional answers were almost the same: 

most of them openly supported the teaching. As anticipated, most 
‘yes’ came from the southern regions (Sabirabad, Saatly, Lankaran 
and Astara) and Absheron region. 

 
9. Attitude to official leaders 

 
Relations between believers and spiritual authorities have 

reached its high relevance in the post-Soviet period, especially in 
recent years. 
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The respondents were first asked to express attitude to Sheikh-ul-
slam Allahshukur Pashazade, Head of BMC. As he is an official 
leader of Muslims of Azerbaijan, it was decided to know the opinion 
of the respondents counting themselves Muslims (Table 27). 

Conclusion - the sitting Head of the Muslims of Azerbaijan does 
not have authority with the congregation: 

- about 16% favored him 
- 43% disfavored him 
- 41% were neutral or undecided 
Regional breakdown: Sheikh-ul-Islam got relatively big support 

only in two southern regions: in Lankaran and Astara (positive - 25%, 
negative - 27%, neutral / undecided - 48%) 

Sabirabad and Saatly regions also came supportive: 
- positive (29%) 
- negative (24%) 
- neutral (47%) 
The biggest favor in these regions to Sheikh-ul-Islam was shown 

by ethnic minorities: Talysh (Lankaran and Astara regions) and 
Meskhetian Turks (Sabirabad and Saatly regions). 

The other regions rated him very low. 15-18% of the respondents 
in Baku, and northern Sheki, Guba and Khachmaz regions rated him 
positive, and 40% rated him negative. The rest stayed neutral or 
undecided. 

The rating of Sheikh-ul-Islam went much lower in Absheron 
region and Ganja: 

- Absheron: positive (12%), negative (41%) and neutral / 
undecided (47%). 

But Sheikh-ul-Islam was lowest rated in Ganja, as only 8% rated 
him positive, 52% rated negative (the highest negative rating). 

The young respondents rated especially edgy, whereas the older 
generation is more tolerant to sheikh-ul-Islam. 
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The next question was designed to rate activities of the State 
Committee for Work with Religious Organizations (Table 28). As the 
Committee deals with all religious confessions of the country, it was 
decided to know the opinion of only believers. And again, we got 
negative results: 18% of the respondents rated positive, 33% rated 
negative, 37% were neutral and 12% were undecided. 

Regional breakdown: the opinions significantly dispersed. Baku 
respondents were balanced enough: positive (25%), negative (29%). 
The opinions in Absheron and Khachmaz regions, Shaki, Ganja were 
quite opposing, especially in Shaki and Ganja): positive (10-15%), 
negative (circa 40%) 

 
10. Islam and politics 

 
The final set of questions was designed to learn opinions about 

religion-related political actions or problems. First, it was interesting 
to determine apolitical potential of Islamic politicians of the country. 

Despite the fact that religious leaders are not allowed to 
participate in elections and to elect, the respondents were nevertheless 
asked: Who would you vote for (presidential/parliamentary 
elections)? (Table 29). 

It turned out that a hypothetical Islamic candidate would receive 
31% of vote; a secular candidate - 56%; 13% were undecided. 

Regional breakdown: an Islamic candidate would win biggest 
favor in Absheron (52-55%), southern Lankaran-Astara region 
bordering Iran and Ganja city (40-45%). 

20-24% of the capital and western respondents (Qazakh, Agstafa, 
cities of Shaki and Mingachevir) gave full or partial support to an 
Islamic candidate, whereas 65-70% of them would support a secular 
candidate. 

Over the past years Muslims have staged regular protest actions 
in the capital and other cities and villages for some reasons. They 
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ended in many arrests and violent disperse by the police. The 
respondents were asked to express their attitude regarding the protest 
actions (Table 30). A bit more than a half (53%) supported political 
actions of Muslims, 21% were against, 25% remained indifferent or 
undecided. 

Regional breakdown: the regions where the protest actions took 
place showed biggest support: first of all, in Absheron (circa 70%), 
Lankaran-Astara and Ganja city (56-60%). There are quite many of 
them also in the capital Baku (48% - for; 33% - against). Sabirabad 
and Saatly respondents were least to support (circa 34% - for; 37% - 
against), as well as in Qazakh and Agstafa (39% - for; 27% - against).
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CONCLUSIONS 
 
The opinion poll revealed that religiosity has grown and a public 

role of Islam has strengthened over two decades of Azerbaijan’s 
independency to such extent that these two factors turned into an 
integral part of the population identity and a relevant political factor 
in the country. Meantime, the current state of Islam is much deeply 
rooted in its past, and it is something which really matters and 
determines. 

The atheistic epoch in the history of Azerbaijan has really become 
a past. Today the large majority of the country’s population associates 
itself with some religion. It is especially observed in the regions where 
one can hardly find an atheist. Religiosity is prospering among the 
young people whose faith is steadfast enough. Most of them think that 
Islam does not play a big part in the society and should therefore rise, 
and not only in cultural and moral sphere, as wished so by older 
generation, but in political as well. 

The current state of Islam in Azerbaijan is a product of time, and 
only this angle successfully interprets many other findings of the poll. 
Majority, especially in the capital, western and northern regions, count 
themselves Muslims and is totally against a split into the Shia and the 
Sunni. At the same time, the Muslims of Azerbaijan do not much 
welcome new Islamic trends that emerged in the country. It especially 
concerns the Salafi (Wahhabi), who did not win favor of even northern 
regions where the trend is relatively popular and has its mosques. 

The poll, meantime, proved again that re-Islamisation as a 
process is just spinning up; otherwise it is apparently impossible to 
explain the paradoxes when the large majority of the respondents 
count themselves believers and Muslims, but only a fifth of them 
regularly go to mosque and observe all religious ceremonies. 
Tolerance  to  Christians  and  Jews  is  quite  widespread,  but Azeris  
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abandoning Islam do not enjoy public favoritism. 
The respondents introducing themselves as Muslims had 

problems freely accepting dogmata of Islam. It turned out that not all 
of them believe in life after death and the Judgment day. The same is 
about the possibility to govern Azerbaijan in accordance with the 
Sharia. It turned out that Sharia-based governance is firmly supported 
by Muslims strictly observing all religious rites. In other words, only 
each fifth of those counting themselves Muslims is a real one, as he 
or she observes the rites, goes to mosques, does namaz, and genuinely 
believes in religious dogmata. The rest are Muslims by birth rather 
than by faith. 

The poll also pointed to new moments in religious life of the 
country. If we take into account those who agree to partial acceptance 
of the Sharia norms, then it turns out that almost the half considering 
itself Muslim fully or partially advocates the Sharia-based life. The 
other half of Muslims rejects such governance. 

Seemingly, the findings are self-explanatory and should alert 
secularists. However, answers to the question about introduction of 
polygamy showed that the overwhelming majority rejects it. But the 
Sharia legalizes plural marriage and practicing Muslims must not go 
against it, at least theoretically. The poll, however, demonstrated that 
religiosity of Azerbaijan’s Muslims should not be treated the same 
way as religiosity of Muslims of Iran, Arabic and other countries of 
Islamic East. Seventy years of the Soviet atheism had effect, which 
means that eventually the modem Azerbaijani society is generally 
Islamized but is not widely religious. The large majority of 
Azerbaijani Muslims wants to preserve its religious identity, but to 
keep to secular life of style. Therefore, secular foundations of 
Azerbaijan are secure enough. Many answers regarding the Sharia 
testify rather their mistrust in a fair judicial system of Azerbaijan and 
mistrust-caused hopes for the Sharia. In other words, we got to know 
the respond to present-day Azerbaijani reality rather than real dreams 
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of most people to live according to the Sharia. It is not by mere chance 
that most respondents wishing expansion of Islam in social and 
political life would vote for a secular candidate. 

Such a specific approach and attitude to Islam showed itself also 
in other answers of the poll. The respondents, for the most part, like 
reading religious literature and advocate teaching of theology in 
educational institutions. Most of them supported the right of religious 
schoolgirls to cover up. So, most of them do not treat the hijab issue 
as a serious threat; the issue proves to be overhyped and over-
politicized by the authorities themselves. 

Most of the respondents came supportive to political actions of 
Muslims, especially concerning the hijab issue. Most of them rate very 
low activities of official clergy represented by Sheikh-ul-Islam and 
the State Committee for Religious Organizations. The respondents at 
the age of 24-39 rated most negative. This is very important: the 
biggest interest in Islam is being shown not by poorest, but well-to-
do, highly educated and, foremost, most active classes of the society. 
The new post-Soviet generation is consciously reaching for Islam and 
longing for its increase. The new generation does not accept the very 
conservative official clergy, nor is it satisfied with policies of the state 
agencies.
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Appendix 
Results of Sociological Survey 

 
Date: 1 June – 31 August 2012 
Number of respondents: 974 

 
  Table 1 – Ethnicity 

  No  % 
 

1 Azeris 872 89.5 
2 Lezgins   23  2.4 
3 Talysh   22  2.3 
4 Meskhetian Turks   12  1.2 
5 Russians   11  1.1 
6 Avars    8  0.8 
7 Tats    8  0.8 
8 Kurds    5  0.5 
9 Jews    5  0.5 
10 Georgians    4  0.4 
11 Tatars    2  0.2 
12 Ukrainians     1  0.1 
13 Udis    1  0.1 
TOTAL: 974 100 

 
Table 2 – Age Groups No % 

 
18-23  157 16.1 
24-29 246 25.3 
30-39 158 16.2 
40-49 227 23.3 
50-59 114 11.7 
60 and over   72   7.4     
TOTAL: 974 100 
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Table 3 – Gender 
 

 No % 
Male 517 53.1 
Female 457 46.9 
TOTAL:  974 100 

 
 
 
 Table 4 – Education 
 

 No % 
 

Higher / incomplete higher 556 57.1 
Secondary/ incomplete secondary 227 23.3 
Specialized secondary education 129 13.2 
Primary   60   6.2 
Non-educated     2   0.2 
TOTAL: 974 100 

 
 

   
 Table 5 – Marital Status 
 

 No % 
 

Married 505 51.9 
Single 377 38.7 
Divorced   42  4.3 
Widow (widower)    47  4.8 
No answer    3  0.3 
TOTAL: 974 100 
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Table 6 – Social Status 

 No % 
Public servants                                              147 15.1 
Employee of private sector                156 16.0 
Entrepreneurs                                                        90 9.2 
Intellectuals 89 9.1 
Students 148 15.2 
Unemployed 127 13.0 
Pensioners 80 8.2 
Housewives 74 7.6 
Others 63 6.6 
TOTAL: 974 100 

 
 Table 7 – Financial condition 

 No % 
Very good                                                               10   1.0 
Good 101 10.4 
Normal 366 37.6 
Poor         352 36.1 
Very poor  99 10.2 
No answer 46   4.7 
TOTAL: 974 100 

 
 Table 8 – Your religious affiliation: 

 No % 
Muslims 922 94.7 
Christians 8 0.8 
Jews 5 0.5 
Others   8 0.8 
Atheist 21 2.2 
No answer  10 1.0 
TOTAL: 974 100 
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 Table 9 – (to be answered by respondents considering themselves to be  
  believers) What does your religiosity involve? 
 

 No % 
Believe in God and observe all 
religious rites 

159 16.9 

Believe in God, but irregularly 
observe all religious rites 

197 20.9 

Believe in God, but do not  
observe religious rites 

587 62.2 

TOTAL: 943 100 
 
 
 Table 10 – (to be answered by respondents considering themselves to  
 be Muslims) Who do you exactly think yourself to be? Choose one  
 answer: 

 No % 
Only Muslim 565 61.3 
Shiite 232 25.2 
Sunnite 97 10.5 
Salafi    19 2.1 
Nurchu 4 0.4 
Other 5 0.5 
TOTAL: 922 100 

 
 
 Table 11 – (to be answered by respondents considering themselves to  
  be Muslims) How often do you go to mosque? 

 No % 
Regularly 186 20.2 
Sometimes 479 51.9 
Never 257 27.9 
TOTAL: 922 100 
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 Table 12 – (to be answered by respondents considering themselves to  
  be Muslims) Do you do namaz? 
 

 No % 
Yes 265 28.7 
No 657 71.3 
TOTAL: 922 100 

 
 
 
 Table 13 – (to be answered by respondents considering themselves to  
  be Muslims) Do you believe in the Judgment Day and the paradise  
  and the hell after death? 
 

 No % 
Yes 574 62.2 
No 149 16.2 
No answer 199 21.6 
TOTAL: 922 100 

 
 
 
 Table 14 – (to be answered by respondents considering themselves to  
 be Muslims) Do you want our country to be governed according  
 to the Sharia? 
 

 No % 
Yes, fully 164 17.8 
Yes, partially (for example, in the  
family law) 

274 29.7 

No 442 47.9 
No answer   42   4.6 
TOTAL: 922 100 
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 Table 15 – Should the authorities officially permit religious girls 
 wear headscarf in secondary schools or not? 
 

 No % 
Yes 645 66.2 
No 250 25.7 
No answer 79 8.1 
TOTAL: 974 100 

 
 
 
 Table 16 – What is your opinion about the idea of introducing  
  polygamy in our country? 
 

 No % 
Agree 45 4.6 
Should be introduced only for  
Muslims 

36 3.7 

Disagree 865 88.8 
No answer   28   2.9 
TOTAL: 974 100 

 
 
 
 Table 17 – What role does Islam play in political life of our country? 
 

 No % 
Big 287 29.5 
Small 413 42.4 
Zero 65 6.7 
No answer 209 21.4 
TOTAL: 974 100 
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Table 18 – Does Islam influence public culture and morality of our  
country? 
 

 No % 
Yes 725 74.4 
No 103 10.6 
No answer 146 15.0 
TOTAL: 974 100 

 
 
 
 Table 19 – Should Islam rise in our society? 
 

 No % 
Yes 685 70.3 
No 113 11.6 
No answer 176 18.1 
TOTAL: 974 100 

 
 
 
 
 Table 20 – Your attitude to new for Azerbaijan non-traditional  
 branches of Islam 
 

 No % 
Positive 222 22.8 
Negative 574 59.0 
Indifferent  91 9.3 
No answer 87 8.9 
TOTAL: 974 100 
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 Table 21 – Your attitude to the Salafi (Wahhabi) 
 

 No % 
Positive 58 6.0 
Negative 521 53.5 
Indifferent 124 12.7 
No answer 271 27.8 
TOTAL: 974 100 

 
 
 
 Table 22 – Your attitude to the Nurchu 
 

 No % 
Positive 246 25.3 
Negative 127 13.0 
Indifferent  378 38.8 
No answer 223 22.9 
TOTAL: 974 100 

 
 
 
 Table 23 – Your attitude to Christians and Jews 
 

 No % 
Positive 189 19.4 
Negative 280 28.8 
Indifferent  383 39.3 
No answer 122 12.5 
TOTAL: 974 100 
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 Table 24 – Your attitude to Azerbaijanis practicing religions other  
 than Islam 

 No % 
Positive 49 5.0 
Negative 622 63.9 
Indifferent  227 23.3 
No answer 76 7.8 
TOTAL: 974 100 

 
 
 
 Table 25 – Do you read religious literature? 

 No % 
Yes 613 62.9 
No 301 30.9 
No answer 60 6.2 
TOTAL: 974 100 

 
 
 
 Table 26 – Should theology be taught in educational institutions? 
 

 No % 
Yes 704 72.3 
No 116 11.9 
No answer 154 15.8 
TOTAL: 974 100 
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 Table 27 – (to be answered by respondents considering themselves to  
 be Muslims) Your attitude to sheikh-ul-Islam Allahshukur  
 Pashazade 
 

 No % 
Positive 147 15.9 
Negative 398 43.2 
Indifferent   231 25.1 
No answer 146 15.8 
TOTAL: 922 100 

 
 
 
 Table 28 – (to be answered only by respondents considering themselves  
 to be believers) Please assess performance of the State Committee for  
 Work with Religious Organizations 
 

 No % 
Positive 169 17.9 
Negative 311 33.0 
Indifferent 349 37.0 
No answer 114 12.1 
TOTAL: 943 100 

 
 
 
 Table 29 – Who would you vote for (parliamentary / presidential  
  elections)? 

 No % 
Secular candidate 547 56.2 
Religious candidate 301 30.9 
No answer 126 12.9 
TOTAL: 974 100 
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 Table 30 – Your stance on protest actions of believers regarding  
  religious issues: 

 No % 
Positive, in sympathy 523 53.7 
Negative, condemn such actions 207 21.2 
Indifferent  175 18.0 
No answer 69 7.1 
TOTAL: 974 100 
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AFTERWORD 
    

The following weighty conclusions will summarize all the aforesaid. 
 

The Baggage of the Past 
 

One cannot grasp the ongoing religious situation in Azerbaijan 
without knowing the past. The religious diversity has ever been a calling 
card of the country. Such a century-long confessional diversity, however, 
fairly often would cause many conflicts and social upheavals in the past. 
But as such, it initiated the modem culture of tolerance and mutual 
understanding. 

Dualism also made difference in the religious realm. The local 
Muslims went split into Sunnis and Shiites, for centuries in confrontation 
with each other. But as such, this religious breakup majored as the 
Russian Empire was conquering Azerbaijan in the 30s of XIX century. 

The Russian period in the history of Islam in Azerbaijan became a 
key milestone. In 1872 the Russian authorities established Spiritual 
Boards of Shiites and Sunnis of Transcaucasia and so laid the foundation 
of today’s official clergy of Azerbaijan, a state-controlled body. 

Meantime, a new dualism emerged in Azerbaijan early in XX 
century, when the country split up into adherents of Pan-Islamism 
advocating an Islam-based unification, and adherents of Pan- Turkism 
advocating an ethnicity-based unification. 

The two factors (split into Shia and Sunni, and into adherents of pan-
Turkism and pan-Islamism ideologies), in many respects, formed the 
mindset of Azeris in XX century. 

But the mindset of contemporary Azeri Muslims was formed during 
the 70-year-long Soviet period. The mass repressions uprooted Muslim 
theologians - bearers and successors to Islamic knowledge. The survivors  
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were broken-down and became part of the executive system led by 
atheistic Communists. Azerbaijan cut off communications with the 
Islamic world and so made it impossible to get religious education in 
traditional religious centers of the East and get religious literature from 
abroad. The Soviet atheism brought about generations of the Soviet 
Azerbaijan, who remembered their religious origins, thought themselves 
to be nominal Muslims, but had a very faint idea of Islam as a religion. 
Besides, Islam was not seen any longer as religious phenomenon and 
turned into a factor of identity of the local population associated with its 
culture and traditions. 

Finally, Azerbaijan was nominally Islamic in 1991, the year of 
independence. Maximum 1% of the population could be called believers 
that time. The remaining majority, though seeing themselves Muslims by 
birth, had no clear idea of the religion and its basic dogmas, nor did they 
go to mosques to pray and keep other rites and orders. 
 

Outcomes of re-Islamisation 
 

Early in 1990s re-Islamisation began and the people reclaimed their 
religion. Practicing Muslims grew rapidly, and 10 years after gaining 
independence they reached about 10%. Today, practicing Muslims have 
grown to about 20% of the total population. In other words, it took only 
20 years of independence that mosque- goers and rite-keepers grew by 
20 times. Most of them are young people. In the meantime, latent and 
public atheists were sharply declining. Actually, atheists are in the Soviet 
believers’ shoes today in Azerbaijan. 

The Islamic community, as a whole, has alco undergone serious 
changes. Initially, they were divided only into the Shia and Sunni having 
no clear apprehension of nuances and differences between theological 
and  law  schools. Today’s  religious  palette  is  much  wider  and  more   
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diverse.  
Once uprooted in the Soviet time various Sufi tarikats re-emerged in 

the country. New tarikats and Islamic branches have begun to appear, and 
among them Turkish Nurchu, on the front line. 

A special place in the contemporary Islamic palette is held by 
Salafis, non-available in the previous religious history of Azerbaijan. 
Their activities, broadly, sparked an upsurge in public interest in Islam. 
Later, Salafis also split up into moderate and radical, which also affected 
the pace of political Islam in the country. 

Shiites of Azerbaijan have undergone serious turns. Initially far 
outnumbering they were rejected by the public in 1990s because the 
official Shia-originated clergy was not girded up enough. But early in 
XXI century the situation drastically changed and a kind of Shia 
Renascence seemed to be making a path in Azerbaijan. This turned out 
to be possible, to a large extent, due to emerged pleiad of excellently 
educated new spiritual authorities, especially the first after the Soviet 
period group of mujtahids represented by Hujjat-ul-Islam wa-l-muslimin. 

Therefore, mere two decades after the independence have boosted 
religiosity and Islam in Azerbaijan to such a level, that they have turned 
into an integral part of the national identity and a serious political factor. 
 

Prospects and Chances for Islamic Revolution 
 

What are prospects for the Islamic factor? Practicing Muslims in 
Azerbaijan are short-handed, only 20% of the population, or each fifth 
citizen. Overwhelmingly, they are just believers refraining from active 
participation in politics. Besides, the main portion of them is split into 
three big groups: Shiite organizations, Nurchus and Salafis. They do not 
have one charismatic leader. In other words, scanty  believers,  split  and  
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lack of one charismatic  leader greatly impede advance of political Islam   
in Azerbaijan. 

But the main thing is that the USSR-born generation of citizens, or 
those still remembering that time keep on dominating in today’s 
Azerbaijan; they count themselves to be Muslims, but set eyes on a 
secular state. Looks like that it was them Muhammad the Prophet said 
about, they who call themselves Muslims on paper only: “Say to them, 
“You have not (yet) believed. But say (instead), “We have submitted” for 
faith has not yet entered your heart” (Quran, 49:14). 

This explains many paradoxical findings of public-opinion polls and 
interviews carried out in the country. The respondents call themselves 
Muslims and even practicing believers, but do not observe religious rites 
and nor do they understand religious nuances. An average Azeri does not 
put trust in courts and law- enforcement agencies. The people have lost 
all hope for fairness. Instead and for that reason, advocates of Shariah-
based rule are growing, so are advocates of public advance of Islam. At 
the same time, the people of Azerbaijan are generally not religion-
minded and inclined to secular laws. For the time being nothing serious 
threatens the secular pillars of the country. 

Chances of an Islamic revolution are unlikely in such circumstances, 
at least in the foreseeable future. 
 

Involuntary Radicalization of Muslims 
 

The situation is nevertheless not as simple as it may appear. Firstly, 
Islam in its pure form does not exist, for it is subject to people’s angle of 
it in each particular country. That is why plenty of different versions are 
coming out as Islam develops. Each version is authored by time, territory 
and particular historical conditions. From that point, the current state of 
Islam in Azerbaijan should not be matched with the religious situation in 
the  Middle  East. This  region  has  never  had  a  big  pause  in religious  
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development,   nor   has   it   seen   de-Islamisation  or re-Islamisation of  
population. The current state of Islam in Azerbaijan matches the situation 
in the post-Soviet space, firstly with the Central Asia nations. Many 
religious processes in these countries are similar due to the Soviet past 
and repressive policies of the current regimes. 

That is why the religious policy of our authorities should be given a 
special attention to get a deep insight into further pace of Islam in 
Azerbaijan. It is this factor that plays a major role today, but here we have 
plenty of red flags. 

For the country’s authorities, Islam is not the religion of the major 
population, but rather a matter to be curbed by the official clergy and 
other administrative and legal controls, and grumblers to be done away 
with repressions. As a result, a yawning gap has emerged between the 
authorities and believers. The Islamic factor, at the same time, is a perfect 
propaganda tool, first of all, to excuse the repressive policy in the eyes of 
the West under the slogans of “protection of secularism”. The authorities, 
on the other hand, trumpet ‘respect’ for the religion to the Islamic 
countries and denounce Islamophobia in the Western countries. 

Azerbaijan is a country overloaded with existing and potential 
internal and external conflicts and threats. The Islamic factor is not the 
first item on the agenda. Amidst the unresolved Karabakh conflict, the 
country is torn by the grave social crisis, as the society has split into a 
small group of the powers that be and their team, suddenly growing rich 
from corruption and stolen energy revenues, and the large majority of the 
population extremely displeased with their plight and the policies of the 
authorities. Two processes are running in today’s Azerbaijan. On the one 
hand, the secular circles are getting unhappy with the unlawful and 
authoritarian policies of the authorities. On the other hand, the same 
degree of discontent among believers being repressed and whose rights 
are also pretty often violated. In fact, the state policy makes the people, 
both believers and secular forces, involuntarily   radicalize.  So  far,   the  
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two processes have primarily run parallel with episodic intersections. But 
one day they will inevitably merge against the repressive and anti-
democratic policy of the authorities. And then it cannot be ruled out that 
the Islamic factor will be taken on board and reign.  
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Photo 1. Taza Pir mosque (Baku). Residency of Sheikh-ul-Islam. Built in 

1905-1914, renovated in 2009.  
Photo by TURAN News Agency 
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Photo 2. Bibi Heybat mosque (Baku). Built in XII, renovation started in 
1997, opened in 2008. Photo by Salam News Agency 

 
 

 
 

             Photo 3. Mir Movsum Aga Pir (restored in 1992-1994), general view,  
              Shuvelan settlement near Baku.  

              Photo by Arif Yunusov 
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Photo 4. Pir (built in VIII century, rebuilt in 1994), Nardaran settlement. 

Photo by Reuter 
 

 

 
 

           Photo 5. Haji Movsum Samadov,  
          Chairman of the Islamic Party of Azerbaijan 
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Photo 6. The police prevent rally of the believers in front of the US 

Embassy protesting the world-notorious movie insulting Muhammed the 
Prophet, 17 September 2012. Photo by Yeni Musavat Newspaper 

 

 
          Photo 7. Muslims protest ban to hijab in Baku schools on 24 May 2011. 

       Photo by Azad Khabar News Agency 
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Photo 8. The police disperse the believers protesting ban to wear hijab in 
schools, 5 October 2012, near the Education Ministry in Baku. Photo by 

Хebername News Agency 
 
 

 
 

           Photo 9. Haji Ilqar Ibrahimoglu 
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Photo 10. Juma mosque (built in XII century), Old City of Baku.  
Photo by TURAN Agency 

 
 
 

 
 

Photo 11. Haji Shahin Hasanly. Photo by Salam News Agency 
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Photo 11. Haji Shahin Hasanly. Photo by Salam News Agency 
 
 

 
 
Photo 13. Hujjat-ul-Islam wa-l-muslimin Zulfugar Mikayilzade.  

Photo by Islam-Azeri Agency 
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Photo 13. Hujjat-ul-Islam wa-l-muslimin Ilham Aliyev 
 
 
 

 
 

Photo 15. Hujjat-ul-Islam wa-l-muslimin Azer Jabiyev 
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Photo 16. Hujjat-ul-Islam wa-l-muslimin Faramiz Abbasov 
 
 
 

 
Photo 17. Hujjat-ul-Islam wa-l-muslimin Javid Mammadov (left) and 

Grand Ayatollah Seyyid Sadig Shirazi.  
Photo from http://sheyxcavid.info/bioqrafiya.html 
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         Photo 18. Turkish Islamic Faculty in Baku, general view of the building. 
            Photo by Arif Yunusov 

 
 
 

 
 

Photo 19. Qafqaz University in Baku, general view of the building.  
Photo by Arif Yunusov 
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Photo 20. Salim Abu Umar al-Gazzi, the founder of Salafi ideology in 
Azerbaijan 

 
 

 
 
            Photo 21. Abu Bakr mosque (Baku), general view. 

           Photo by Arif Yunusov 
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     Photo 22. Informal leader of Salafis of Azerbaijan  
Imam Gamet     Suleymanov in front of Abu Bakr mosque. 

                   Photo by Arif Yunusov 
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                       Photo 23. Bookstores of Salafis near Abu Bakr mosque, Baku. 
                      Photo by Arif Yunusov 

 

 
 
Photo 24. Arabic mosque in Sumgayit, the center of Kharijites of     

        Azerbaijan (shut in 2004). 
Photo by Arif Yunusov 
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Photo 24. Arabic mosque in Sumgayit, the center of Kharijites of 
Azerbaijan (shut in 2004). 

Photo by Arif Yunusov 
 

 
Photo 26. Azerbaijani brigade Jamaat Jeysh al-muhajirin wa-l-ansar 

(Army of muhajirs and ansars) in Syria. May 2013. Photo from 
http://fisyria.com 
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Photo 27. Ilahiyyat mosque in Baku (built in 1995).  
Photo by Arif Yunusov 
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               Photo 28. Believers in the courtyard and adjacent streets near  
              Ilahiyyat mosque in Baku. Photo by TURAN News Agency 
 

 
 

          Photo 29. Salafi mosque (built in 1996), Qarachukhur settlement of Baku. 
Photo by Arif Yunusov 
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                        Photo 30. Sheikh-ul-Islam Allahshukur Pashazade, Head of the     

                  Board of Muslims of Caucasus 
 

  

       
Photo 31. Hajji Sabir Hasanly, Rector of Baku Islam University 
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            Photo 32. Pirgamish mosque (Nakhchivan City).  

             Heydar Aliyev memory rooms inside the mosque. October 2009. 
           Photo by Rauf Huseynov 

 
 

 

 
 

Photo 33. Heydar Aliyev museum in the mosque of Alimardan village 
(Tovuz region). December 2012. Photo by Abbas Atilai 
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                   Photo 34. Elshad Iskandarov,  
         Head of State Committee for Work with Religious Organizations 

 

 
 
Photo 35. Shahidlar mosque, Baku, built by Turks in 1993-1996. Closed 

since 25 April 2009 by the authorities on the pretext of repair.  
Photo by Arif Yunusov 
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Photo 36. Mosque demolished in Neft Dashlary settlement in the Caspian 
Sea, 12 May 2009. 

Photo by Deyerler News Agency 
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Photo 37. Mosque in Mehdiabad settlement, Absheron peninsula, built 
by Turks in 1999. Closed several times by the authorities in 2009-2012.  

Photo by Arif Yunusov 
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Photo 38. Forum on hijab issue, Baku, 25 November 2010. Photo by 

Deyerler News Agency 
 

 

 
 

Photo 39. A Salafi forcedly shaved by the police shows his photo to 
journalists where he has a beard. Baku, 26 August 2008. 

Photo by Azadliq Radio 
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Photo 40. Said Dadashbeyli 

 
 

 
 

Photo 41. Hilal Mammadov, human rights defender and IPD consultant, 
Chief Editor of “Tolyshi Sado” newspaper 
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Photo 42. Theologian Haji Tale Bagirzade 
 

 
 
 

 

 


